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l.O SUMMARY
The Large Scale Advanced Prop-Fan (LAP) Program accomplished the successful
design, fabrication and ground testing of a full scale, f]Ightworthy Prop-Fan
system capable of operation at Mach .B and 35,000 feet altitude. An
aeroelastic model of the full scale Prop-Fan was also successfully fabricated
and tested. Extensive quantities of test data were collected, analyzed and
compared wlth theoretical predlctlons. This served to prove out the LAP
hardware, confirmed the validity of the analytical techniques used In the
des|gn and amassed a data base that will be useful as a guide in the design
of future Prop-Fans.
The speciflc Prop-Fan components that were designed and fabricated during the
course of the Large Scale Advanced Prop-Fan Program were the blade, hub,
spinner, actuator and control. The element of the Prop-Fan design that
a11ows it to operate efficiently at Mach numbers up to 0.8 are the thin
highly swept and highly loaded blades. Hamilton Standard was able to design
and bulld these blades using design tools, materials and fabrication
techniques that had previously proven successful on more conventional
m11itary and commerclal propellers along with new techniques developed during
Prop-Fan model testing over the past lO years. The hub, spinner, actuator
and control dld not Incorporate slgnlflcant new technology and thelr design
and fabrlcation proceeded along the llnes of standard propellers.
Significant hardware development testing was accomplished on the Prop-Fan
system components to ensure their sultab111ty for Static Rotor and High Speed
Hlnd Tunnel Testing in this contract and Static Engine and F11ght Testing in
the follow on PTA Program (reference contract NAS3-24339). The hardware
development testlng included sub-component testing of selected control
components, blade retentlon stlffness testing, whirl rig testlng of the
Prop-Fan with stub blades and Fatigue and Experlmental Stress Analysls
testing of the blade and hub. None of these tests uncovered any problems
that would impede the completlon of static rotor, hlgh speed wind tunnel,
statlc englne or flight testing.
Static rotor and high speed wlnd tunnel testlng provlded extenslve data on the
static and dynamic structural behavlor and the aerodynamlc performance of the
Prop-Fan system. Among the slgnlflcant flndlngs of this testing were: a
stall buffet phenomenon prevented the Prop-Fan from absorblng design power at
design operatlng RPM statlc condltlons; unstalled flutter was not encountered
anywhere In the portlon of the flight envelope tested; the Importance of tip
and leading edge vortex flow in determining the blade surface pressure
dlstrlbutlon for static and low Mach number operating condltlons; the
Importance of shocks attached to the blade camber surface In determlnlng the
blade surface pressure dlstrlbutlon near the tip at Intermedlate and hlgh
subsonlc Mach numbers.
The structural dynamic performance of the aeroelastlc mode| during
aerodynamlc performance and acoustlc testlng in the NASA LeRC 8' X 6' and
g' X 15' wind tunnels correlated well with that of the Large Scale Advanced
Prop-Fan. This demonstrated the utility of uslng an aeroelastlcally scaled
model to predict the structura! dynamic performance of a full scale Prop-Fan.
1/'2
2.0 INTRODUCTION
National energy demand has outpaced domestic supply, creating an increased
U.S. dependence on foreign sources. This was dramatized by the OPEC oil
embargo In the winter of 1973 to 1974. The embargo triggered a rapid rise in
the cost of fuel which brought about increased emphasis on energy
conservation. Later, in 1979 worldwide shortages caused an additional steep
rise In the cost of oil. These events, of course, affected the air transport
Industry as well as other hlgh energy Consuming industries.
In 1975, at the request of Congress, NASA established the Aircraft Energy
Efficiency (ACEE) Program directed at reducing fuel consumption of commercial
subsonic air transports. Besides saving fuel, the technology developed under
the program would help U.S. aircraft manufacturers retain their dominant role
|n the world commercial aircraft market. One element of the ACEE Program
offerlng the greatest potential fuel savings is the Advanced Turboprop
Program (ATP). Turboprops, with their inherently higher propulsive
efflclency, have provided efficient transportation for years at speeds of
about Mach 0.6 and altitudes around 20,000 feet. However, in order to be
compatible wlth the current and future commercial aircraft operational
structure, future turboprop-powered aircraft will be required to cruise at
speeds of Mach 0.7 to 0.8 and altitudes of 30,000 feet and higher, while
maintaining a comfortable cabin environment.
Studies have shown that the Inherent efflclency advantage of turboprop
propulslon systems over turbofan systems at low speed may be extended to high
subsonlc speeds by use of hlghly loaded, multi-bladed, swept-tlp propellers,
(sometlmes called Prop-Fans). Turboprop aircraft with thls type of propeller
have the potential of obtalnlng fuel savings of 15 to 20 percent relative to
turbofans wlth an equlvalent level of core engine technology. This
translates Into a 30 to 40 percent fuel savlngs relatlve to current
In-servlce turbofan-powered alrcraft.
Initial work under the ATP concentrated on small aerodynamlc models of
Prop-Fans. Beginning in 1976 Hamllton Standard and NASA collaborated on a
series of these models which were tested in NASA and Unlted Technologles
Corporatlon wlnd tunnels. The models were used to evaluate the aerodynamic
performance and structural dynamic characteristics of varlous Prop-Fan
designs over a range of Mach numbers up to 0.8 Mn. Figure 2.1 describes the
design of the various wlnd tunnel models that were tested and summarizes the
results that were obtained. These tests demonstrated that an advanced
turboprop propulslon system that could achieve propulslve efflciencles above
80% at Mach 0.8 could be deslgned. Based on the performance obtained wlth
the varlous aerodynamlc models, and structural and aerodynamic lessons
learned, the deslgn of the SR-3 Prop-Fan blade was found to be most
approprlate as the basis for a full scale Prop-Fan deslgn.
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2.0 (Continued)
In 1981 Hamilton Standard initiated work under NASA contract NAS3-22394 to
perform design studies for a Large Scale Advanced Prop-Fan (LAP). The detail
tasks undertaken in this program were:
The selection of the LAP Prop-Fan configuration (referred to as
SR-TL)
• The Aerodynamic/Acoustic design of the SR-7L blade
• Preliminary mechanical design of the SR-7L blade
• Concept design of the testbed Prop-Fan System
• Preliminary design of a scale aeroelastic model of the LAP.
The work conducted by Hamilton Standard under contract NAS3-22394 provided
the basis from which to proceed with a full fledged design and development
program for the Large Scale Advanced Prop-Fan.
In 1983 Hamilton Standard began work on the Large Scale advanced Prop-Fan
program under NASA contract NAS3-23051. The objectives undertaken by
Hamilton Standard under this contract were to:
I ,
o
Design and fabricate large-scale, fIightworthy, advanced technology
Prop-Fan blades for testing and evaluation.
Evaluate Prop-Fan blade structural characteristics (natural
frequencies and modes, strength, fatigue 11fe, and FOD tolerance)
through specimen and large-scale blade tests.
° Design and fabricate flightworthy hub, pitch change mechanism, and
pitch control hardware for use in Prop-Fan system testing.
o Experimentally determine the operating characteristics of the hub,
blade retension, pitch change mechanism, and pitch control at
simulated operat!ng condltions.
o Experlmentally determine the Prop-Fan performance, overspeed
characteristics, and stall flutter boundaries at static (zero
Forward speed) conditions.
. Experlmentally evaluate the Prop-Fan high-speed flutter
characteristics.
o Oeslgn, fabricate and test an aeroelastlc model Prop-Fan having the
same aerodynamic characterlstlcs and simllar aeroelastlc
characterlstlcs as the large-scale Prop-Fan.
° Dellver Prop-Fan assemblies for planned flight testing with a drive
system.
4
2.0 (Continued)
The design parameters for the Large Scale AdvancedProp-Fan included 8 blades
and a 9 foot diameter disk with a design blade tip speedof 800 ft/sec. The
SR-7L Prop-Fan is designed for a maximum takeoff power of 4413 kw
(6000 horsepower) and a cruise power of 1906 kw (2592 horsepower) at an
altitude of I0,668 meters (35000 ft) and Mach 0.8. The design performance
goals of the LAP were to achieve a configuration that was free of flutter
through the flight envelope defined in Figure 2.2, a net propulsive
efficiency of 78.6% at the design cruise condition, a near field noise level
of 144 dB at the design cruise condition and a far field noise level on
takeoff meeting FAR-36 minus 10 dB.
The design, fabrication and testing procedures employed during the LAP
program were intended to produce a flight representative test article. The
structural and mass properties of the Prop-Fan hardware, the safety features
designed into the Prop-Fan system, the quality and product assurances
procedures used during the manufacturing cycle and the planned component
testing were all focused on ensuring that the SR-7L would be suitable for
engine and flight testing at the completion of the Large Scale Advanced
Prop-Fan program. If achievement of the design goals discussed above could
be demonstrated, using a filghtworthy test article, a significant step would
be taken in proving the readiness of Prop-Fan technology for Introductlon
Into the commercial aviation marketplace.
The scope of the work undertaken in the Large Scale Advanced Prop-Fan Program
included the design and fabrication of the Prop-Fan hardware, the flight
Instrumentation system, assembly tooling and procedures and an aeroelastic
wlnd tunnel model of the Prop-Fan. Hardware development and proof of concept
testing were conducted for both the SR-TL Prop-Fan and the aeroelastic
model. System design and integration, Interface coordination and parametric
data tasks were also undertaken.
The detail SR-7L Prop-Fan components designed and fabricated were the blade,
the hub and retention, the control and actuator and the spinner. These
components are Illustrated in Figure 2.3.
Since many of the features of the SR-TL Prop-Fan differ from those of
Hamilton Standard's production propellers, design and fabrication of a set of
assembly tools and fixtures unique to the Prop-Fan was required. Assembly
and test procedures were also documented in an assembly and test
speclflcatlon.
The planned testing and research to be conducted wlth the Large Scale
Advanced Prop-Fan established a need for the capability to monitor a large
number of parameters on the rotating side of the Prop-Fan. The electronic
instrumentation system conceived for the SR-7L provided 32 channels for
transmitting information from the rotating to the stationary field. The
system employed multiplexed FM signals, transmitted through a brush block and
sllp ring arrangement.
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2.0 (Continued)
The design of the SR-7L blade incorporated a thin airfoil section, a highly
swept planform and lightweight composite construction. These characteristics
made the SR-7L blade more likely to encounter flutter than the heavier and
stiffer metal blades used on standard propellers. For this reason a smaTl
scale aeroelastic model of the SR-7L was designed and constructed. The
characteristics of the aeroelastic model were scaled so as to yield the same
aeroelastic performance as the SR-7L. The aeroelastic response obtained with
the SR-TL and aeroelastic model could be compared for the same test condition
to confirm the validity of the model. The aeroelastic model was also used to
explore the aeroelastlc response to operating conditions that could not be
obtained with the SR-7L due to test facility limitations: Aerodynamic
performance and acoustic tests of the model were conducted by NASA.
Testing conducted under the LAP program could be classified under two
categories, hardware development testing and proof of concept testing.
Hardware development testing was intended to confirm the suitability of
certain critlcal components for use in the SR-7L Prop-Fan. Hardware
development testing included control sub-component testing, experimental
stress analysis and fatigue testing of the hub and blade, and whirl rlg
testing of the Prop-Fan with stubs substituted for the blades. Proof of
concept testing was intended to evaluate the performance of the Prop-Fan
system at various operating conditions. Proof of concept testing included
the SR-TL Static Rotor Test, the SR-7L Hlgh Speed Hind Tunnel Test and the
aeroelastlc model wind tunnel test.
Thetasks conducted as part of the system design and integration effort were
intended to coordinate the designs of the major SR-TL components illustrated
In Figure 2.3. Thls effort included coordinating all interface dimensions to
ensure proper clearances and flt, ensuring consistency of design loads at all
component interfaces and the preparation of a failure mode and effects
analysis for the entire Prop-Fan System.
Interface coordination was conducted In preparation for possible future
flight testing that would follow the completion of the LAP program. The
purpose of this effort was to determine and document Prop-Fan characteristics
that would be required by airframe and engine designers and manufacturers In
preparatlon for a flight test of the SR-TL Prop-Fan.
The parametric data package prepared under the LAP contract (reference 1)
presented estimates of aerodynamic and acoustic performance of the SR-7L
Prop-Fan. The data was presented In dimensionless form so that aerodynamic
and acoustic performance can be computed for a broad range of operating
parameters.
Thls report summarlzes all of the work performed and results obtained during
the Large Scale Advanced Prop-Fan Program (Contract NAS3-2305l). Overall
program conc]uslons and recommendations are also presented.
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SR-I&IM SR-2 SR-3 SR-5 SR-6
8 8 8 10 10
Blades Blades Blades Blades Blades
23°A 0°A 35°A 48°A 39 °A
Altitude 35,000 Ft, Mach Number 0.8
r 1 I I INo. of ISpeed T/meas T/calc _/Configuration Blades SHPID21 fps % % %
SR-2 8 37.5 800 75.8 76.4 0.6
SR-1 8 37.5 800 76.2 75.9 - 0.3
SR-3 8 37.5 800 78.2 78.4 0.2
SR-1 M 8 37.5 800 77.7 77.5 - 0.2
SR-6(1) 10 30_0 700 77.8 80.6 2.8(2)
SR-5 10 26.0 600 77.9(3) 78.6 - 0.5
(1) NASA's aerolacoustic design
(2) Calculation does not reflect root choke evident in test data
(3) Extrapolation of test data as bending-torsion flutter phenomenon prevented i
testing at design conditions.
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3.0 SR-7L BLADE DESIGN
3.1 BLADE CONFIGURATION
The structural configuration of the SR-7L blade consists of a central
aluminum spar, a fiberglass shell which overhangs the leading and trailing
edges of the spar and a nickel sheath that covers the leading edge of the
outer two thirds of the blade. The remaining internal cavities are filled
with low density rigld foam. The outboard portion of the spar is
intentionally moved toward the leading edge of the b]ade to increase
stability while at the same time increasing the resistance of the leading
edge to foreign object damage. The thickness of the fiberg]ass shell is
varied by adding plies of fiberglass as needed to meet the stiffness and
strength requirements of the design. The blade design makes use of a NACA
Series 16 airfoil outboard and a NACA Series 65 circular arc airfoil
inboard. The blade has an activity factor of 227 with 37° of blade sweep at
the tip. The blade design Is illustrated in Figure 3.1.
The combination of an aluminum spar fiberglass shell, and foam fill is a
service proven deslgn, used by Hamilton Standard on several commercial and
military propellers. It was chosen because it allowed the design
requirements and goals to be achieved with a minimum of technical risk.
3.2 DESIGN REQUIREMENTS AND GOALS
As mentioned in the introduction, the aerodynamic and acoustic design of the
blade was accomplished under a previous contract. The results of this design
effort are reported in references 2 and 3. The design effort conducted under
this contract is reported In detail in reference 4. A series of requirements
and goals for the blade design phase of this contract were established. The
design requirements were characteristics that had to be attained in the
design while the design goals were desired characteristics, the attainment of
which was not mandatory.
:-_R;i!_CF_DINGPAGE BLANK NOT FILMED
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3.2.1 Design Requirements
The design requirements can be divided into five categories. These
categories along with the requirements of each follow. A description of the
operating conditions for which the primary design requirements were evaluated
is given in Table 3-I. These four conditions were used to determine the
structural adequacy of the design.
TABLE 3-I
PRIMARY REQUIRED DESIGN CONDITIONS
ANALYZED TO ASSURE STRUCTURAL ADEQUACY
Case DI D2 D3 D4
Conditlon Design/ Take-off/ 25 pct. 40 pct.
Cruise Climb overspeed overspeed
Power loading, *
kw/meter 2 253 586 0.0 0.0
(HPlfoot z) (32.0) (74.1) (0.0) (0.0)
Forward velocity, 0.80 0.20
Mach no.
Altitude, meters 10,675 sea level
(feet) (35,000)
Tip speed,
meters/second 244 244 305 342
(feet/second) (800) (800) (l,O00) (l,120)
Rotation speed, 1,698 1,698 -2,122 2,371
rev./mln.
Excitation factor 4.5 4.5 0.0 0.0
Beta 314, degrees 57.57 38.26 57.57 57.57
Power, k11owatts 1,906 4,413
(horsepower) (2,592) (6,000)
Thrust, newtons 6,490 33,649
(pounds) (1,459) (7,565)
* based on blade tip dlameter squared.
** Overspeed conditions were evaluated as 125% and 140% deslgn/cruise RPM,
while maintaining airloads and blade angle setting of the deslgn/cruise
condltlon.
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3.2.1.1 Flutter Limits - The Prop-Fan assembly shall be free of flutter
instabilitles over a normal flight profile shown in Figure 2.2 for a
representative aircraft installation and for normal operating conditions.
3.2.1.2 Critlcal Speed Margins - For the two-per-revolution (2-P) excitation
at 244 meters per second (800 feet per second) tip rotational speed, the
critlcal speed margin shall be a minimum of ten percent of propeller speed
and resonant frequency. This margin shall be reduced inversely as the
exciting order is increased from 3-P to 5-P. No I-P critical speeds shall be
permitted in the operating speed range and the minimum l-P margin shall be 40
percent of the maximum Prop-Fan operating speed. For ground operation, the
2-P critical speed margin shall be a minimum of twenty percent of the
propeller speed and frequency. These margins shall include the effect of
blade angle on frequency.
3.2.1.3 Stress Limits - The stress limits will be determined using Goodman
diagrams which presents the a11owable combinations of steady and cycllc
stress for lO8 cycles of 11fe.
3.2.l.3.1 Normal Operation - All structural components of the blade shall be
free of higher than a11owable combined stresses durlng both the design/cruise
and take-offlc1|mb conditions. The high cycle fatigue stress limits for
these conditions are based on 108 cycles, while the low cycle fatigue
stress limlts are based on 50,000 start-stop cycles.
3.2.1.3.2 Rotor Overspeeds - The blade shall be capable of operating to 125
percent (1.5 times the normal centrifugal load) of the maximum operating
speed with no Inelastic deformation. That is, all materlal stresses must
fall below the yield strength.
The blade shall be capable of operating to 140 percent (2.0 times the normal
centrifugal load) of the maximum operating speed with some allowable
Inelastic deformation, but no material separation (metal or composite). A11
material stresses must fall below the ult|mate tensile strength.
3.2.1.4 Forelgn Object Damage - The outer portion of the blade leading edge
shall be covered with a part|al chord width metal sheath for protection
against erosion, such as from raln and sand.
3.2.1.5 Flight Representative DesIgn - The blade shall be designed to have
weight and structural characteristics that are representative of anticipated
Prop-Fan systems for future aircraft applications.
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3.2.2 Design Goals
The blade design goals can be divided into three categories. These
categories along with the goals of each follow. In addition to the primary
design conditions, eight additional secondary conditions were analyzed.
These conditions are listed In Table 3-2. It was not mandatory that the
design requirements be satisfied for these conditions, however, if the
results of the evaluation placed severe 1imitatlons on planned testing, a
revision of the blade design would have been considered.
3.2.2.1 Flutter Margin
3.2.2.1.1 Stall Flutter - The Prop-Fan shall be free of stall flutter at 100
percent of design take-off power at lO0 percent deslgn speed and take-off
conditions (Mach no. = 0.0 to 0.2). The Prop-Fan shall also be free of stall
flutter in reverse thrust.
3.2.2.1.2 Unstalled Flutter - The Prop-Fan shall be free of unstalled high
speed flutter over the normal flight profile and range of power loadings with
a 15 percent degradation in natural frequencies.
3.2.2.2 Foreign Object Damage (FOD)
3.2.2.2.] Minor Impacts - Minor impacts are those due to sand, smal] stones,
and birds up to .ll3 kilogram (four ounces). No structural damage allowed to
the blade shell or sheath. Operation will continue without impediment.
3.2.2.2.2 Moderate Impacts - Moderate impacts are those due to 5.1
centimeter (two inch) hallstones and birds up to .907 kilogram (two pounds).
Damage can include loss of material or airfoil dlstortion. Operation shall
continue at 76 percent power for five minutes. No fragments (metal or
composite) shall be lost which can penetrate the aircraft fuselage pressure
shell. Roughness shall be tolerable and the rotor unbalance force due to
damage to one or more blades shall be kept below 22,240 newtons (5,000
pounds).
3.2.2.2.3 Major Impacts - Major |mpacts are those due to a single bird up to
1.814 kilograms (four pounds). Damage can include loss of material or
airfoil distortion. The abIllty to feather the Prop-Fan must be maintained.
Shutdown must be accomplished without catastrophic effects on the airframe
structure. The rotor unbalance force due to damage to one or more blades
shall be kept below 111,200 newtons (25,000 pounds). No fragments (metal or
composite) shall be lost whlch can penetrate the aircraft fuselage pressure
sheli.
3.2.2.3 Blade Deslgn Life and Inherent Rellab111ty
Replacement llfe wlth scheduled maintenance .................... 35,000 hours
Mean tlme between unscheduled removals (8 blade set) ........... 50,000 hours
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3.3 FINITE ELEMENT MODELING
Because of the swept geometry of the blade, considerable attention was given
to the analytical techniques to be used in the design process. An in-house
finite element analysis (FEA) code was used to represent the
three-dimensional blade structure. During preliminary design iterations, the
blade was modeled with a relatively coarse mesh of triangular plate elements,
three layers deep through the thickness of the blade. Once an acceptable
preliminary design was achieved, a finer mesh FEA model was constructed.
The detall design blade model had a fine mesh of triangular three-dimensional
plate elements. As shown in Figure 3.2, two outer layers on each side of the
blade (face and camber) were used to represent the fiberglass shell and the
leading edge nickel sheath, while a central layer was used to represent the
internal aluminum spar and leadlng and traillng edge foam filler (shell
cavity) regions.
In order to obtaln the compliance simulation necessary for static, modal, and
forced response analyses, the blade retention was modeled using a system of
spring elements and multi-point constraints. Each spring element was given a
spring rate, position, and orientation such that the system of sprlng
elements would reflect the compliance of the actual blade retention. The
spring rates to be simulated are 11sted In Table 3-3 and 111ustrated in
Figure 3.3.
TABLE 3-3
TABLE OF SRRING RATES TO BE SIMULATED
Type of
Load
Resisted Description of Load Spring Rate to be Simulated
Axial Total centrifugal pull load 26.2 X 10s newtons/meter
(22.4 X lO6 pounds/inch)
Twisting About pitch change axis 22.6 X 106 newton-meters/radian
(200 X 106 Inch-pounds/radian)
Bending About out-of-plane axls 1.5 X 106 newton-meters/radian
(13.4 X 106 Inch-poundslradian)
Bending About In -plane axis 1.15 X 106 newton-meters/radian
(10.2 X 106 Inch-poundslradian)
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3.4 STEADY-STATE ANALYSIS
Four operating conditions were analyzed using the steady-state finite element
blade model to check for compliance with the design requirements. These
conditions were: design/cruise, take-off/climb, 25 percent overspeed, and 40
percent overspeed.
In addition to the four design requirement conditions, eight other operating
conditions were analyzed. These conditions were the three ONERA S1Nind
Tunnel conditions, static and reverse thrust conditions, cruise at low and
high rotational speeds, mid-altltude climb, and two dive conditions at mid
and high altitude.
3.4.1 Application of Loads
The Prop-Fan blade is affected by two major types of loads: centrifugal and
air. Centrifugal loads arise from the blade rotating about the axis of
rotation. Airloads arise from the blade moving through the air.
3.4.1.l Centrlfugal Loads - Centrifugal loads result from the rotation of
the blade about the Prop-Fan axis of rotation. The flnlte element program
uses the mass properties of the blades, the radial dlstance from the
centerllne of rotation to the blade element centrolds and the rotational
speed of the Prop-Fan to compute the centrifugal forces on each element and
dlstrlbutes the forces to the model nodal points.
3.4.1.2 Airloads - The alrloads used in this analysis were the result of
aerodynamlc calculatlons uslng llfting line theory. The aerodynamic loads
are resolved into lift and drag loads at the radial statlons of the blade
that correspond to the rows of nodal polnts in the flnite element model. The
aerodynamlc loads are then dlstrlbuted to the nodal polnts in such a manner
as to obtain the correct center of pressure on the blade surface.
3.4.2 Pre-Deflectlon Design
The undeflected shape of the blade was determined by an Iteratlve process.
The process began by modeling the blade In the deslred configuration for the
deslgn cruise condltlon. The deslgn cruise condltlon loads were applied to
the model and the blade deflectlons were computed. The deflections were
subtracted from the deslred coordinates of the blade at the design crulse
condltlon to obtaln the undeflected shape of the blade. A new flnlte element
model was formed uslng the new undeflected blade coordlnates and the blade
was reanalyzed for the deslgn crulse loads. If thls analysis indicated that
the deflected shape of the blade was not the deslred shape for the deslgn
cruise condltlon, thls procedure was repeated until an undeflected blade
shape was obtalned that yielded the deslred conflguratlon at the design
crulse conditlon. Seven Iteratlons were required to obtaln an undeflected
shape that ylelded an acceptable .023 centimeter error from the desired
posltlon of the blade tip leading edge at the design cruise condltlon.
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3.4.3 Final Calculations
Twelve operating conditions were analyzed for steady state reactions,
deflections and stresses. The stresses are combined with the vibratory
stresses discussed in Section 3.5 for comparison to design allowables.
3.5 VIBRATORY RESPONSE ANALYSIS
A vibratory response analysis was performed for a once-per-revolutlon, or
I-P, aerodynamic excitation for eight of the twelve design conditions. These
conditions were: deslgn/crulse, take-off/climb, the three ONERA Sl Wind
Tunnel conditions, the low and high rotational speed cruise conditions, and
the 0.5 Mach number climb.
3.5.1 Origin Of The Once-Per-Revolutlon Excitatlon
The once-per-revolution (I-P) excitation occurs because of the angle (_)
which the propeller axis of rotation makes with the forward direction of the
aircraft, partlcularly during the climb condition, as illustrated In
Figure 3.4.
Thls results in a difference in the relative angle of attack of two
horlzontal blades shown In the front view. That is, the advancing blade I
sees a reduced angle of attack (_,), while the retreatlng blade 5 sees an
Increased angle of attack (_5). In the top and bottom positions, the
angle of attack is equal. Therefore, a sing]e blade experiences a sinusoidal
variance In load during each revolution. The difference in load between
blades 5 and I results in a small constant vertical force as shown in the
front view, whlle the difference in thrust results In a propeller shaft
bending moment as seen in the top view. Additionally, depending on the
Installatlon and the proximity of the Prop-Fan to a wlng engine inlet, and/or
fuselage, the Prop-Fan can operate in a flow field of varying velocity. Thls
Is more pronounced If the wing has considerable sweep.
3.5.2 Calculation of Vibratory Response
Cycllc alrloads correspondlng to a 4.5 excltation factor were used for the
vibratory response analysls. The excltatlon factor Is a measure of the
severity of the IP aerodynamlc excitation and is defined by equation 3.1.
EF = y V[____] z (3.1)
where Ve =
y =
Equlvalent Airspeed (KTS)
angle of Prop-Fan Axis to Airflow (Radlans)
A finite element code was used to evaluate the blade vibratory response based
on the 4.5 excitation factor and a IP excitation frequency. The cyclic
stress response Is combined with the steady stresses computed In Section 3.4
for comparison to design a11owables on Goodman d_agrams.
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3.6 STRESS VS STRENGTH EVALUATION
3.6.1 Method of Combining Steady State and Vibratory Stresses
After completing both the steady-state and vibratory response analyses, the
next step was to combine the ]-P vibratory stresses with the steady-state
stresses to provide a structural evaluation of blade components. This was.
done for each of the cyclic load conditions analyzed.
A Goodman diagram was used to show the relationship of the combined stress of
the vibratory response and the steady-state analysis with the design
allowable limit. Figure 3.5 shows a calculation point plotted on a typical
Goodman diagram.
Line A can be constructed on the Goodman diagram which connects a calculation
point with the origin of the diagram. Line B can then be drawn coincident
with the first llne from the origin until It Intersects the design limit
llne:. The percent of the first line (or|gln to calculation point) with
respect to the second line (origin to design allowable limit) represents the
percent of the allowable limit of the combined stress state at that
calculation point.
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3.6.2 High Cycle Fatigue
Hlgh cycle fatigue is associated with the application of cyclic stress over a
relatively long period of time. The application of this cyclic stress will
often be in combination with a steady stress which may be much greater in
magnitude. The steady stress field was calculated as part of the
steady-state analysis. The cyclic stress levels were calculated for the I-P
excitation. For this evaluation, each of the blade components (spar, shell,
sheath, and foam filler) is required to withstand at least lO8 cycles under
this combined stress condition. The maximum percent of al|owable limit for
each of the conditions analyzed is listed in Table 3-4.
TABLE 3-4
HIGH CYCLE FATIGUE STRESS/STRENGTH COMPARISON
Percent of Allowable Limit*
No._.__. Condition Spar Shell Foam Filler Sheath
DI Des|gn/Cruise 74 67 50 53
D2 Take-off/Climb 76 64 60 53
D3 25% Overspeed 42 61 29 41
D4 40% Overspeed 52 74 35 44
IA ONERA, 8 Blade 33 76 58 41
IB ONERA, 4 Blade 86 87 77 46
IC ONERA, 2 Blade 97 93 86 49
2 Static Thrust 26 65 22 35
3 Reverse Thrust 43 67 18 79
4 Cruise, Low RPM 100 85 63 81
5 Cruise, Hi RPM 70 64 44 49
6 C11mb, Mid A1tltude ?7 6? 57 58
7 Dive, Mid Altitude 30 61 24 34
8 Dive, High Altitude 30 60 25 35
* Percent of allowable limit measured diagonally on Goodman d|agram and
based on lO8 cycles endurance limit.
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3.6.3 Low Cycle Fatigue
Low cycle fatigue (LCF), sometimes referred to as "start-stop" cycles, is
associated with alternating between an unstressed state and the maximum
stress state. For the low cycle fatigue stresses, the steady and cyclic
stresses are combined to determine the maximum tensile or compressive stress.
For LCF evaluation, the steady and cyclic stresses are each assumed equal to
half of this maximum vaJue, and are then plotted on a modified Goodman
diagram for comparison to the material allowable limits. For the low cycle
fatigue conditions, each of the blade components must withstand at least
5xlO_ stress cycles under this combined stress condition.
The highest percent of a11owable limit for each of the conditions analyzed is
listed In Table 3-5 for each of the blade components.
TABLE 3-5
LOW CYCLE FATIGUE STRESS/STRENGTH COMPARISON
Percent of Allowable Limit*
(Cycles to Allowable if Less Than 50,000)
No__=. Condition Spar Shell Foam Filler Sheath
D/ Deslgn/Crulse 56 73 57 54
D2 Take-offlCIImb 50 64 52 60
D3 25% Overspeed 71 I02 (20,000) 67 58
D4 40% Overspeed 86 125 (80) 81 62
IA
IB
IC
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
ONERA, 8 Blade 58 81 67
ONERA, 4 Blade 60 76 69
ONERA, 2 Blade 60 77 71
Statlc Thrust 43 110 (1,300) 50
Reverse Thrust 71 If3 (600) 41
Cruise, Low RPM 48 68 63
Cruise, HI RPM 58 74 44
Climb, Mid Altitude 52 96 57
Dive, Mid A1tltude 49 I02 (25,000) 24
Dive, High A1tltude 49 I01 (35,000) 25
50
50
53
5O
113 (20,000)
47
51
63
48
49
* Percent of allowable limit based on 50,000 start-stop cycles
Zero to max stress - (SS+CYC) + (SS+CYC)/2
SS - Steady stress
CYC , Cyclic stress
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3.7 RESONANT FREQUENCIES AND MODE SHAPES
The prediction and placement of the resonant frequencies of the Prop-Fan
blades are important aspects of the design analysis process. The first few
integer orders of design rotational speed are important areas to avoid
resonance because excitation forces for these are highest, decreasing
inversely as P-order increases. Dynamic magnification, if insufficiently
damped, could cause undesirable vibration and stresses. Furthermore, for an
eight-bladed propeller, the 2-P, 3-P, 4-P, and 5-P modes of vibration are
reactionless, that is, vibration loads at the blade shank are reacted
internally through the hub, and no component of vibration is transmitted to
the propeller shaft. Thus the pilot has no direct sensory feedback of the
vibratory condition of the propeller. For this reason, specific bands of
resonant frequency avoidance are specified. These frequency avoidance bands
decrease in size with increasing P-order since the magnitude of the
excitation decreases as P-order increases. Strain gages will be mounted on
the blade surface such that undesirable vibratory levels, should they occur,
can be detected and avoided during operation.
3.7.1 Calculation Method
Because the NASTRAN eigenva|ve solver is faster than the determinant search
method used by the in-house finite element code (BESTRAN), the NASTRAN solver
was used for this analysis.
3.7.2 Results
A listing of the first five modal frequencies for each of the twelve
conditions analyzed is given in Table 3-6. The differences in resonant
frequencies between operating conditions are caused primarily by differences
In centrifugal stiffening, resulting from the various combinations of blade
angle and RPM.
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3.7.2 (Continued)
TABLE 3-6
SR-7L BLADE RESONANT FREQUENCY SUMMARY
Frequencies in Hz
Mode
No. Condition 1 2 3
D1 Deslgn/Crulse 43.2 80.1 I01.0
D2 Take-off/Climb 45.7 77.2 I03.2
148.2
147.5
168.6
170.4
IA
IB
IC
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
ONERA, 8 Blade 43.4 79.6 100.9
ONERA, 4 Blade 43.4 79.7 100.8
ONERA, 2 Blade 43.4 79.9 lOI.2
Static Thrust 46.4 76.3 I03.1
Reverse Thrust 50.I 73.7 94.3
Cruise, Low RPM 38.8 77.6 95.6
Cruise, Hi RPM 44.0 80.7 101.9
Cllmb, Mid Altitude 44.1 78.9 I02.0
Dive, Mld Altitude 44.7 77.0 102.2
Dive, High Altitude 44.0 77.3 lOl.6
149 8
149 6
149 4
148 4
138 1
143 2
149 0
148 8
150 1
149.5
167 1
167 2
168 7
169 6
148 7
155 9
169.4
169.5
168.6
168.2
The calculated modal frequencies for the required design conditions of
design/cruise and take-off/climb are also plotted on a Campbell diagram in
Figure 3.6. The Campbell diagram includes the integer order resonance
avoidance bands specified In the design requirements. Static frequencies are
also shown. These frequencies were calculated with a clamped blade shank,
and therefore are not shown connected with the other modes that were
calculated at speed.
As can be seen from the diagrams, all resonance placement requirements have
been meet except for the second mode in the design/cruise condition which
infringes slightly on the 3-P avoidance band. Thls is not of great concern
since the second mode Is edgewise, and Is sensitive to retention stiffness.
A reduction In frequency wlll accompany a reduction in stiffness. Experience
has shown that predicted retention stlffnesses tend to be higher than
actually observed. Therefore the actual second mode natural frequency may be
lower than predicted and further removed from the avoidance band. In
addition no source of 3-P excitation is projected for the second mode.
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3.8 STABILITY
A stability analysis of the SR-7L blade was performed to assure structural
integrity in terms of aeroelastic stability over the entire flight envelope
and the wind tunnel test conditions. The requirements divide flutter into
two categories: unstalled flutter and stalled flutter. These categories
were established because there is a distinct difference in aerodynamics
during unstalled and stalled operation. Unstalled flutter can occur when the
Prop-Fan operates in an unstalled condition, such as during cruise at high
forward speed. Stall flutter can occur when the Prop-Fan operates in a
stalled condition, such as during take-off under high power and low forward
speed. The combination of high power and low speed gives rise to a high
airfoil angle of attack, causing the air to separate from the aerodynamic
surface and to stall the blade. For this reason, stall flutter is often
called separated flow flutter. Because each category of flutter involves a
unique aerodynamic condition, they are examined using different analytical
approaches.
3.8.1 Unstalled Flutter Analysis
The unstalled flutter stab111ty of the SR-7L blade was examined using an
aeroelastlc stability analysis that was specifically developed to model the
structural and aerodynamic complexities of a Prop-Fan (reference 5).
Brlefly, the analysls is a linear modal formulatlon in whlch the structure is
modeled wlth fully-coupled mode shapes obtained from finite element analysis
and the unsteady aerodynamic loads are based on linear, compressible,
two-dlmensionaI theory. Because the aeroelastic analysis uses
two-dlmensional aerodynamic theory to model the three-dimenslonal flow about
the blade, the application of the theory has been guided by existing model
test results to give consistent and accurate predictions.
To ensure that the entlre operating reglme Is free of instabI11ties, ten
operating condltions were studled for stabI11ty. These condltions are listed
In Table 3-7, along wlth their flutter Mach number. For each condltion the
calculated flutter Mach number was greater than the actual Math number for
that condition, Indlcatlng a stable configuration.
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PREDICTED FLUTTER
Case Condltlon
DI Deslgn/Crulse
D2 Take-off/Climb
IA ONERA, 8 Blades
IB ONERA, 4 Blades
IC ONERA, 2 Blades
4 Crulse, Low RPM
5 Crulse, High RPM
6 Cllmb, Mid Altltude
7 Dive, Mid Altltude
8 Dive, High Altitude
TABLE 3-7
MACH NUMBER FOR TEN SR-7L
Altitude,
Operating meters
Mach no. (feet)
.80 10,675
(35,000)
.20 0
(0)
.80 4,270
(14,000)
.80 4,270
(]4,000)
.80 4,270
(14,000)
.80 10,675
(35,0OO)
.85 10,675
(35,000)
.50 3,050
(10,OO0)
.60 6,100
(20,000)
.80 10,675
(35,000)
OPERATING CONDITIONS
RPM
1,698
Flutter
Mach no.
.95
1,698 .60 3
1,698 .85 3
l, 698 1. O0 2
1,698 .95 2
1,273 l.OO
1,783 .92 3
1,698 .76 3
1,698 .92 3
I,698 l.00 3
Flutter
mode
2.5
3.8.2 Stall Flutter Evaluation
To study stall flutter, two methods of analysis were used. One was a
semi-empirical formulation that has been incorporated in the aeroelastic
stability analysis computer program. The other method was a purely empir|cal
method used for conventional propeller stall flutter analysis. Two methods
were chosen for stall flutter analysis because the theoretical analysis of
stall flutter Is not a well-established procedure due to the complexity of
the air flow about a stalled blade section.
3.8.2.1 Semi-Empirlcal Method - The semi-empirical method uses combined
bending and torsion modes, but does not couple the modes since stall flutter
is generally a single mode phenomenon. The unsteady airfoil coefficients are
developed from steady-state empirical airfoil data. The results from this
analysis glve the onset of stall flutter, not the magnitude of the response,
because large amplltude stall flutter response is non-linear while the
analysis assumes a linear response.
Table 3-8 lists the conditions examined for stall flutter along with the
resultlng predictions. The predictions are in terms of blade angle because
stall flutter occurs at high power when the blade is stalled and increasing
power corresponds to increasing blade angle.
TABLE 3-8
STALL FLUTTER ONSET PREDICTION SUMMARY
Take-off/Cllmb Static Thrust Reverse
Speed, RPM 1698 1698 1698
Mach no. 0.2 0.0 0.0
Nominal blade angle, deg 38.0 33.0 -I0.0
Flutter blade angle, deg
Flutter mode of vibration
40.0 31.0 No flutter
4 4 No flutter
The predictions show that shall flutter occurs at a lower blade angle than
required by the static thrust condition. The fourth mode, which is the first
torsional mode, becomes unstable at a 31 degree blade angle.
Nhen the blade Is subjected to a small amount of forward flight speed, the
stall flutter stablllty Is greatly improved, as seen by the take-off/cllmb
condltlon. Thls improvement in stablllty Indlcates that with the proper
pitch change schedule, stall flutter will not be a problem at take-off.
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3.8.2.2 Empirical Method - Sihce the SR-7L blade has a distinct torsional
mode, and stall flutter was predicted for this mode, a stall flutter
parameter was calculated for the blade. The stall flutter parameter is an
empirical design factor that was developed for conventional propeller design
to prevent the occurrence of torsional stall flutter. This parameter is
calculated for a given configuration and plotted on a stall flutter design
chart to see if torsional stall flutter is possible. The calculated stall
flutter parameter for the SR-7L blade for a blade angle of 33.0 degrees is
1.35, which is well inside the stab)e region of a stall flutter design chart,
indicating that no flutter will occur in the torsional mode.
The two methods used to predict the stall flutter stability of the SR-L blade
give different results. The first method, the semi-empirical method which
predicted the blade angle when flutter would occur, shows stall flutter
occuring in a mode that the second method, using the stall parameter, showed
to be stable. Therefore, the stall flutter results are inconclusive. The
best procedure for determining stall flutter stability is testing.
3.9 FOREIGN OBJECT DAMAGE
To assess the FOD tolerance design goals, gross blade stresses resulting from
moderate and major impacts were calculated for the SR-7L blade. A moderate
impact is one with a bird of up to .90? kilogram (two pounds) while a major
impact involves a blrd of up to 1.814 kilogram (four pounds).
3.9.1 Calculatlon Procedure
A three-dlmensional, computerlzed, impac_ analysls program was used to
calculate the gross blade stresses due to aI.814 kilogram (four pound) bird
impact. A single flight condition was analyzed: 185 kilometers per hour
(lO0 knots) take-off at a blade angle of 37 degrees. Impact was assumed to
occur at 80% blade span, resultlng in an impact velocity of 210 meters per
second (689 feet per second).
3.9.2 Effect On Blade
For the bird impact, the blade appears to be In good shape. A sizeable
portion of the bird hlts the blade, whlle the remalnlng portion is
separated. For moderate Impacts, blrds up to .907 k11ogram (two pounds),
both the spar and shell spanwlse stresses are well below their respective
strengths and thus there is no problem meeting the requlrements for moderate
impacts. For major Impacts, blrds up to 1.814 k11ogram (four pounds), the
spar begins to yield, spanwise, at about the 1.814 kilogram (four pound)
level, whlle the shell Is still slightly below Its tenslle strength. Agaln,
there Is no problem meetlng the requirements.
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3.]0 BLADE TRUNNION DESIGN
The trunnion assembly provides the link between the blade and the blade pitch
actuator. It transmits the torque generated by the blade to the actuator and
translates actuator axial motion to blade rotation about the retention radial
axis. The trunnion is bolted to the blade shank and the trunnion roller
bearing mates with ears on the actuator yoke. The trunnion assembly is shown
in Figure 3.7.
The trunnion is bolted to the blade shank in four places. Since the blade
shank material is aluminum, threaded inserts were incorporated to take
advantage of the increased shear and tensile stress areas of the oversized
threads of the inserts. The threads in the blade shank are rolled to
increase fatigue life. The blade shank and trunnion mounting faces are
shotpeened also to increase fatigue life. The trunnion roller is through
hardened steel and mates with surface hardened steel wear plates on the
actuator.
3.10.1 Blade Trunnion Loading and Fatigue Strenqth
The blade trunnion was analyzed for the blade CTM (centrifugal twisting
moment) ATM (aerodynamic twisting moment) and FTM (frictional twisting
moment) corresponding to 100_ RPM at sea level and a blade angle, B314, of
38.5 °. For high cycle fatigue analysis the total twisting moment is appiled
as a steady load and the ATM component is applied as a cyclic load. For low
cycle fatigue, half of the total twisting moment was applied as a steady load
and half as an alternating load. The loads acting at the centerline of the
trunnion roller bearing for low cycle and high cycle fatigue analyses are
listed below:
HCF = 46704 + 5426 N (]0500 + ]220 lb)
LCF = 23352 + 23352 N (5250 + 5250 |b)
Ample low and hlgh cycle fatigue margins were obtained for the trunnion,
blade shank and related hardware.
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4.0 SR-7L HUB AND BLADE RETENTION DESIGN
4.1 CONFIGURATION
The Large Scale Advanced Prop-Fan hub assembly forms a semi-rigid link
between the blades, which provide thrust, and the engine shaft, which
transmits torque. The hub and tailshaft Is a one piece partially forged part
which Is carburized, heat treated and machined. A single row of ball
bearings restrains each of the eight blades In the hub, while the tailshaft
secures the propeller to the engine shaft wlth two cone seats that are
preloaded against each other by the Prop-Fan retaining nut. The hub also
forms the support for the pitch change actuator system, the control and the
spinner. The hub Is shown in Figure 4.1. The design effort is reported in
detail In reference 6.
The retention transmits the loads from the blades to the hub while a11owJng
changes In blade pitch. The single row ball bearing retention provides ease
of maintenance by a11owlng individual blade replacement without disassembly
of the hub. It has a through hardened inner race which seats against the
aluminum blade shank and an outer race which is Integral with the barrel.
The outer race area Is carburJzed to achieve the hardness necessary to
support the ball loads. The balls are kept from contact with each other by a
separator. The rotational speed of the propeller keeps the retention
submerged in o11 which Is contalned in the hub by a seal. A cross sectional
view of the hub and retention are shown in Figure 4.2.
4.2 DESIGN REQUIREMENTS
The deslgn requirements for the Large Scale Advanced Prop-Fan hub and
retention are as follows:
Combined steady and cycllc stresses experienced by the hub and
retention for the operatlng conditlons presented in Table 3-I will
be below a level that would yleld I08 cycles of hlgh cycle fatlgue
life and 50,000 cycle of low cycle fatigue 11fe.
The weight of the hub and retention must be representative of
hardware that would be used In future production Prop-Fan systems.
The stiffness of the hub and blade retention wlll be such as to
prevent the propeller blade natural frequencies from impinging on
the resonance avoidance zones discussed In Section 3.2.1.2.
The fully hardened case depth of the hub blade retention race must
exceed the depth at which the peak of the subsurface shear stress
occurs.
; _,._,DING PAGE BLANK NOT FILMED
4.3 RETENTION AND HUB LOADS
4.3.1 Retention Loads
A11 the external loads on the retention and hub have their source in the
blade loads. The retention loads used for the analysis of the hub and
retention were derived from the finite element analysis of the blade
discussed in Sections 3.4 and 3.5. The retention loads are the sum of the
finite element model reactions to the steady centrifugal and aerodynamic
loads and the vibratory response to the cyclic aerodynamic loads.
The alrcraft climb condition has the highest flight vibratory loading and
accumulates a large number of cycles over the life of the aircraft. The
stress cycles accumulate at the rate of the Prop-Fan rotational speed. The
climb condition therefore, was used for the hub design case. The retention
loadings for the c11mb case are tabulated in Table 4-I.
TABLE 4-1
RETENTION LOADS
Fx Fy Fz My Mz
Newtons Newtons Newtons Newton-meters Newton-meter
(lbs) (Ibs) (lbs) (In-lbs) (In-lbs)
STDY + VIB -368690 -35240 -14360 -3898 -2248
(-82890) (-7922) (-3229) (-34499) (-19893)
STDY - VIB -368690 -29450 -2913 1130 -6449
(-82890) (-6620) (-655) (]0003) (-5?073)
The sign convention for the blade retention loads is illustrated in
Figure 4.3. The lateral loads (Fx and Fy) have been found in the past to
have negligible effect on hub stressing and thus were neglected in the
analysis.
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4.3.2 Tailshaft Loads
The loads which are applied to the tailshaft can be broken down into five
categories: thrust, torque, engine shaft/tailshaft preload, blade
centrifugal load, and shaft bending moment. Because of its high impressed
moment and large number of cycles, the aircraft climb condition once again
was determined to be the design limiting case.
The thrust generated by the propeller and torque applied to the propeller are
fed through the tailshaft. Therefore, the tailshaft must be able to
withstand the 32,995 newtons (?,418 lbs) of thrust and the 25,165
newton-meters (222,700 |n-lbs) of torque the eng|ne produces. Only a small
portion of the blade centrifugal load is transmitted to the tailshaft, the
majority being absorbed by the hub. The engine shaft/tai]shaft interface is
made up of two cones seated in the hub and preloaded against each other by
the propeller retaining nut through the engine shaft. This nut is torqued to
3,390 newton-meters (30,000 In-lbs) producing a 298,906 newton (67,200 Ib)
axial preload on the cones. The moment load applied to the tailshaft is
described in detail in the retention load section. This is a steady bending
moment that produces once per revolution fully reversed bending stresses in
the talishaft because of its rotation. The moment magnitude Is 8,645
newton-meters (76,500 In-lbs).
4.4 BLADE RETENTION STRESS ANALYSIS
The retention stresses were analyzed uslng a computerized analysis called
H380. This analysls does a load balance on the bearing accounting for such
parameters as number of balls, bail diameter, pitch diameter, forces,
moments, material properties, and geometry. The results from this analysis
that are used In retention deslgn include Hertzian deflections and stresses,
position of the ball contact pattern, and moment spring rate. For the loads
listed In Table 4-I a hlgh cycle fatigue life in excess of 108 cycles and a
low cycle fatigue llfe of lO,O00 cycles were achleved. The lO,O00 cycle LCF
11fe Is lower than the desired 50,000 cycles but Is sufficlent to complete
a11 of the foreseeable testing with the SR-7L Prop-Fan. The distributlon of
the subsurface shear stresses in the race are presented in Figure 4.4.
The speclfled fully hardened case depth of .I04 cm (.041 inches) for the race
exceeds the depth at whlch the peak of the shear stress dlstrlbutlon occurs.
The analysis also showed that the ball patterns are on the race for a11
fllght conditions.
4.5 HUB STRESS ANALYSIS
The stress analysis of the hub was conducted by splitting It into sections
that could be analyzed by rlng analysis and shell of revolutlon analysls
computer programs. A 3-D flnlte element analysls of the hub was also
conducted. Stresses obtained for the alrcraft cllmb conditlon were low
enough to allow both the IOs cycle HCF life and the 50,000 cycle LCF life
to be obtalned wlth slgnlflcant margln.
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4.6 TAILSHAFT STRESS ANALYSIS
The tail shaft was analyzed using a shell of revolution computer analysis. A
radial deflection due to centrifugal load of .035 cm (.0014 in) was
calculated for the tailshaft. The tailshaft model was predeflected by this
amount to reproduce the effect of the centrifugal load. The remaining loads
as explained in Section 4.3.2 were also applied to the model. The locations
of the peak stresses are shown in Figure 4.5. The stresses are also shown
plotted on a Goodman diagram, indicating significant strength margin.
4.7 RETENTION STIFFNESS ANALYSIS
The hub wall thickness is dictated by stiffness rather than strength
considerations. A major function of the hub is to provide a retention
stiffness that will place the natural frequencies of the propeller outside
the restricted range i11ustrated in Figure 3.6. The retention stiffness was
evaluated by a two-dimensional finite element analysis of the blade shank,
the race, the ball, the shank/race interface and the hub. The hub stiffness
was also evaluated using a 3-D finite element analysis.
A comparison of the in-plane and out-of-plane barrel stiffnesses determined
by the 2-D and 3-D models is shown in Table 4-2.
TABLE 4-2
COMPARISON OF 2-D AND 3-D BARREL STIFFNESS RESULTS
STIFFNESS
OOP (in-lblrad) IP (in-lblrad)
MODEL
2-D 61 x 106 55 x 106
3-D 70 x 106 37 x 106
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4.7 (Continued)
The retention stiffness computed using the 2-D analysis of all of the hub and
retent|on hardware is compared with the retention stiffness computed using
the 3-D analysls of the hub and the 2-D analysis of the blade shank and race,
and the ball and ball race interface In Table 4-3.
TABLE 4-3
COMPARISON OF RETENTION STIFFNESS RESULTS
STIFFNESS
OOP (In-lb/rad) IP (in-lb/rad)
MODEL
2-D
3-D Hub, 2-D Blade and Retention
15.5 x 106 13.7 x 106
16.9 x 106 7.9 x 106
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5.0 SR-7L SPINNER DESIGN
5.1 CONFIGURATION
The LAP Spinner consists of a fiberglass shell with two integral bulkheads,
eight tee-shaped fiberglass platforms and a rear bulkhead. The main
structural supports are the two shell bulkheads which mount on the actuator
dome and the rear bulkhead that mounts on the hub. The eight tee-shaped
fiberglass platforms continue the spinner contour between the shell and the
rear bulkhead and are fastened in place by two rows of screws. The contour
of the spinner was chosen to provide the proper Inflow to the Prop-Fan disc
to attain optimum aerodynamic performance. The configuration of the Prop-Fan
spinner is Illustrated in Figure 5.1.
5.2 DESIGN REQUIREMENTS
The design requirements for the Large Scale Advanced Prop-Fan spinner are as
follows:
Combined steady and cyclic stresses experienced by the spinner will
be below a level that will yield 108 cycles of high cycle fatigue
llfe and 50,000 cycles of LCF life.
The spinner first fore and aft and first lateral vibratory modes
shall not have 7-P, 8-P or 9-P frequency crossovers within the
Prop-Fan operating range of 1273-1698 RPM.
• The spinner must be removable with the blades at any pitch angle.
• The mass of the spinner must be representative of flight hardware.
5.3 FINITE ELEMENT MODEL
The spinner was analyzed using the NASTRAN finite element code. Modeling of
the spinner was accomplished using triangular p}ate elements. The finite
element model allowed the rubber O-Rlng spinner mounts on the actuator dome
and the screw attachments of the tee-platforms to be accurately modeled. The
finite element model is illustrated In Figure 5.2. The model was used to
calculate steady stresses and deflection, dynamic response stresses and
normal modes and frequencies.
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5.4 STEADY LOADS
The major steady load on the spinner is due to centrifugal force. Air
pressure forces are very low and are neglected. The centrifugal forces are
determined by the finite element computer code and vary with the element's
centroidal radius and mass. The overall Force on the element is distributed
to the three corner nodes of the element.
5.5 VIBRATORY LOADS
The vibratory loads on the spinner arise from propeller excitation. These
excitations are the result of out-of-plane blade deflections. The fore and
aft mode and lateral mode excitation occur when their resonant frequencies
cross the 7-P, 8-P and 9-P lines respectively. The degree to which the
spinner responds is related to the excitation magnitude at the crossover
point and the amount of damping. Since these parameters are not known
exactly the spinner is analyzed for lO.Og fore and aft and 12.7g lateral
excitations, at their corresponding resonant frequencies. This is known to
be conservative because excitation as large as lOg's are not likely to occur
at frequencies as high as 7-P.
5.6 SPINNER STRESS ANALYSIS
The combinations of steady and vibratory stresses for the various parts of
the spinner are plotted on Goodman diagrams in Figure 5.3 for the lOg fore
and aft excitation and 12.7g lateral excitation cases. The steady stresses
include stress concentration effects which occur around shell and platform
attachment points. The Goodman diagrams indicate that the tee-platforms are
the most highly stressed portion of the spinner. However the platforms have
significant margin for infinite fatigue life.
5.7 SPINNER NATURAL FREQUENCIES
A Campbell diagram for the spinner design is presented in Figure 5.4. The
diagram shows plots of the spinner fore and aft and lateral natural
frequencies overlayed on the P- order lines. The actual first fore and aft
mode natural frequency is 25l Hz and crosses the 8-P line outside the
operating RPM range. The actual first lateral natural frequency is 172 Hz
and crosses the 9-P line outside the operating RPM range. However the
lateral natural frequency crosses the 7-P line inside the operating RPM
range. Since the 12.7g lateral vibratory loading was applied in the analysis
at the ?-P crossover (172 Hz) with resulting stresses well below the
allowable limit, operation over the range of 1273 to 1698 RPM is acceptable.
5.8 SPINNER FOREIGN OBJECT DAMAGE ANALYSIS
An analysis of the as designed spinner was conducted to determine its
resistance to potential damage due to an in-fllght impact by a bird or other
foreign object.
The analysis was accomplished using the transient finite element analysis
technique in NASTRAN using the following assumptions:
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5.8 (Continued)
.
.
The bird weighs four pounds, has a length over diameter ratio of
two, and has a density of .0249 pounds per cubic inch.
Maximum air speed at which a bird strike may occur is less than 150
knots.
. Due to the fact that of the two bulkheads only the rear bulkhead
carries a fore and aft load, a head-on collision is assumed to be
the worst direction for impact.
The analysis revealed that the shell thickness would have to be increased in
the nose area from the originally planned 0.050 inches.
Table 5-I shows the total revised shell thickness for the nose area of the
spinner. The maximum stress in the revised spinner Is 67_ of the Hamilton
Standard design allowable.
TABLE 5-I
REVISED SPINNER SHELL THICKNESS
Axlal
Distance
(Inches)
Total
Thickness
(Inches)
0.000
070
390
480
710
975
1 275
1 625
1 975
2.350
2.765
3.2]0
3.745
4.575
5.625
100
100
100
100
100
150
150
•200
.200
.200
•200
.200
•lO0
•100
.050
5.9 SPINNER REMOVABILITY
Removability of the spinner with the blade at any angle is achieved by
selecting the pitch and length of the sixteen 114-28 flathead screws, that
attach the B platforms to the aft bulkhead, to a11ow a clearance to the butt
face of the blade.
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6.0 SR-TL PITCH CHANGE ACTUATOR AND CONTROL DESIGN
6.l CONFIGURATION
The purpose of the control and actuator is to malntain a propeller RPM set
point by varying blade angle to compensate for changes in engine power and
inflow velocity at the propeller disc. The system is shown schematically in
Figure 6.1. The design of the control and actuator is reported in detail in
reference 7. The actuator is the prime mover for blade angle change. The
actuator assembly mounts on the propeller hub and is Illustrated in
Figure 6.2. It consists of an Internal stationary piston, a translating
outer cylinder with an integral yoke that engages the blade trunnion and
converts the translation to rotation of the blade, a centrally located
pltchlock screw, a differential pressure regulatlng valve, a Four way
metering valve and a half area servo and ballscrew.
To change blade pitch, a pressure signal is generated by the propeller
_control and converted to a rotary signal by the servo and ballscrew. This
rotary input is applied to a pitchlock screw. To increase pitch, the rotary
slgnal drives the screw rearward a small amount relative to the cylinder
assembly. This rearward motion temporarily decreases the pitchlock gap and
moves the four-way valve rearward relative to the valve housing and sleeve.
The valve stroke directs the supply oll to the increase pitch chamber of the
actuator, and ports the decrease chamber to drain. This causes the actuator
cylinder to move forward to increase the blade pitch toward feather. The
motion of the actuator to increase pitch also carries the pitchlock screw
forward returning the four-way valve to null and re-establishing the
pltchlock gap.
The control Is a modified version of the 54460 pltch control used on the
Grumman E2-C2 alrcraft. The control mounts on the hub tailshaft and is
constrained from rotating by a lug on the englne gearbox. The control
contalns two major sub-assemblies, the pump houslng assembly and the valve
houslng assembly. The pump housing assembly contalns the hydraulic pumps
that provide pressure for the actuator, the gearlng that drives the pumps
from the rotatlon of the prop Shaft, the transfer bearing which transmits the
hydraulic pressure across the rotating/statlonary interface, and an auxillary
electrlc motor and pump to provide hydraullc pressure for static cycllng of
the blade angle. The valve housing contains a flywelght governor and
governor valve, whlch control Prop-Fan RPM by generatlng the
Increase/decrease pitch hyd_aullc signal sent to the actuator, pressure
regulating valves, a feather solenold and valve and cams and 11nkages to
adjust the governor and actuate the feather valve. The control
sub-assemblles are Illustrated In Figure 6.3.
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6.2 DESIGN REQUIREMENTS
The purpose of the Large Scale Advanced Prop-Fan was to be a test vehicle for
evaluating, the structural, aerodynamic and acoustic performance of the SR-7L
blade. The actuator and control provide the capability to set blade angle
and rotational speed for evaluation of the blade's performance and to provide
a failsafe propuls|on system in which any malfunction will cause the
propeller to either pitchlock (maintain the current blade angle) or feather
(increase blade angle to maximum pitch, 87.5°). The specific design
requirements for the control and actuator are listed below:
Governing Speed: 75-I05%, Tip Speed" 183-256 meters/sec.
(600-840 feetlsec.)
Ground Adjustable Feather Stop: 87.5 ±2.5 Deg (B 3/4)
• Ground Adjustable Low Pitch Stop" -lO to +40 Deg (B 3/4)
• In-Place Pitchlock" 1.5 Deg. Max. Blade Angle Loss
• Slew Rate (Max): 9 Deg/Sec.
• Steady State Governing Accuracy: .22_ Max. RPM
• Hysteresis: .15 Deg.
6.3 ACTUATOR DESIGN
The main components of the actuator are shown In Figure 6.2. The materials
selected for the ma|n structural elements are listed as well as some of the
significant design parameters. This type of pitch change actuator and the
materials used are typical of several Hamilton Standard production actuator
designs.
6.3.1 Servo and Ballscrew
The servo and ballscrew convert a hydraulic signal from the control to a
rotary input to the pitchlock screw. For an underspeed condition the
governor would Increase metered pressure which In turn changes the force
balance in the servo driving It forward. The forward motion of the servo,
which is axially attached to the ballscrew through a duplex ball bearing,
rotates the ballscrew. The ballscrew Is directly connected to the pitchlock
screw through a spllned qulll and the rotary motion of the ballscrew Is
Imparted to the pitchlock screw. The pitchlock screw translates forward
displacing the beta valve which routes hydraulics to the decrease s|de of the
actuator. For an overspeed condition this process Is reversed. The governor
at null regulates metered pressure at one-half of the supply pressure,
therefore to maintain a force balance at the servo in an on-speed condition
the area of the metered pressure side of the servo was designed to be twice
that of the supply pressure side.
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6.3.2 Pitchlock Screw
For normal operation the pitchlock screw is driven thru a quill shaft from
the ballscrew. The quill shaft accommodates any angular or radial
misalignment due to manufacturing tolerances between the baliscrew and the
pltchlock screw. The quill shaft has a sliding spline at the pitchlock screw
to accommodate the relative axial stroke of the ballscrew. The sliding
spllne on the pltchlock screw quill is nitrided and coated with a dry film
lubricant. The mating internal spllne is chrome-plated. The fixed spline on
the quill is also nltrided. This combination for the quill shaft was
selected for its compatibility with the existing ballscrew spllne and is
based on experience with similar applications.
6.3.3 Beta Valve
The beta valve is a four way, Force compensated, spool valve with dlrect
mechanlcal feedback from the actuator. The steel sleeve and spool are
manufactured as a flow matched set. Their running surfaces are carburized to
prevent erosion wear at the metering lands.
Motion of the valve aft of the null position meters oil to the increase pitch
side of the actuator cylinder, and allows flow out of the decrease pitch side
of the cylinder. This causes blade motion to increase pitch through the yoke
and blade trunnion rollers. Since the valve's inner spool is attached to the
actuator cylinder via the connecting rod, motion of the actuator brings the
beta valve back to the null position. Conversely, forward motion of the
valve moves the blades toward decrease pitch.
Pressure gain and flow gain are the two important hydraulic characteristics
of the Beta valve. Pressure gain is the change In the ratio of high or low
pitch pressure to main pump (supply) pressure with a change in valve
displacement. The pressure gain determines the dead band hysteresis of the
actuator. Flow gain is the change In hydraullc flow to the actuator with
valve displacement. The flow gain determines the actuator time constant.
The flow and pressure gain requirements for the Beta valve are shown in
Figure 6.4. The flow and pressure gain requirements were chosen based on
previous experience wlth other propellers.
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6.3.4 AP Valve
The purpose of the AP valve is to limit the output force of the servo under
extremes of metered pressure.
The AP regulatlng valve is a double-acting relief valve. It has the same
area ratio as the servo and has control metered pressure acting on the larger
area and supply pressure on the small area. The valve is preloaded such that
for small changes in control metered pressure nothing changes. If the ratio
of metered pressure to supply increases beyond 59%, the valve opens (i.e.,
moves to the right). Pressure to the servo is then regulated between the
valve and the fixed orifice to approximately 59% of supply pressure.
Conversely, if the signal pressure changes below 42% of supply, the valve
moves to the left and maintains pressure to the servo at approximately 42%.
By controlling the relationship between metered and supply pressure in this
band, the output force of the servo can also be controlled at the desired
level.
6.3.5 Stationary Piston and Translating Cylinder
6.3.5.1 Actuator Sizing - The size of the actuator is determined by the
blade loads that must be reacted by the pitch change system. The three types
of blade loads that must be reacted are centrifugal twistlng moment (CTM),
aerodynamic twlsting moment (ATM) and friction twisting moment (FTM). CTM is
the predominant load and results from the tendency of a centrlfugal fleld to
turn the blades toward flat pltch. ATM results from the distrlbutlon of alr
loads on the blade and may either add to or subtract from CTM. FTM results
from the friction of the blade retention and acts to oppose blade angle
change. CTM and ATM are plotted as a function of blade angle for I00% RPM in
Figure 6.5. FTM is 1.419 x IOs Nm/blade at I00% speed. ATM, CTM and FTM
are also functions of RPM 2.
The actuator was sized according to the blade loads generated by three flight
conditions. The conditions and the required operating crlterla are listed
below.
TABLE 6-I
ACTUATOR SIZING CRITERIA
V-Kts % Kw
Case EAS RPM Air. (SNP) Criteria
I. Overspeed 333 110% SLSD 0 Must be able to
change pitch
2. V_,x 333 100% SLSD 3580 Kw Pitch rate =
(4800) 9°Isec
3. Overspeed 333 125% 1520 meters 2237 Kw
(5,000 Ft) (3,000)
Must be able to
change p_tch
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6.3.5.1 (Contlnued)
The stall output of the actuator is calculated with 1050 psi at the increase
pitch side of the actuator and 30 psi drain pressure at the decrease side.
The actuator output at 9°/sec. was calculated with 700 psi at the increase
pitch side to account for pressure drops.
6.3.5.2 Structural Criteria - The stationary piston and translating cylinder
were analyzed using a fin|te element shelf of revolution program. The
analyses were used to determine If the stress ]evels in the components and
their axial and radial deflectlon were acceptable. The actuator was analyzed
for the pressure spectrum presented in Figure 6.6. The results of the
analysis Indlcate a poss|ble maximum loss of .56° blade angle on the low
pitch stop due to deflection caused by pressure loading, which is considered
acceptable. The fatigue llfe criteria for the actuator was also met.
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6.4 CONTROL DESIGN
In order to minimize development cost and time, the LAP pitch control design
was derived from an existing propeller control. Based on the type of engine
and gearbox anticipated to be used, the Hamilton Standard 54460 control was
selected. A number of modifications in the control components were necessary
to accommodate the higher RPM and opposite hand rotation of the LAP and the
different type of actuator. A description of both the existing components
and the design changes follows. The function of the control components are
shown schematically in Figure 6.1.
6.4.1 Hydraulic Pumps
The main and standby pumps provide the hydraulic flow sent to the actuator.
The scavange pump draws oii from the control atmospheric sump and pressurizes
the control pressurized sump. These pumps are modified versions of the 54460
pump. The modifications were made to accommodate the change in direction of
the propeller rotation. This was accomplished by Interchanging the drive and
drlven gears on the pumps and designing a new front cover for the pump
houslngs. The pumps run at approximately 12% higher RPM in the LAP control
and the normal operating pressure Is also higher. The sultabillty of these
pumps for the LAP application was ensured by an accelerated endurance test
whlch is dlscussed In Sectlon 11.3 of this report.
6.4.2 Maln and Standby Regulatlng Valve wlth Oriflce Pack
The purpose of the main and standby regulating valve is to provide the system
with a relatlvely constant supply pressure over a wide range of system flow
condltions. The valve balances the force due to supply pressure on one end
of the valve against a spring and a fixed reference pressure on the other
end. Pressure regulation occurs In response to a change in actuator flow
requirements. Under condltions of low flow demand, most of the combined flow
of the maln and standby pumps Is diverted to the pressurlzed sump. With an
increase In demand the supply pressure drops slightly causing a displacement
of the plunger. The plunger motlon closes the main pump meterlng window,
restrlctlng flow to drain, and results In an Increase in supply flow to the
actuator. When the flow to the system approaches the flow capacity of the
maln pump, the plunger has displaced sufflciently to completely close the
maln meterlng window and beglns to meter across the standby land. Under thls
conditlon the standby pressure Increases to the same value as supply pressure
and opens the check valve located upstream of the regulatlng valve. In thls
manner the standby pump augments maln pump flow to meet high system flow
demand while a11owlng it to operate at lower pressure and heat generation
levels durlng low demand condltlons.
The purpose of the orifice pack Is to provide the desired reference pressure
to balance the valve spool. Thls Is accompllshed by connecting two orifices
In series between supply and pressurized sump. The reference pressure is
taken between the first and second orifice.
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6.4.3 Governor
The purpose of the governor is to maintain a desired propeller speed under
all aerodynamic conditions. This is accomplished by maintaining equilibrium
between the flyweight force and speed set spring. The flyweight assembly,
driven by the transfer bearing gear, rotates in direct proportion to the
propeller speed. This rotation of the flyweights develops a force as a
function of the rpm squared. An error In governing speed alters the force
balance between the flyweights and speeder spring moving the governor valve
from null. This valve stroke results in a change in metered pressure which
changes the force balance in the half area servo, thus drivlng it in the
direction of the unbalanced load. The blade angle change Is made in the
direction that corrects the speed error returning the governor valve back to
null. The governing speed is selected by changing the preload on the speeder
spring.
The governor's ability to accurately govern at a constant speed is dependent
on the effective governor pressure gain at the servo. Before motion occurs
at the servo to correct speed errors the pressure level must be increased to
overcome system friction. The pressure gain of the valve Is the increase in
metered pressure as a function of valve stroke. The pressure gain of the
valve, discounting external leakage, is 1.56 x lO8 Pa/mm (576,000 psl/in).
The calculated governing accuracy Is .205_ based on the estimated actuator
friction and ca|culated pressure gain.
The flow gain of the valve is the volume of metered flow supplied by the
governor to the servo valve as a function of valve stroke. There are two
requirements that have to be met by the flow gain. Based on experience the
flow galn should result in a blade angle rate of 2.5 deg/sec/%rpm around the
null position. In addition, with the valve wlde open the flow of the valve
should provide for a slewing rate of the servo equal to or slightly higher
than the actuator slewing rate of 9 deg/sec.
6.4.4 Feather Valve
The feather valve enables the hydraullc system to bypass normal control
signals, from the governor, to feather the propeller. The feather valve can
be actuated mechanically through the input linkage or hydraullcally through
the electric feather solenoid valve. The electric signal to the solenoid is
either a result of a pilot command to feather or activated by the engine
overspeed governor.
The basic function of the feather valve Is to dump metered pressure to
drain. Dumping metered pressure drives the servo and beta valve which moves
the actuator in the increase pitch (feather) direction.
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6.4.5 Control Input Linkaqe
The aircraft interface is the control input lever. Figure 6.7 is a schematic
representation of the control linkage. The input schedule was designed with
2.5356 ° of input lever rotation equivalent to a I_ change in RPM. The input
lever rotation is transmitted to the speed-setting cam by a set of spur gears
such that I° of input rotation results in 2.8824 ° of cam rotation. The
speed-setting cam rise is translated to the speeder spring by a series of
levers. Beyond the governing range the cam radius remains constant.
Rotating the input lever to the feather position causes the feather cam to
activate the feather linkage and displace the feather valve spool.
6.4.6 Gearinq
The configuration of the LAP geartrain is similar to the 54460 geartrain.
The system was designed with the intention of keeping the speeds of the pumps
and governor as close as possible to the present speeds of the 54460
components. The system was also designed to accommodate left hand rotation,
which is the opposite of the 54460, with minimum control modifications. A
schematic of the geartrain is shown in Figure 6.8.
The transfer bearing gear, used to drive the pumps and idler, was enlarged in
order to achieve the desired gear ratios. This was accomplished by machining
off the old gear and riveting on a new gear. Twelve I/8 in. rivets were used
and the resulting stress on each rivet, based on a transfer bearing gear
torque of 89NM (789 in.-Ibs), is I07PA (1450 psi).
The differential geartrain, used to run the governor and for beta feedback in
the 54460 control, was replaced by a compound idler gear. To minimize
modifications to the governor assembly, the governor gear utilized in the
54460 control Is incorporated into the system and the resulting increase in
RPM is only 15.78%.
The control gears have been sized per allowables established by Hamilton
Standard for gears In thls type of application based on experience In both
large aircraft gearbox design and for contro] hardware, such as the 54460
control. The stress levels established represent a X - 3.0 sigma deviation
from data, or l failure In lO00.
The gear material for the transfer bearing, pumps, and idler is AMS 6260, a11
carburized with the exception of the idler gear that meshes with the governor
gear. This is because the governor gear in the 54460 control is not
presently carburized. The gears are splash lubricated wlth MIL-H-5606,
hydraulic oil.
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6.4.7 Transfer Bearing
The transfer bearing supplies hydraulic flow to the rotating propeller from
the stationary control. The transfer bearing provides three passages across
the rotating interface for supply pressure, metered pressure and drain
pressure. The LAP transfer bearing is a modified version of the 54460
bearing. The design is depicted in Figure 6.9.
Leakage of metered hydraulic pressure would adversely affect control
performance. In order to minimize thls leakage the diametral clearance at
land A of the bearing was reduced. An additional radial hole and seal were
added to the bearing rotating sleeve. Thls diverted metered pressure beneath
the rotating sleeve at land A, which reduced the tendency of the bearing to
deflect under the higher pressures of the LAP application. This deflection
tended to Increase the clearance and thus the leakage at land A.
A stiffer barrel support ring was also used in the LAP application. The
purpose of the barrel support ring is to limit radial growth of the hub
taIlshaft, when It is tightened onto the engine shaft. This radial growth
could tend to reduce the bearing clearances.
6.4.8 Auxiliary Pump and Motor
The auxlllary pump and motor are the same hardware used on the E2/C2
control. The pump output Is used for ground handling and to feather the
propeller in case of main and standby pump fallure. The auxiliary pump
supplies hydraullc flow to the actuator during static operation. The
auxiliary pump is a two element pump. The main element supplies .0132
M3/MM @ 9.48 x I06 PA (14 qpm at 1375'psi) to the supply system and the
second element acts as a scavenge to return drain oll from the atmospheric
sump to the pressurlzed sump. The auxiliary pump is driven, through a
geartraln, by a 200 volt, 400 Hz, 3 phase electric motor. The motor limits
the duty cycle to 20 seconds on at 3350 watts (4.5 horsepower), and 15
minutes off.
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6.5 CONTROL DYNAMIC ANALYSIS
The LAP system dynamic analysis was accomplished with the development and use
of a non-linear computer simulation model. This simulation model was needed
to help understand the dynamic inter-relatlonships among sub-systems within
the overall LAP system and to relate these dynamic inter-relationships to
system stability and overall transient performance. The model was used to
determine the appropriate value of pitch change governor gain and to analyze
dynamic performanc_ characteristics of this Prop-Fan system.
A simplified LAP system block diagram consisting of the Allison 501-M78
engine and controls, the LAP control and actuator and the Prop-Fan is shown
in Figure 6.10. This functlonal signal flow diagram shows the input/output
relationship of each turboprop subsystem. The dynamic engine and fuel
control models were created with the use of a steady state engine cycle deck
and fuel control block diagram. The Prop-Fan control model simulates the
control governor, the actuator servo and ball screw and the beta valve. The
Prop-Fan model uses power and thrust coefficient maps which are functions of
blade angle and advance ratio. The power turbine torque output, accessory
torque and Prop-Fan torque absorbed are summed to determine the torque
available to accelerate the Prop-Fan power turbine and gearbox Inertias to
determine Prop-Fan speed.
The LAP system dynamic control model was used to evaluate the system response
to large and small changes In engine power. The analysis found the system to
be stable for all of the conditions analyzed. However all engine power
setting changes should be input slowly to avoid large Prop-Fan speed
overshoot. The tendenc_ for a significant speed overshoot is the result of
the blade slew rate belng 11mited to 9°Isec.
6.6 BETA CONTROL
The SR-7L was tested on the static test rig at Nrlght Field to explore the
stall flutter boundary and in the Modane wind tunnel to explore the high
speed flutter boundary. For these tests it was desirable to operate the
Prop-Fan with direct blade angle control and not with speed control. These
boundaries are established by varying speed over a range whlle holding blade
angle constant. This procedure is repeated for many different blade angles.
To incorporate blade angle control on the LAP, the rotary Input to the
pltchlock screw from the servo is replaced by a D.C. motor and gearhead.
This arrangement replaces the governing mode configuration and is shown in
Figure 6.11.
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7.0 SR-7L SYSTEM DESIGN AND INTEGRATION
The efforts conducted under the system design and integration portion of the
LAP contract were reported in detail in reference 8, and accomplished in
three phases. The first two phases were intended to ensure the smooth
operation and assembly of the Large Scale Advanced Prop-Fan. The flrst phase
involved coordination of the design loads at the system interfaces. This was
done to ensure the consistency of the loads used in the design process. The
second phase of the effort was related to the physical dimension of the
hardware at the system Interfaces. The objective was to ensure that no
dimensional Interferences were present in the design. The third phase of the
effort was the preparation of the failure modes and effect analysis (FMEA).
The purpose of the FMEA was to isolate significant problems of a systems
nature.
7.1 CONSISTENCY OF DESIGN LOADS
As specified under contract NAS3-23051, the Prop-Fan hub, retention and pitch
control system design has been coordinated to ensure proper operation within
the spinner envelope. The first step was to verify that the design loads
used at the various system Interfaces were consistent. The retention
transfers the blade centrifugal, bending and shear loads to the hub. The
trunnion transfers the blade torsional load to the actuator, and the
tallshaft transfers the hub loads to the engine shaft. The loads at these
interfaces must, therefore, be consistent. Given sufficient time, complete
consistency In the design loads would have been possible. However, the
demands of the schedule made this impossible. The components had to be
designed in parallel, so the f|na] loads were not usually available when
needed. Therefore, some of the loads used to size the component interfaces
were best estimates based on a preliminary analysis and previous experience.
As the analysis was refined, the loads were revised. As time permitted or If
the Initial analysis was not conservative, the affected hardware was
re-analyzed. If however, the Inltial load was conservatlve and the results
were acceptable, there was no re-analysls. Thus, the loads used In the
analyses were not always consistent but they were conservative.
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7.2 HARDWARE COMPATIBILITY
The first step in the Design/Drafting loop was the creation of the layouts.
As the designers created their layouts, they communicated among themselves to
define the system interfaces and envelopes. When the layout was complete, it
was put through a series of design reviews. After receiving final approval,
the layout was sent to drafting. The layout was the vehicle used to formally
communicate design requirements to drafting.
Drafting took the layout and created the detail drawings. If a problem
arose, drafting worked with design engineering to resolve the problem without
compromising the design. Before the drawing was released, it was checked to
ensure that all the design requirements had been satisfied and that the
proper fits and clearances had been maintained. If the adjacent hardware had
not been detailed, a Cavity Sketch Layout (CSL) was created to define the
mating interfaces and the checking was then completed. The detail drawings
were thoroughly reviewed again and signed by design, drafting, materials and
project engineering. As a final check, a system assembly layout was
created. Special attention was devoted to all system interfaces. No
interference or assembly problems were found during this process.
7.3 FAILURE MODE AND EFFECTS ANALYSIS
The Failure Mode and Effects Analysis (FMEA) contained in Appendix A was used
by Hamilton Standard to evaluate the potentlal reliability of the Large-Scale
Advanced Prop-Fan (LAP).
The primary objectlve of this "functional" FMEA was to highlight critical
fallure areas so that susceptibility to such failures could be removed from
the system during the design phase. In this analysis, each potential
functional fallure was consldered in light of the probabillty of occurrence
and evaluated as to the probable effect on safety and mission success.
Since the LAP is a research and development unit to explore the structural
and acoustic characteristics of highly loaded, thin, swept blades at high
Mach numbers, the philosophy was to have failures in the actuation system
result in either blade pitch lock or feather.
The conclusions reached are based upon experience with slmIlar products.
Representatives from the rellabillty, deslgn and project functions have
reviewed this FMEA and concur that It properly described the LAP at the time.
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8.0 SR-7L PROP-FAN INSTRUMENTATION SYSTEM DESIGN
8.1 SYSTEM DESCRIPTION
The rotating instrumentation system for the SR-7L Large Scale Advanced
Prop-Fan, reported on in detail in reference 9, provides the capacity to
transmit 33 channels of information from electronic measurement devices on
the rotating side of the Prop-Fan to data collection equipment in the
stationary field. The measurement devices include 30 strain gages for
measuring stress in the blade structure, two pressure transducers for
measuring hlgh and low pitch hydraulic pressure in the Prop-Fan actuator and
a potentiometer for measuring the blade pitch angle. A schematic of the
instrumentation system is shown in Figure 8.l. The instrumentation hardware
is shown in Figure 8.2.
Each of the eight blades on the Large Scale Advanced Prop-Fan may be
instrumented with up to ten strain gages. Bridge completion for these gages
Is accomplished by a printed circuit board In the cuff of each blade.
Programmable connectors are used to interface between the bridge completion
boards and the rotating interface board (RIB).
The 30 straln gages from whlch data is collected are selected by the
programmable connectors. The RIB board provides signal and power
Interconnections between the components of the instrumentation system.
Electric power for the rotating instrumentation and Instrumentation signals
are transmitted across the rotary/stationary interface by a brush block and
sllp rings. The physical arrangement of the LAP allowed for only eight slip
rings. The need to transmit 33 channels of Information necessitated the use
of multiplexing. The signals from the strain gages and pressure transducers
were divided into two groups of 16 and were converted to frequency modulated
signals by two sets of voltage controlled oscillators (VCO's). Each group
was then multiplexed by a mixer, allowing 32 channels to be transmitted
through two sllp rings. Thls left six sllp rings avallable for transmltting
the blade pitch angle signal, Instrumentation power, and power for the Beta
control electric motor.
Each of the two groups of 16 multiplexed channels are detranslated into four
groups of four channels for recording In the stationary field by a dual 16
channel detrans|ator system. Both real tlme and playback monitoring
capabilities are provided.
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8.2 DESIGN GOALS AND CRrTERIA
The design goals and criteria for the LAP rotating instrumentation system
were as follows"
Achieve noise immunity through the use of frequency modulated data
transmission.
Provide 33 data channels for blade strain gages, actuator pressure
transducers and a blade angle transducer.
Achieve a system accuracy of ±3% RSS.
Attain a time correlation between channels of +5%.
• Provide a system frequency response of DC to lO00 Hz.
• Provide a operating temperature range of -55 °C to 80 °C.
8.3 TRANSDUCERS
The transducers used In the SR-7L Prop-Fan rotating instrumentation system
include strain gages, pressure transducers and a potentiometer.
8.3.1 Strain Gages
The strain gages have a 1000 ohm gage resistance. Bridge completion
resistance were selected to reduce power consumption. The gages have a
nominal gage factor of two and are self temperature compensated. A three
wlre system was selected for the strain gages to reduce the effect of voltage
drop changes in the gage lead wires.
8.3.2 Pressure Transducers
The pressure transducers are a bonded strain gage type with a zero to 1500 PSI
range. The transducers use a four wire system (2 signal wires, 2 excitation
wires) with a 5 volt excitation.
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8.3.3 Blade Angle Potentiometer
The blade angle sensor is a wirewound potentiometer that is mechanically
coupled to a pulley. The pulley in turn is coupled to the blade shank via a
monofilament (nylon) line so that as the blade rotates it causes the
potentiometer to rotate. Nylon is used because of its low modulus to help
take up any relative motion between the blade and spinner bulkhead and avoid
errors in the output signal due to this effect.
The potentiometer is 2,000 ohms and excited by 12 VDC so that a high level
output is developed at the potentiometer wiper. This signal is transmitted
directly from the rotating side to the stationary side via slip rings for
recording or display. Calibration is accomplished after installation using a
blade angle protractor and voltmeter to obtain a graph of angle versus output
voltage. The ratio of blade shank diameter to pulley diameter is
approximately 3 so that 97 degrees of blade rotation gives about 300 degrees
of potentiometer rotation to optimize dynamic range.
8.4 BRIDGE COMPLETION BOARDS
The bridge completion printed circuit boards are mounted in the cuff of each
blade and provide up to ten channels of either half bridge or full bridge
completion. Provisions are also included for full scale standardization,
bridge balancing and bridge attenuation. The installation of the bridge
completion boards is i11ustrated in Figure 8.3.
8.5 PROGRAMMABLE CONNECTORS
The programmable connectors are standard 55 pin connectors that are mounted
on the forward face of the Prop-Fan hub adjacent to each arm bore. The
installation of the programmable connector is illustrated in Figure 8.4. The
purpose of the connector is to select the strain gage that will be connected
to each data channel. Strain gage.selectlon for a specific channel is
accomplished by adding jumper wires between pairs of pins on the connector.
The following limitations apply when selecting strain gage arrangements.
A. The maximum number of available channels is 32.
B. The bridge completion board limits the maximum number of gages to lO
on each blade.
C. VCO Case A limits the maximum number of gages selected from blades
I-4 to 16. VCO Case B limits the maximum of gages selected from
blades 5-8 to 16.
D. Gages on blades l and 3 may only be programmed for VCO Case A
-channels I through I0. Therefore, the total number of gages
selected from both of these blades must not exceed I0.
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8.5 (Continued)
E. Gages on blades 2 and 4 may only be programmed for VCO Case A
-channels 7 through 16. Therefore, the total number of gages
selected from both of these blades must not exceed lO.
F. Gages on blades 5 and 7 may only be programmed, for VCO Case B
-channels I through ]0. Therefore, the total number of gages
selected from both of these blades must not exceed 10.
G. Gages on blades 6 and 8 may only be programmed for VCO Case B
-channels 7 through 16. Therefore, the total number of gages
selected from both of these blades must not exceed 10.
H. Maximum channel capacity may only be achieved if the following blade
pairs have a sum total of selected channels greater than or equal to
6 and less than or equal to 10:
l) 1 and 3
2) 2 and 4
3) 5 and 7
4) 6 and 8
8.6 ROTATING INTERFACE BOARD (RIB)
The rotating interface board is a five layered printed circuit board. Its
primary purpose is to minimize rotating system cabling by interconnecting all
rotating electronic components. All connections to thls board are soldered
and a convenient set of power voltage test points are Included for
troubleshooting purposes.
8.7 VCO CASE
The LAP instrumentation system utilizes two identical VCO cases. Each case
contains 16 VCO's and matching preamplifiers, I mixing ampllfierlllne driver,
VCO and llne driver connectors and input and output connectors.
Each VCO accepts conditioned strain gage or pressure transducer signals From
the RIB board and generates an FM slgnal wlth a unique sub-rattler
frequency. The matched preamplifier for each VCO has a galn of 250 to
accommodate the condition signals. All 16 VCO outputs in each case are then
fed to the mixer amplifierlIlne driver where they are mixed into a single 16
channel Frequency multlplexed slgna1. The VCO sub-carrier frequencies are
all IRIG A constant bandwidth channels wlth a + 2 KHz devlation as shown In
Table 8-I.
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TABLE8-1
VCOSUB-CARRIERF EQUENCIES
IRIG CENTER
CHANNEL FREQUENCY
NUMBER (KHz)
DEVIATION+2 KHz
IA 16
2A 24
3A 32
4A 40
5A 48
6A 56
7A 64
8A 72
9A 80
IOA B8
IIA 96
12A I04
13A ll2
14A 120
15A 128
16A 136
8.8 ROTATING POWER SUPPLY
The rotating power supply accepts DC power from the primary power supply In
the statlonary f|eld and conditions It to supply the following voltages.
I) float|ng I0 VDC excltatlon for the strain gages
2) ground referenced +25.5 VDC for the rotatlng electronic
3) ground referenced 12.0 VDC for blade angle excitation
The power supply Is designed so that none of the output voltages wit1 vary by
more than .2% over the entire temperature operating range.
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8.9 SLIP RING AND BRUSH BLOCK
The slip ring and brush block provide the interface between the rotating and
stationary portions of the instrumentation system. The slip ring assembly
consists of eight concentric rings ranging in diameter from 34.7 cm (13.65
in.) to 46.9 cm (18.45 in.). The rings are fabricated from plate bronze and
are hard silver plated. The slip ring assembly mounts on the Prop-Fan aft
spinner bulkhead.
The brush block assembly mounts on the Prop-Fan control and provides for easy
replacement of brushes. The brush block is designed with two brushes riding
on each of the inner four rings and four brushes riding on each of the outer
four rings. More brushes are empioyed where the relative velocity between
the rings and brushes is higher. The material for the brushes is silver
graphlte. The I per rev sensor also mounts on the brush block and is
triggered by a target attached to the rotating power supply.
8.10 DETRANSLATOR/DISCRIMINATOR SYSTEM
The Detranslator/Discriminator System is contained in two modular racks, each
containing a 16 channel subsystem. Each rack contains a 50 KHz reference
oscillator for tape speed compensation, a group frequency detranslator, a
reference discriminator and four data discriminators. The detranslators
decompose the 16 channel muitipIexed signal to four groups of four channels
(IRIG STANDARD IA thru 4A). These groups of four channels are recorded on a
tape recorder. Each of the data discriminators is tuned to one of the IRIG
Standard center frequencies. The discriminators separate the groups of 4
multiplexed channels into individual slgnals and demodulates them for dlsplay
on.a 4 channel oscilloscope.
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BLADE ROOT SHELL
CLOSURE ADD-ON
BRIDGE COMPLETION
BOARD
STRAIN GAGE LEAD WIRES
(30 WIRES, _30 AWG
\
\
/
I
I
SPINNER
CONTOUR
I
SIGNAL OUTPUT CABLE (Z5 WIRES #26 AWG)
CONTAINED IN GROOVE ON ID OF
BLADE RETAINING RING
ON MDM
SUBMINIATURE CONNECTOR
FIGURE 8.3 BRIDGE COMPLETION BOARD INSTALLATION
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9.0 SR-7A AEROELASTrC MODEL DESIGN
The SR-7A is a .62 meter (2 foot) diameter scale model of the SR-7L Large
Scale Advanced Prop-Fan. Its Intended use was as a research tool to gain
preliminary information about the aeroelastic behavior of the SR-7L Prop-Fan.
In order to accomplish this goal, structural and aerodynamic scallng
princlples were applled in the design of the SR-7A so that its structural
dynamic and aerodynamic characteristics would be slmllar to the SR-7L. The
SR-7A model deslgn also included a pitch change mechanism that would a11ow
the blade pitch angle to be precisely adjusted and set. The pitch change
mechanlsm was only required to provide the capabllity for changing blade
angle while the model was not rotating. The SR-7A was originally intended
for wlnd tunnel testing and testing mounted on a Lockheed Jetstar aircraft.
The detail deslgn of the model Is described in reference 10.
9.1 DESIGN GOALS AND REQUIREMENTS
The design goals and requirements for the SR-7A Prop-Fan aeroelastlc model
were as follows:
The SR-7A spinner and blade contours were to be direct scales of the
SR-7L contours. The scale factor is the ratio of the blade tip
diameter of the SR-TA and SR-TL, (62.23/274.32 = .22685).
SR-7A blade natural frequencles and mode shapes must match those of
the SR-TL as closely as possible.
The SR-7A must be structurally adequate for operation at blade tip
speeds of 290 meters/second.
The SR-7A must exhlbit aeroelastlc stability at wind tunnel
operating condltion up to Mach .8.
9.2 BLADE AND RETENTION DESIGN
The scallng of the aeroelastlc model deslgn was based on the conslderatlon of
such parameters as the Reynolds Number, Lock Number, Cauchy Number, Reduced
Frequency and Froude Number. The maln results obtained from analyses uslng
these parameters were, that if the SR-7A blade geometry was dlrectly scaled
from the SR-7L, the ratio of air density to the structural density of the
blade (p/a) would have to remaln the same and the ratios of the edgewise
and torslonal stlffnesses to the flatwlse stiffness would also have to be the
same as the SR-7L.
The retention sttffnesses were scaled directly proportional to the blade
loads. The blade bending moments are a function of the tip dlameter to the
thlrd power. Therefore the ratio of the SR-A to SR-7L bending stiffness was
calculated as follows:
(62.231274.32) 3 = .01167
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9.2 (Continued)
Similarly the thrust, tangential and radial stiffnesses are scaled from the
SR-7L by the ratio of the tip diameters squared as follows:
(62.231274.32) 2 = .05146
It was determined that a scale model of the SR-7L blade, using the same
materials and censtruction composition as the SR-7L would meet the scaling
criteria discussed above. However this was not considered a practical
approach from a manufacturing standpoint. An alternate design was used which
had an external geometry that was a direct scale of the SR-7L blade but had a
different construction that could be readily fabricated.
The aeroelastic model blade is composed of three structural layers: a
central spar-and-filler layer enveloped by two graphite-reinforced fiberglass
shell outer layers (face and camber). Four plies of fiberglass cloth, each
.140 mm (0.0055 inch) thick with fiber orientations of -25 degrees and +65
degrees to the blade axis, cover most of the blade. The shells are locally
reinforced over the spar with three layers of graphite, each .178 mm (.007
inch) thlck, sandwiched between flbergiass plies, with alternating ply
orientations at 0 degree and 30 degrees to the blade axis. The construction
of the SR-7A blade is illustrated in Figure 9.1.
The titanium spar Is somewhat narrower and thinner than a scaled down SR-7L
aluminum spar. Also, because of space limitations inside the shell cavity,
the spar is truncated inboard of the tip, at the 25.07 cm (9.87 inch)
station. Two graphite reinforcing plies extend beyond the tlp of the spar to
provide stlffness continuity, simulating that of the SR-7L full-length spar.
Outboard of the 22.86 cm (9 inch) station, center layer cavities contain
soild fiberglass fill. The solid fiberglass fill helps compensate for the
lack of spar mass at the tip. Low density foam, .128 gmslcm 3 (8 Ibs per
cu. ft.), fills the cavities fore and aft of the spar Inboard of the 22.86 cm
(9 inch) station.
Due to space limitations withln the hub, and the fact that crltical bearing
tolerances do not scale dlrectly, a ball bearing retention such as used on
the SR-7L could not be used on the SR-7A model. Since the bending spring
rate of the ball bearing Is much lower than the other retentlon spring rates,
It has the greatest effect on the blade natural frequencies and mode shapes.
Therefore, ways of slmulating the bearing bending sprlng rate on the model
were investigated. The approach selected was to rlgldly clamp the model
blade at the root and use a long, slendor shank to slmulate bending of the
retentlon bearing. No attempt was made to match thrust and shear spring
rates. The 1.727 cm (.68 in) shank diameter Is conslderably smaller than a
sca|ed alumlnum SR-7L shank would be. However since the shank is titanium It
provldes the desired retention stiffness.
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9.2.1 Blade Finite Element Analysis
The SR-7A blade finite element model was constructed in a similar manner to
the SR-7L blade model as discussed in Section 3.3. Since the retention
stiffness of the SR-TL was simulated by the stiffness of the SR-7A blade
shank, there was no need to model the retention stiffness as a collection of
spring elements. Rather the model nodal points at the inboard end of the
blade shank were restrained in a11 slx degrees of freedom. The centrifugal
and alr loads were also applied to the finite element model of the SR-7A in
the same manner as the SR-7L.
9.2.2 Steady State Analysls and Results
The steady state deflections and stresses of the SR-7A blade were calculated
using the fin|te element model for the operating conditions listed |n
Table 9-I. The deflections provide an Ind|catlon of how well the stiffness
and mass distribution of the SR-7L and SR-7A blade are matched. The stresses
are used to evaluate the structural integrity of the blade.
TABLE 9-I
SR-7A DESIGN CONDITIONS
CENTRIFUGAL
PROP FORCE, FZ
SPEED, 6, NEWTONS
CONDITION RPM DEG (LBS)
10,668 M Cruise 7484 57.57 17,392
(35,000 Ft) (3,910)
Hind Tunnel - Cond. 1
Wind Tunnel - Cond. 2
8622 57.57 23,179
(5,211)
8886 57.57 26,620
(5,535)
Takeoff Climb 7484 38.36 17,392
(3,910)
Vacuum Condltlon 8886 37.57 24,402
(5,485)
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9.2.2 (Continued)
Theoretically the deflection of the SR-7A blade should be equal to the
deflections of the SR-TL blade multiplied by the model scale factor
(62.231274.32 = .22685). A comparison of the calculated maximum deflections
of the SR-7L and the scaled calculated deflection of the SR-7A are shown in
Figure 9.2. Good agreement was obtained.
Since several iterations were required to arrive at the final blade design,
it was not practical to perform a complete stress analysis for each
iteration. Design of the blade was concerned with achieving the desired
aeroelastic behavior. Once this was achieved the stress analysis was
performed. Figure 9.3 shows the maximum calculated steady stresses In the
blade spar and shell plotted on a Goodman Diagram. The resulting allowable
cyclic stresses are indicated.
9.2.3 Blade Resonant Frequencies and Mode Shapes
The SR-7A blade natural frequencies and mode shapes were calculated using the
NASTRAN eigenvalve solver, which was also used for the SR-7L. The calculated
SR-7A and SR-TL natural frequencies are compared on a modified Campbell
Diagram in Figure 9.4. The Diagram was modified to account for the
difference in RPM between the SR-TA and SR-TL. This was accomplished by
plotting frequency times tip radius versus propeller RPM times tip radius.
In general the model natural frequencies were higher than the SR-7L natural
frequencies. However all of the first five SR-7A natural frequencies were
within I0% of the SR-L frequencies, which was considered acceptable. The
comparison of the first five SR-7A mode shapes with the first five SR-TL mode
shapes also showed acceptable similarity.
9.2.4 Blade Stability
The unstalled stability of the SR-7A blade was analyzed for the design cruise
case using the same computerized analysis applled to the SR-TL and described
In Section 3.8.1. The SR-7A was predicted to go unstable In mode 3 at a .95
Mach number, the same as was predicted for the SR-7L (reference Table 3-7).
This meets the design requirements for the SR-7A and Illustrates the
aeroelastlc similarity between the SR-7A and SR-TL.
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9.3 SR-TA HUB AND SPINNER DESIGN
A schematic drawing of the hub/spinner retention design is shown in
Figure 9.5. From Figure 9.5 it can be seen that the hub/spinner assembly
consists of three structural members. These components are the spinner,
forward hub half, and rear hub half. The spinner which is the forward most
part is made of aluminum. The primary function of the spinner is to
establish a smooth flow path for the air stream prior to impingement on the
blades.
The spinner is fastened to the forward half of the hub by a left-handed screw
thread. A left-handed thread is used because the inertial moment acting on
the spinner tends to generate a tightening torque when the hub is
accelerated. To guard against potential loosening of the spinner during
deceleration, three nylon inserts are Installed 120 degrees apart In the
spinner threads.
The remaining aerodynamic contour in the vicinity of the blades is formed by
the external surfaces of the front and rear halves of the hub. The split hub
concept facilitates Instal]atlon and removal of the blades in the hub
cavities. Both hub halves are made of steel.
The front and rear halves of the hub assembly are aligned by three pins. The
pins are located such that there is only one position at which the two hub
halves can be assembled. The pins are slzed to be non-load carrying members.
To hold the front and rear hub halves together, eight alignment bolts were
used. The bolts are serialized to assure that they are always assembled in
the same hole. Dynamic balance of the splnner/hub assembly Is accomplished
by removal of materlal (by drilling) on the back face of the rear hub half.
9.3.1 Hub Stress Analysls
The spinner hub assembly was analyzed for the vacuum spin design condition at
8886 RPM. The comblnatton of blade centrlfugal force and steady bending
moment for this condition result in the highest radial force acting on the
hub. The blade contacts the hub circumferentlaIly along a f|11et radius at
the inboard end of the shank. A matching convex radius in the hub is
adjusted such that contact occurs at a nominal static angle of 45 °.
The contact stresses between the hub and the blade shank were calculated to
be 31,567 newtons/cm 2 (45,800 psl) using a computerized analysls method.
This stress level was only 25% of the allowable for low cycle fatigue 11fe of
the titanium blade shank. A higher margin is achieved for the steel hub.
The hub llp region (ref. Figure 9.5) was also analyzed using a shell of
revolutlon finite element program. Hoop and radlal stresses were in the
order of 5000 N/cm 2 (7250 psi) and thus a large low cycle fatigue margin
was also obtained for this analysls.
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9.4 PITCH CHANGE MECHANISM DESIGN
The pitch change mechanism for the aeroelastic model is also i11ustrated in
Figure 9.7. The system is designed for static pitch adjustment only,
i.e., when the model is non-rotating. Two identical locking pins are used to
prevent rotation of the face gear relative to the forward hub. All blades
are indexed to the common face gear by individual blade segments gears,
attached to the butt end of each blade with dowel pins.
Multlple holes are provided in the forward hub half and in the face gear to
accept the two locking pins. The holes are varied to provide a vernier pitch
adjustment which permits fixed incremental changes in blade angle setting.
The holes in both components are arranged in pairs, exactly 180 degrees
apart, to permit the use of two identlcal locking pins. This provides
structural redundancy while preserving the overall mass balance of the model
at any angular setting.
Blade pitch angle adjustments are accomplished by unscrewing the spinner and
extracting both pitch locking pins. Hith the pins removed, the face gear
becomes free to rotate and the pitch of all blades can be changed
simultaneously. The vernier adjustment scheme used in the blade pitch change
design consists of 24 holes in the face gear and 26 holes in the forward half
hub. Based on the vernier combination and the blade gear to face gear ratio,
the normal blade angle settings are integer multiples of 2.885 degrees.
Finer blade angle adjustments can be obtained by re-indexing the alignment of
the face gear to the blade segment gears. The smallest increment possible
using this method is .577 degrees.
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I0.0 MANUFACTURING AND QUALITY ASSURANCE
I0.1 MANUFACTURING
10.1.1 SR-7L Blade Fabrication
The SR-7L blade was manufactured using a vacuum injection fabrication
method. The injection molding process inherently results in repeatable
blades since the alrfoil is produced by'matched dles fabricated from a close
tolerance master blade. The injection molding process is also used to
fabricate Hamilton Standards 24PF, 14RF and 14SF propeller blades.
Manufacture of the blade began with fabrication of the spar. The spar is an
aluminum forging, which was finish machined to obtain the proper airfoil
contour and shank configuration. The low blade thickness to chord ratio,
swept leading edge and the large amount of the blade twist increased the
complexity of the spar fabrication process. In the injection molding process
urethane foam was formed around the spar in matched dies. Fiberglass cloth
was laid up over the spar/foam assembly, a formed sheath was positioned over
the outboard leadlng edge, and an integral deicing heater was assembled to
the inboard leading edge. Both the spar and sheath were previously coated
with adhesive in areas which form a bond Joint at assembly. This assembly
was placed In a two-piece female die and epoxy resin was injected into the
fiberglass and cured at an elevated temperature. A blade is shown being
removed from the dles in Figure 10.1.
The high temperature cure not only cures the epoxy resin but provides it with
elevated temperature resistance needed during operation. All of the high
temperature cures during the blade manufacture were accomplished with the
blade restralned in matched dies to preclude any airfoil distortion.
Following the final resin cure in the injection molding die, the blade was
not exposed to temperatures greater than those experienced in operation.
Inspection of the airfoil was accomplished using airfoil templates to confirm
conformance to the aerodynamic shape. The complete blade aerodynamic shape;
contour, angle, leading edge alignment, face alignment, thickness and width
were inspecte d at each design station. The blade was then painted with
erosion coating.
I0.I.2 SR-?L Hub Fabrication
The LAP hub was fabrlcated using conventlonal technlques whlch are used in
the manufacture of Hamllton Standard's 54460 and 54H60 propeller hubs. The
hub was fabrlcated from a steel forging whlch was heat treated to obtaln the
deslred mechanlcal propertles. A wood pattern of the hub was fabrlcated and
the external contour of the hub was hydrotelled uslng the wood pattern as the
master. The elght holes for the blades were bored and the races were rough
machined. The races were hardened using a carburlzation process and then
flnlsh ground. A development program was conducted to determine the optimum
parameters for the carburlzatlon process.
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10.1.3 SR-7L Spinner Fabrication
The shell of the LAP spinner was fabricated using an injection molding
technique and hard tooling. Fiberglass cloth was layed up on a male mandrel,
the female mandrel was placed on top and resin was injected into the
tooling. The Front and mid spinner bulkheads (reference Figure 5.1) were
fabricated by laying up fiberglass cloth over rigid foam forms and then
bonding these assemblies to the ID of the spinner shell. The rear spinner
bulkhead was also fabricated_by injection molding using hard tooling. The
interconnecting platforms between the front and rear spinners were injection
molded using soft tooling. Hard tooling was required for the spinner shell
and aft bulkhead because of the complexity of their shapes.
10.1.4 SR-7L Pitch Control and Actuator
The pitch control and actuator were fabricated using conventional techniques
which are commonly used in aerospace manufacturing. Many of the components
were acquired From vendors who produce similar production hardware for
Hamilton Standard. Some of the control components are common with the 54460
military control or were Fabricated by modifying 54460 control components.
10.1.5 SR-TL Prop-Fan Assembly Procedures and Tools
Assembly procedures were written and assembly tools fabricated or procured
for both the pitch control assembly and Prop-Fan assembly. The assembly
procedures defined the correct sequence, methodology and tools to be used for
assembllng the Prop-Fan and control. Functlonal test procedures were also
defined for the Prop-Fan and control as well as their sub-assemblies.
Because a non-modular design was adapted for the Prop-Fan, in order to a11ow
use of certain existing hardware, extensive assembly tooling was required for
the actuator. Most of the assembly tools for the control were standard 54460
tools. A few unique control assembly tools were also fabricated.
10.1.6 SR-7A Aeroelastlc Model Blade Fabrication
Fabrlcatlon of the SR-7A blade began with the manufacture and preparation of
the t|tan|um blade spar. The spars were machined using a 6X tracing master,
constructed from stacked airfoil _templates, to guide the grinding operation.
The spar contours were inspected using IOX comparator charts. The bonding
surface of the spar was prepared by passivatlon and appllcation of an epoxy
based adhesive. After cure the adhesive coated surfaces were abraded by sand
blastlng to enhance bonding.
The next step in the fabrication process was construction of the spar/foam
sub-assembly. Thls was accompllshed using a foaming mold. The foaming mold
def|ned the leading and tralllng edge foam cavities, held the spar in the
correct spatlal orientation wlth respect to the leadlng and tralling edge
foam pieces and provided holes for injection and venting of the foam. The
foaming mold is depicted in Figure 10.2. The airfoil surfaces of the foam
mold were coated with epoxy based adhesive, which was partlally cured.
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10.1.6 (Continued)
The mold was then bolted together with the spar properly aligned in the mold
cavity. Foam was injected into the leading and trailing edge cavities under
vacuum and the assembly was cured In an oven. The assembly was extracted
from the mold and the flashing was removed by a hand operation. The
spar/foam sub-assembly Is shown in Figure I0.3.
The shell was constructed using the resin injection mold shown in
Figure 10.4. A layup of dry glass cloth and unidirectlonal graphite fibers
were cut and stitched for both the face and camber sides of the blade. The
Face and camber shell pads were then located on the spar/foam assembly and
sewn In place. This assembly was placed in the resin injection mold. Epoxy
resin was injected into the mold and the resin was cured In an oven. The
blade assembly was removed from the mold, trimmed and painted with erosion
coating. Non destructive testing of the blades Included X-ray and tap
testing to detect the pressure of any foam voids and delamlnations. The
first blade manufactured was destructively examined to prove out the
manufacturing process.
10.2 QUALITY ASSURANCE
The quality system employed during the fabrication of the Large Scale
Advanced Prop-Fan was In compliance wlth MIL-Q-9858A, MIL-STD-45662 and
MIL-STD_I535A. The quallty program assured that proper materials, processes,
tolerances and manufacturing methods were used throughout all phases of the
manufacturing cycle. Fabrication and procurement of a11 the LAP hardware,
except the test instrumentation was conducted under this system. The major
areas of concern for the quallty system were configuration and change
control, procurement source control, material and process control and control
and disposition oF nonconforming hardware.
10.2.1 Configuration and Chanqe Control
Once drawlngs or specifications were released for manufacture or procurement,
no alteratlons were a11owed to the documents without the issuance of a formal
engineering change, processed through the Hamilton Standard change control
board. The change board, composed of quallty engineering, manufacturing
engineering and 11ason engineering personnel, reviewed the change from the
viewpoint of manufacturabillty and compllance wlth contractual and technlcal
requirements and also obtained customer approval for the change either from
NASA or NASA's delegated representative. Once engineering changes were
approved and incorporated in the appllcable documents, production control
initiated dlsposttton of the parts per the requirements of the change. Final
Inspection verified that ali components incorporated into each Prop-Fan unit
were in accordance wtth latest engineering change.
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10.2.2 Procurement Source Control
Procurement source control was accomplished by one or more of the following
means:
Inspection of characteristics by a supplier, who has demonstrated
the capability to maintain required quality levels (accredited
vendor).
Inspection of characteristics at the suppliers facility by a
Hamilton Standard field inspector (source inspection).
Inspection of characteristics upon receipt of material at Hamilton
Standard (receiving inspection).
Vendor accreditation Is granted based on Hamilton Standard's evaluation of
the vendor's quality system and compliance with quality procedures, as well
as the vendor performance evaluation. Accreditation Is only granted to
vendors whose quality system is deemed at least equivalent to Hamilton
Standard's. Auditing of accredited vendors is maintained on a continuing
basis to determine whether the vendor is still eliglble for accredltatlon.
Procurement of LAP hardware was conducted under the guidelines of Hamilton
Standard specification HSIO00, "General Quality Control Requirements for
Suppliers"
10.2.3 Material and Process Control
Materlal and process control assured compliance to quallty requirements of
new materials and processes such as machining, heat treatment, platlng,
bonding and assembly. This was accomplished by lab testing of material
properties, dimensional inspection of parts and auditing of procedures. The
applicable test procedures and Inspection techniques were defined by Hamilton
Standard engineering and quality control specifications.
10.2.4 Control of Nonconforming Material
Deviations from specification or blueprint requirements were documented on a
material rejection ticket. The dispositions available for discrepant
material were scrap, rework, repair or "accept as Is". If the material was
obviously not salvagable, quality personnel could Immediately specify that it
be scrapped. If by additional processing, discrepant material could be
brought Into full compliance wlth print or specification requirement, then a
rework disposition was appropriate. Quality personnel were also permitted to
make the rework disposition. If by additional processing, the material could
be brought to a functionally acceptable form, that did not entlrely comply
wlth print or specification requirements, the repalr disposition was used.
The repair disposition required the concurrence of the Hamilton Standard
Material Review Board and the customer. If the discrepant material was
functionally acceptable without further processing, the "accept as is"
• lO2
10.2.4 (Contlnued)
disposition could be used. This also required concurrence of the Material
Review Board and customer. The Material Revlew Board was composed of quality
and engineering personnel who reviewed the proposed disposition from the view
point of safety, reliabillty, durability, performance and compliance with the
program objectives. If the Material Revlew Board concurred that repair of
the materlal was appropriate, the approval of NASA or its deslgnated
representatlve was obtalned prlor to proceeding with the repair.
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II.O SUB-COMPONENT TESTING
The Large Scale advanced Prop-Fan pitch control is a modified version of the
54460 military propel]er control which has been produced by Hamilton Standard
for over twenty years. In order to meet the performance requirements of the
Prop Fan, the RPM and normal hydraulic pressure at which the control operates
were increased significantly. Many of the 54460 control components were
modified or redeslgned for the LAP appllcation. The modifications included
the reduction of critical clearances in certain components. This combination
of deslgn changes and more severe operating parameters dlctated that several
of the control sub-components undergo testing to ensure that their
performance and durability are adequate for the control to meet its design
requirements. The critical sub-components for whlch testlng was deemed
necessary Included the maln and standby valve and orlflce pack, the transfer
bearing and the main, standby and scavenge hydraullc pumps.
11.1 MAIN & STANDBY VALVE AND ORIFICE PACK
The function of the Main and Standby valve in the LAP control was discussed
in section 6.4.2 of this report. The purpose of the main and standby valve
in the LAP control is to maintain supply pressure at a nearly constant level
of I140 psl over the entlre range of actuator flow demand. This contrasts
wlth the 54460 application where the maln and standby valve malntains supply
pressure at a level 150 psi hlgher than either hlgh or low pitch pressure.
In the LAP control the valve reference pressure Is taken between two orlfices
connected in serles and operating between supply pressure and pressurized
sump. In the 54460 control the reference pressure is equal to the higher of
hlgh pltch or low pitch pressure.
The manufacturing tolerances on the area of the two orlflces that constltute
the orifice pack are ± 2%. The reference pressure is a function of the ratio
of the orifice areas squared. Therefore dependlng on the tolerance stack up
the reference pressure and thus the supply pressure regulated by the maln and
standby valve can vary slgnlf|cantly. The varlatlon in supply pressure
caused by the orifice tolerance varlatlon can be compensated for by placlng a
shlm between the main & standby valve spring and plunger.
The purpose of the maln and standby valve test was to ensure the valve
functloned properly In conjunction with the orifice pack, and to ensure that
the supply pressure could be set to ll40 psl with reasonable preclslon by
shlmmlng the valve.
Inltlal testlng of the valve was accompllshed employing the test set up shown
in Figure II.I. The orifice pack was slmulated uslng two mlcrometering
valves In series. The valves were adjusted to yield the same flow _nd
pressure drops for which the orlflce pack was designed. The mlcrometerlng
valves also allowed the tolerance In orlflce area to be slmulated.
,_R_-)CEDING PAGE BLANK NOT FILMED
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11.1 (Continued)
Simulation of the main and standby valve operation began by adjusting valves
3 and 9 to supply 22.4 quarts per minute (QPM) of oi1 to the main pump port
and 39.8 QPM to the standby pump port. This simulated the condition where
blade angle was not changing and all the hydraulic flow is being returned to
sump. The flow to the main pump port was then reduced in 5 QPM intervals to
simulate actuator flow demand. When the flow supplied to the main pump port
was reduced to zero, valve 9 was opened all the way to equalize the pressure
at the main and standby ports, simulating opening of the system check valve.
Flow to the standby port was then reduced to simulate additional flow
demand. This testing was repeated simulating the range of orifice area
tolerances.
Two observations were made during the valve testing. First, the range of
tolerances in the orifice areas could be compensated for with a shim of .080
maximum thickness. The .080 shim thickness was within limits that would
allow the valve to go full open without the spring being compressed to solid
height. Second there was a tendency for the main and standby valve to close
completely and cease regulating when the pressures at the main and standby
ports equalized. The tendency of the valve to cease regulating was caused by
internal leakage within the valve between the reference pressure and standby
pressure ports. This leakage increased the flow through the upstream
orifice, reducing the reference pressure. When the standby pressure is
increased to the level of supply pressure, the direction of leakage between
standby and reference pressure changes, reducing the flow through the
upstream orifice and reducing the pressure differential between supply and
reference pressure below the level that would hold the valve open. The
affect of leakage on valve performance is illustrated in Figure ll.2.
The tendency of the valve to cease regulating at the high flow demand
conditions was corrected by two design changes. The diametrical clearance
between the main and standby valve spool and sleeve was reduced to .0051 to
.0102 mm (.0002 in to .0004 in) In order to minimize internal valve leakage.
The slze of the orifices were also both increased, keeplng the same area
ratio, In order to increase the orlfice flow. Therefore leakage would be a
much smaller percentage of the total flow through the upstream orifice and
would have mush less affect on valve performance.
The maln and standby valves and orifice packs used In the serial number one
and two controls were tested using the fixture 111ustrated In Figure If.3.
Thls fixture allowed the valve and orifice pack to be tested as a matched set
and the thickness required for the valve shlm to be determined. These valves
and orifice packs, which incorporated the design changes discussed above, dld
not exhibit a tendency to cease regulating under hlgh flow demand operatlng
conditions.
II0
11.2 TRANSFER BEARING
The function of the transfer bearing was described in section 6.4.7 of this
report. The purpose of the testing conducted was to determine if the bearing
would function satisfactorily at the higher rotational speeds and hydraulic
pressure at wh|ch the LAP control operates and with the bearing diametral
clearance at land A reduced (reference Figure 6.9).
The Inlt|al testing of the transfer bearing was accomplished with a modified
54460 transfer bear|ng. Land A of the rotating sleeve was chrome plated then
remachlned to obtain the same diametric clearance to be used in the LAP
transfer bearing. The stiffer barrel support ring discussed in section 6.4.7
was also used. A schematic of the test arrangement is shown in Figure If.4.
The transfer bearing was Installed in a 54460 control pump housing and
mounted on a 54460 propeller hub. The test assembly was installed in a
propeller whlrl rig In the Hamilton Standard engineering lab. Hydraulic oii
flow for the test was provided by an external pump. Instrumentation allowed
the monitoring of oii pressures and temperature and the oli flow across each
bearing land.
The specific objectives of the test were to measure the amount of leakage
across land A as a function of metered pressure and to observe the effect of
40 hours of running at the LAP operating conditions on the bearing.
The measured metered leakage was larger than predicted by analysis but was
within limits that would not limit the governing performance of the control.
The babbitted surface of the stationary sleeve did show slgns of light wear
after 40 hours of operation. An analysls of the wear resulted in the
conclusion that the wear was caused by insufficient break-ln running of the
bearing. A break In procedure was devised for the transfer bearings to be
used in the LAP controls. The procedure consisted of increasing running
speed and o11 pressure slowly so that any initial wear between the rotating
sleeve and the stationary babbltted sleeve would not generate slgnif|cant
heat.
Break in running of the LAP transfer bearlngs was accomplished using the same
test arrangement as shown in Figure 11.4. During break-ln running a higher
babbitt wear rate and higher leakage of metered hydraulic flow, than occurred
during the Inltlal testing, was noted. Additional testing and analysis were
conducted, to determine the source of this problem. The analysls Included
the construction of a finite element model of the bearing stationary and
rotating sleeves. The model was used to determine the effect deflectlon of
the sleeves under pressure and centrlfugal load had on the bearing dlametral
clearance. A complete dimensional inspection of the bearing hardware was
also conducted.
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11.2 (Continued)
The increased wear and leakage rate were found to be the result of a
combination of factors. The hydraulic pressure distribution in the LAP
bearing resulted in a 50% reduction in diametral clearance at lands B and C
and a 50% increase in d|ametral clearance at land A. The calculated
deflected shape of the bearing is shown in Figure If.5. Insufficient
clearance between the bearing rotating sleeve and the hub tail shaft was also
found. This allowed the deflection of the tail shaft, which occurs when the
prop nut is tightened, to distort the bearing rotating sleeve.
Several design changes were made to correct the problems discussed above.
These changes include:
Increasing the piloting I.D. of the bearing rotating sleeve by .05
mm (.002 in.) to provide more diametral clearance with tail shaft.
An additional O-Ring was added to the rotating sleeve I.D. and a
radial hole through the rotating sleeve at the metered pressure port
was also added. This change introduced metered pressure below land
A of the rotating sleeve, reducing inward deflection and the
tendency of the dlametral clearance at land A to increase under
pressure load.
The bearlng dlametral clearance at land C was increased by .005 mm
(.0002 in.) because the maximum reduction in bearing diametral
clearance due to pressure loading occurs at that land.
The bearlngs were retested following |ncorporation of the design changes
11sted above. No wear of the bearing babbltted surface was noted after
incorporation of the design changes. The leakage of metered hydraulic
pressure was also slgnlficantly reduced and the flows across the bearing
lands corresponded well with analytlcal predlctions.
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11.3 PUMP TESTS
As discussed in section 6.4.1 of this report, the main, standby and scavenge
pumps for the LAP control were similar to the pumps used in the 54460
control. The most significant alteration was interchanging the drive and
driven pump shafts to accommodate the change in direction of rotation.
However the rotatlonal speed of the pumps on average Is 12% higher in the LAP
application than in the 54460 appllcation. In addition the main pump will
operate at a normal output pressure of 7.86X106Pa (1140 psi) in the LAP
application versus 4.14XI06 Pa (600 psl) in the 54460 application. The
standby pump will intermittently see the same pressure as the main pump. Due
to the more severe operating conditions experienced by the LAP main and
standby pumps, a qualification test was run on one main pump and one standby
pump. The qualification test consisted of an endurance run and an overspeed
test. The endurance run was I00 hours of operation at the pump design speed
and the maximum pressure seen by the pumps 9.5X106Pa (1375 PSl). The
output flow of the pump and the drive torque were monitored continuously
throughout the test. The acceptance criterion was that the pump output flow
remain above the minimum a11owable throughout the test. The overspeed test
consisted of one hour of operation at 120% of design speed and 7.86XIO6Pa
(1140 PSl) output pressure. The acceptance criterion for thls test required
that when the pump speed is returned to 100% design speed, the output flow
must be above the minimum acceptable flow.
The scavenge pump is very similar in construction to the main pump and
operates at the same speed and a much lower output pressure than the main
pump. Therefore it was not deemed necessary to run a quallfication test for
the scavenge pump.
The flow output of the maln and standby pumps as a function of operating time
during the endurance test is shown in Figure 11.6.A 3% to 4% reduction in
pumps output was noted over the course of the I00 hours of operation. Most
of the reduction occurred over the first 40 hours of the test. The output
reduction is attributed to the InltlaI wear on the I.D. of the pump casing
caused by the pump gears during break-ln. No measurable difference In pump
output was noted after the completion of the overspeed test.
At the concluslon of qualification testing each pump was dlsassembled for
inspection. There was no sign of wear or damage on the gear teeth of the
pumps. The I.D.'s of the pump casings were measured and an Increase In
diameter of from .023mm to .030mm (.0009 in to .0012 In) was measured. The
pump manufacturer considered this to be normal break-ln wear.
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12.0 RETENTION STIFFNESS TEST
12.1 TEST DESCRIPTION
The purpose of the retention stiffness test was to experimentally determine
the combined stiffness of the hub and blade retention. The hub, blade
retention hardware and actuator dome were installed in an electric motor
driven whirl rig wlth dummy blade stubs substituting for the blades. The
stubs were designed to apply the same centrifugal force to the hub and
retention as the blades. The test installation is depicted in Figure 12.1.
Rotation of the test assembly In the whlrl rlg results In excltation of the
blade stubs due to random air turbulence. Strain gages were applied to the
stubs to measure the In-plane and out-of-plane vibrational response to the
excitatlon. Spectral analysis of the strain gage data allowed the natural
frequencies of the propeller to be determined.
The test assembly natural frequencles are a function of the retention
stiffness, the dynamic characterlstlcs of the stubs and the propeller RPM.
The stubs are essentially solld metal cylinders. As such they are simple
structures that are easy to analyze. The stub natural frequencies are
calculated and plotted as a function of retention stiffness for a range of
rotational speeds. Therefore when the stub natural frequency is
experlmentaliy measured at a partlcular rotatlonal speed, a retention
stiffness correspondlng to that natural frequency can then be determined.
12.2 TEST RESULTS
Nhen testing was Initiated, it was observed that the natural alr turbuIence
In the test cell was provlding a very low level of excltatlon for the stubs.
Therefore it was necessary to comblne the data from several stubs to enhance
the data quallty. Since the phase of the indlvidual stubs was known for the
mode of Interest, the data slgnals were comblned by simple addltlon and
subtractlon to provlde a slgnal ampllfled by a factor of four. The data
signals from alternate stubs were comblned as follows:
TOTAL OUTPUT - STUB I - STUB 3 + STUB 5 - STUB 7
Figure 12.2 shows experlmentally determlned propeller In-plane and
out-of-plane natural frequencies plotted as a function of RPM. The heat
generated by rotatlon of the stubs In the test cell resulted In a rapld air
temperature rlse that precluded operatlon above 1599 RPM. However the smooth
variation of natural frequency with speed would a11ow extrapolation of the
data to hlgher RPM's. The experlmentally determlned curves of natural
frequency versus RPM are shown overlayed on the calculated curves of natural
frequency versus retentlon stiffness in Figure 12.3. The Intersectlons of
these curves deflne the retention stlffness as a function of centrlfugal
load, whlch Is plotted In Figure 12.4. The data Is extrapolated out to a
load of 369184N (83000 Ibs) whlch corresponds to the design rotatlonal speed
of 1698 RPM.
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]2.3 COMPARISON OF DATA AND ANALYTICAL PREDICTIONS
As discussed in section 4.6 of the report, the hub retention stiffness was
calculated using both two dimensional and three dimensional analytical
techniques. The results of the retention stiffness test are compared with
the results obtained using both of these analytical techniques in Table ]2-I.
TABLE 12-1
COMPARISON OF MEASURED AND CALCULATED RETENTION STIFFNESSES
2-D 3-D
EXPERIMENT ANALYSIS ANALYSIS
IN-PLANE STIFFNESS
(In-lbs/RAD XlO -6)
OUT OF PLANE STIFFNESS
(In-lbs/RAD XlO -6)
II.2 13.7 7.9
16.3 ]5.5 16.9
Reasonable agreement was obtained between the experimentally determined
out-of-plane stiffness and the out-of-plane stiffness calculated using both
the 2-D and 3-D analysis. The experimentally determined In-plane stiffness
fell midway between the stiffness calculated using the 2-D analysis and the
stiffness calculated using the 3-D analysis. The measured stiffnesses were
considered acceptable for the SR-7L and should prevent significant
infringement of any of the blade critical speeds upon the resonance avoidance
zones defined in Figure 3.6.
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13.0 NHIRL RIG TEST
13.1 TEST DESCRIPTION
The purpose of the whirl rig test was to evaluate the performance of the LAP
actuator and control. The specific characteristics that were investigated
included the Prop Fan's ability to feather, the capability to introduce a
speed setpoint using the control input lever, the control dead band and the
overall governor gain, the accumulation of wear on the blade retention
hardware during operation and the effectiveness of the pitch lock mechanism.
The Prop Fan was tested in Hamilton Standard's G-5 whirl rig. The Prop Fan
was driven by a 500 H.P electric motor through a hydraulic clutch. A strut
and bearing arrangement was employed to support the forward end of the Prop
Fan. The support was necessary to avoid the presence of a highly undamped
rig critical speed in the test operating speed range. Figure 13.1 shows a
schematic of the test arrangement. Figure 13.2 shows the Prop Fan installed
in the test cell without the strut and bearing arrangement.
The Prop-Fan blades were replaced by test stubs and counterweights for the
whirl rig tests. The test bars and stubs apply centrifugal force and
twisting moment to the actuator and blade retention, equivalent to the forces
and moments that would be applied by the blades at the same rotational speed.
All of the parameters necessary to evaluate the actuator and control
performance were measured during the whirl rlg test. These parameters
included RPM, actuator high and low pitch pressure, control supply, metered
and sump pressure, sump oil temperature, blade pitch angle and control input
lever position.
The whirl rig test consisted of six individual system tests. A description
of each test follows:
13.1.1 Feather Test
This test determined the Prop-Fan's abillty to move the blades into and out
of feather. Testing was accomplished for a non-rotating Prop-Fan, using the
aux111ary motor as a source of hydraullc pressure and wlth the Prop-Fan
rotatlng at 1273 RPM and 1698 RPM. Featherlng and unfeatherlng were
Inltlated by activating and deactlvatlng the feather solenold valve and also
by movlng the control speed input lever Into and out of the feather position.
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13.1.2 Speed Set Point and Dead Band Test
This test evaluated the accuracy of the governor and the speed set cam and
linkage in establishing a desired speed set point. The control dead band
around the governor null point was also measured. The control was first
calibrated at the lO0_ speed Set point (1698 RPM). The actual speed set
point and the dead band were determined by varying the test rig speed in 2 or
3 RPM increments about the speed set point selected on the Prop-Fan control
input lever. The rate of change of blade angle was monitored as the rig
speed was varied. The range of RPM over which no change in blade angle was
observed determined the dead band and set speed. The dead band is the
maximum RPM in this range minus the minimum RPM. The actual speed set point
is the midpoint of the dead band speed range.
13.1.3 Governor Gain Test
The purpose of this test was to measure the pitch change governor gain at
three different operating speeds (1273 RPM, 1485 RPM and 1698 RPM). The
governor gain is defined by equations I.) and 2.).
I.) Governor Gain = Rate of Change of Blade Angle
% Speed Error
Where
2.) % Speed Error = Actual Speed - Set Point Speed X 100%
Set Point Speed
The governor gain test was conducted by selecting a set speed on the control
Input lever and adjusting the test rig speed to achieve the desired speed
error. The rate of change of blade angle was measured for each speed error
and the governor gain was calculated.
13.1.4 Blade Angle Cycllng Endurance Test
This test consisted of cycllng blade angle between 35° and 60° while
operatlng the Prop-Fan at two different rotatlonal speeds. The change in
blade angle from 35° to 60° Is approximately the range that is traversed
between take-off and crulse condltlon. This test was conceived to be an
accelerated wear test for actuator and blade retention hardware.
13.1.5 Maximum CTM Endurance Test
This test consisted of cycling blade angle rapldly about 42°, whlle operating
at I00% speed. At a blade angle of 42° the trunnions and actuator react the
maximum test stub centrifugal twisting moment for a constant rotatlonal
speed. The Maximum CTM Test simulates the minor changes in blade angle that
occur while the Prop-Fan is maintaining a constant RPM at cruise condition.
This test was also designed to be an accelerated wear test for actuator and
blade retention hardware.
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13.1.6 Blade Anqle Pitchlock Test
The purpose of this test was to verify the ability of the pitchlock system to
maintain blade angle in the event of a loss of hydraulic pressure. The test
was conducted by modifying the control feather valve, so that when the valve
was actuated, supply hydraulic pressure rather than metered pressure was
returned to sump_ thus simulating a hydraulic failure. The pltchlock test
was conducted at 1783 RPM. Hydraulic failures were simulated at blade angles
of 15", 45 ° and 70°.
13.2 TEST RESULTS
13.2.1 Feathering Test
Feathering and unfeatherlng was accomplished satisfactorily, when initiated
by either the feather solenoid valve or the control input lever. A blade
angle slew rate of 1.9 ° per second was obtained for the nonrotating Prop-Fan,
feathering or unfeather|ng using the auxilary motor. A slew rate of 7.3 ° per
second was obtained feathering or unfeathering with the Prop-Fan rotating at
1273 RPM or 1698 RPM.
13.2.2 Speed Set Point and Dead Band Test
The actual speed set points were determined for control input lever angles of
17.53 °, 33°, 48 °, 63.16 °, 78.38 ° and 93.59 ° where the feather position is
taken as zero degrees. The design speed set schedule and the actual speed
set schedule obtained from test data are compared in Figure 13.3. The actual
speed dead band measured at each speed set point is presented in Table 13-I.
TABLE 13-I
CONTROL DEAD BAND DATA
INPUT LEVER
ANGLE (DEG.)
SET POINT
SPEED (RPM)
APPARENT DEAD BAND
(RPM) (% RPM)
17.5 1422 ± 4 ± .28
32.74 1485 ± 4 ± .27
47.95 1553 ± 3 ± .19
63.20 1620 ± 5 ± .31
78.40 1680 ± 5 ± .30
13.2.3 Governor Gain Test
The measured blade angle pitch rate as a function of % speed error is
presented In Figure 13.4 for a speed set point of 1698 RPM. The overall
governor gain Is the slope of the curve of these points at the orlgln. The
measured governor gain resulting from thls data Is 1.8°/sec/% RPM.
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]3.2.4 Maximum CTM Endurance Test
Following 5 hours of cycling at a 42° blade angle and lO0_ speed, an
inspection of the retention hardware, the blade trunnions and the actuator
wear plates was conducted. No unusua] wear patterns were observed during
this inspection.
13.2.5 Blade Angle Cycling Endurance Test
Five hours of cycling was completed at 1273 RPM and 2 hours of cycling at
1485 RPM. During this testing several blade seal leaks occurred that slowed
progress. The leaks were found to be the result of tears in the rubber blade
seals. The tears were caused by scissoring of the seal anti-friction strip
and relative motion between the seal and the blade shank. A design change
was implemented to correct this problem. The new seal employs a stiffer
spring to secure it to the blade shank. The anti-friction strip is also
eliminated. The cross section of the seal was altered to accommodate the new
spring and to provide a better static sea].
13.2.6 Blade Anqle Pltchlock Test
There was no perceptible reduction in blade angle when hydraulic failures
were simulated at blade angles of 15°, 45° or 70°. The data for the 45 ° case
Is presented in Figure 13.5. The data shows that actuation of the modified
feather valve reduces supply pressure from lllO psi to 180 psi and reduces
the pressure differential across the actuator (Ph, p_tch --P,o p,tc,)
from 660 psi to 120 psi.
13.3 COMPARISON OF DATA WITH ANALYTICAL PREDICTIONS
As seen In Figure 13.3, it was only possible to adjust the set point speed
over 60_ of the design speed governing range. A review of the design of the
speed set cam and linkage revealed that the wrong linkage spring rate had
been used in the design calculations, resulting in an incorrect speed set cam
contour. A new cam was designed and fabricated which yields the correct
governing speed range. The measured governor dead band averaged ± .27_ RPM
for the range of speed set points tested. This compared favorably with the
design governing accuracy of ± .22_ (ref. Section 6.2).
The measured governor gain is somewhat lower than expected. The design
governor gain was 2.5°Isecl% RPM at 1007, RPM as compared to the observed gain
of 1.8°Isecl% RPM. The lower galn may be due to higher than expected
Internal leakage In the Prop Fan control. The shortfall in governor gain
does not adversely affect the stability of the control system. However it
does make RPM overshoots more llkely during power lever transients.
Therefore caution will have to be exercized not to employ abrupt changes In
power lever position when introducing changes in engine power level.
The design requirement for the LAP pitchlock system was that there be less.
than a 1.5 ° loss In blade pitch angle in the event of a loss of hydraulic
pressure. The test data indicates that there was essentially no loss of
blade angle when a hydraulic failure was slmu]ated.
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FIGURE 13.2. LAP INSTALLED IN THE G-5 WHIRL RIG 
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14.0 BLADE ESA AND FATIGUE TESTING
The goals of the LAP blade ESA (Experimented Stress Analysis) and fatigue
tests were:
Determine the Stressing in the LAP blades under static and vibratory
loading.
• Determine the adequacy of analytlcal tools for calculating stresses.
Determine the location of stress hot spots that might not be
predicted analytically.
Confirm the fatigue allowable stresses For the materials used in
constructing the LAP blade.
14.1 TEST DESCRIPTION
14.1.1 Blade ESA Test
The blade ESA test was conducted using two methods, stress coat evaluatlon
and strain gage testing.
Stress coat evaluatlon was accomplished by applying a brittle lacquer coating
to the external surface of the blade up to the 99 cm (39 inch) blade
station. The coated blade was installed in a test fixture and loaded flrst
In the flatwlse bending mode and then In the edgewise bending mode with
respect to the 34.3 cm (13.5 inch) blade station. Static loading was applied
to the blade in increments at the 104 cm (41 inch) station up to a maximum
value of 2669N (600 lbs.) In the flatwlse mode and 378lN (850 Ibs.) in the
edgewise mode. The test arrangement For the edgewise mode test is depicted
In Figure 14.1.
New crack patterns observed In the brittle lacquer at each 1oadlng Increment
were noted by marklng them with a dlfferent color. The crack patterns
Indlcate the locatlon and dlrectlon of the prlnclpal strains In the blade
structure.
Straln gage testlng of the LAP blade was conducted in both a statlc and
dynamlc mode. The straln gage arrangement employed for both the statlc and
dynamic testlng is 111ustrated in Figure 14.2. For the most part both the
face and camber sldes of the blade were Identlcally gaged.
A U-gage wlth an accompanying load cell was employed for load appllcatlon
durlng the statlc strain gage Investlgatlon. The blade was again loaded in
the flatwlse and edgewlse modes with respect to the 34.3 cm (13.5 Inch)
statlon. Loads up to 3781N (850 Ibs) were applled at the 104 cm (41 In)
PRECEDING PAGE BLANK NOT FILMED
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14.1.I (Continued)
station and 2936N (660 ]bs) at the 127 cm (50 in) station for the flatwise
mode. The loads were applied in five equal increments. With the blade
oriented in the edgewise mode loads of 2224N (500 Ibs) and 667N (150 Ibs)
were applied to the I04 cm (41 in) and 127 cm (50 in) station respectively.
These loads were also applied in five equal increments. A torsional mode was
tested with ]99N-M (]760 in-]bs) applied in five equal increments at the 127
cm station.
Strain gage data was recorded at all load Increments for each load
configuration. A finite element analysis of the blade was conducted for
certain of the loading configurations in order to compare experimental data
with theoretical predictions.
For the dynamic strain gage ESA testing, two blades were clamped butt to butt
as a pair in the split hub test Fixture. One blade was strain gaged in the
same manner as for the static test. Blades were oriented in both the
flatwise and edgewise modes and were driven by an electromagnetic vibrator
motor. The test configuratlon is shown In Flgure 14.3. Strain gage data was
used to determine the blade resonant frequencles. A stroboscope and salt
patterns were used to determine the mode shapes corresponding to the natural
frequencies. Theoretical analysis was also available for comparison with the
dynamic ESA data.
14.1.2 Blade Fatigue Test
Blade fatigue testing was conducted in zero mean stress and mean stress
modes. For the zero mean stress test, two blades were installed butt to butt
in a split hub test fixture. The spar stress levels were monitored using
strain gages attached to the blade shell above the spar. Stressing of the
blades was accomplished using an electromagnetic shaker to excite them at the
frequency corresponding to the second flatwise resonant mode. Testing was
conducted at three stress levels corresponding to I00%, 125% and 150% of the
design allowable For Inflnlte llfe of the spar. The test arrangement for the
zero mean stress Fatigue test is depicted In Figure 14.4.
Mean stress testing was conducted with four blades cropped at the 100.3 cm
(39.5 in.) blade statlon. Fiberglass bulkheads were installed at the cropped
end of the blade to facilitate introduction of steady loads at the 36.5 inch
blade station. All four blades were stacked on one electromagnetic shaker
wlth adjacent blades loaded thru a bearing arrangement at the tips. The
blades were excited at the frequency corresponding to the first flatwlse mode
concurrently with the application of steady bendlng loads. The stress levels
for this testing corresponded to the maximum caTculated steady spar stress
for the takeoff/climb condition (reference table 3-2) with vibratory stress
levels of ]25%, 150% and 175% of the design allowable for infinite life of
the spar. The test arrangement for the mean stress testing is depicted in
Figure 14.5.
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14.2 TEST RESULTS
14.2.1 Blade ESA Test
The results of the stress coat evaluation are presented in Table 14-I and
Figures 14.6 and 14.7. No cracking was observed for the edgewise loading
configuration. For the flatwise loading, normal crack patterns were produced
at reversed loading modes where the first indication appeared at 500 lbs.
load.
TABLE 14-I
STRESSCOAT ESA TEST RESULTS
1) Flatwise Mode, Camber in Tension
Sensitivity : 500 mlcro in/in
Load Level (Ibs) Indication
300 no
400 no
500 yes
600 yes
Flatwlse Mode, Face In Tension
Sensitivity = SO0 micro in/in
Load Level (lbs) Indication
2)
300 no
400 no
500 yes
600 yes
Edgewise Mode, Leading Edge In Tens|on
Sensitivity = 500 micro In/in
150 no
250 no
350 no
450 no
550 no
650 no
750 no
850 no
Figures 14:8 and 14.9 present the spanwlse stress distribution along the
blade spar and along the nickel sheath for the 150 lb load flatwlse mode
static strain gage ESA test. The theoretical strain distribution for thls
condition, based on finite element analysis are also overlayed on the data.
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14.2.1 (Continued)
A comparison of the experimentally determined resonant frequencies and the
predicted resonant frequencies (ref. Figure 3.6) are present in Table 14-2.
TABLE 14-2
COMPARISON OF MEASURED AND PREDICTED RESONANT FREQUENCIES
Mode Type Test Values (Hz) Theoretical Values (Hz)
1st F1atwise (IF)
2nd F1atwise (2F)
Ist Edgewise (IE)
Ist Torsional (IT)
3rd F1atwise (3F)
34.32 33.95
84.28 78.11
140.10 137.82
137.20 140.86
152.10 162.02
The modal lines for the first three flatwise modes and the torsional mode
were marked on one blade and compared with the theoretlcal predictions. The
experimentally determined mode shapes were found to be very close to the
predictions.
14.2.2 Blade Fatigue Test
During the zero mean stress test, two sets of two blades completed testing at
the First level. One of the blades developed a sheath crack, 32 xlO 6
cycles into the first level. This blade was able to complete 50XlO 6 cycles
at the first level without any additional crack propagation. At 9.17 XlO 6
cycles into the second stress level additional propagation of the sheath
crack occurred accompanied by shell cracking. Radiographic inspection
revealed that a spar fracture had occurred at the same location as the sheath
crack. In order to complete the zero mean stress test, the cracked blade was
replaced with another blade that had also completed the first stress level.
These two blades completed the 50XlO 6 cycles of the second level and
IOXI06 cycles of the third level, without any other sheath or spar damage.
Several shell/foam delaminations occurred during the course of the zero mean
stress testing. These delaminations were repaired as they were detected and
testing continued.
During the course of the mean stress test one blade developed a sheath crack
after 29.75XI06 cycles. The crack extended from the face to the camber
side of the sheath. This blade sustained the remainder of the 50XlO 6
cycles at the first level and lOXlO 6 cycles at both the second and third
leveIs without further damage. A very small sheath crack was also Found on a
dlfferent blade at the completlon of the third level of testing. Several
shell/foam delamlnatlons also occurred during the mean stress test. These
delaminations were again repaired as they occurred and testing continued.
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14.3 DISCUSSION OF RESULTS
14.3.1 Blade ESA Test
Generally good agreement was obtained between measured and analytically
predicted blade stress distributions, natural frequencies and mode shapes.
The spanwise strain distributions measured during the static ESA test for
both the spar and leading edge sheath indicates that the analytical
predictions are higher than the measured strains. Discrepancies occur in a
more pronounced manner in the outboard blade sections from the 88.9 cm
(35 in.) station to the 127 cm (50 inch) station. Discrepancies in strain
response are possible due to the complex blade configuration and local
bending that may occur in the proximity of the load application point.
The discrepancies between the measured and predicted blade resonant
frequencies are attributed to the infinlte shank retention stiffness used in
the analytlcal model. Despite the dlscrepancies between the measured and
predicted resonant frequencies, the correlation between the observed and
predicted mode shapes was excellent.
14.3.2 Blade Fatigue Test
The first stress level for the zero mean stress mode represents, 125% of the
nickel sheath material design limit. The maximum sheath stress occurs at the
122 cm (48in) station which is the location at which the sheath crack
occurred. Considering statistical scatter of fatigue a11owables, the
fracture of one blade sheath at this stress level is explainable. It is
postulated that once the sheath cracked, a significant reduction in stiffness
resulted, increasing the loadlng of the spar and culminating in the spar
fracture. Metallurgical evaluation of the blade did not uncover any material
abnormalities.
The sheath crack that occurred dur|ng the mean stress fatigue test was a
statistlcally remote event because the stress level in the sheath was lower
than in the zero mean stress fatigue test.
The she11/foam separatlons that occurred during the fatigue test are not
uncommon in composite blades. Composlte blades are known to function
adequately in commerclal operation for extended periods with delamlnatlons.
The configuration of the LAP blade with the spar underneath the sheath makes
the blade susceptible to a spar fracture if the sheath fractures above the
spar. Therefore it is necessary to inspect the sheaths periodically during
operatlon of the LAP and Immedlately replace any blade that develops a sheath
crack.
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15.0 HUB ESA AND FATIGUE TESTING
The goals of the LAP hub ESA (experimental Stress Analysis) and
fatigue test were:
Emperically determine high stress areas on the exterior surface
of the hub.using a brlttle lacquer technique.
Quantify stresses In the peak stress areas using strain gaging
and controlled loading of the barrel.
Evaluate the fatigue strength of the hub and blade retention
when subjected to a IP vibratory loading.
15.1 TEST DESCRIPTION
15.1.1 Hub ESA Test
The hub ESA test was accomplished with the tail shaft secured to a test post
in the same manner as it is normally secured to the propeller shaft. Test
bars were Installed in the hub arm bores using the standard blade retention
hardware. A wedge mechanism contained in the test assembly applied simulated
centrifugal loads to the test bars. simulated blade bending loads were also
applied to the test bars using hydrauilc actuators. The magnitude of the
loads were monitored by strain gages attached to the test bars. The test
assembly is deplcted in Figure 15.1.
The hub 1oadlng configurations employed for the ESA test were derived from
the takeoff and c11mb design condition described In Table 3-I. The loading
for this condition includes a 368690N (82,890 Ib) centrifugal blade load, a
4564N-m (40,385 in-lb) blade steady bending moment (SBM); consisting of a
4340N-m (38,408 in-lbs) in plane component and a 1410N-m (12,480 in-lbs) out
of plane components, and a 3880N-m (34,338 In-lb) vibratory bending moment;
consisting of a 1824N-m (16,146 In-lb) out of plane component (reference
Table 4-I). The steady bending moment is accounted for by increasing the
centrifugal load by twice the SBM divided by the radius of the blade shank.
The centrifugal load then becomes 487299N (109,556 lbs). Steady non-
alternatlng loads corresponding to the amplitude of the vibratory bendlng
moment, were applied to the hub for the ESA test. The nine loading
configurations used In the ESA test are Illustrated in Figure 15.2. Since
the LAP is an 8 blade propeller, 1oadlng configurations corresponding to IP,
4P and 8P vibration modes were included.
The ESA portlon of the test conslsted of both brlttle lacquer and straln gage
evaluatlon of the hub. The hub was first coated with Stresscoat ®, a
brlttle lacquer used to determine the locatlon and dlrectlon of princlpal
stralnlng. The 1oadlng condltions were tested in the order presented In
Figure 15.2. The loads were applied In four or flve Increments for each
condition and the crack pattern In the lacquer was noted at each increment.
Once the centrifugal 1oadlng of condltlon one was applled, It was not removed
until the completlon of the remalnder of the 1oadlng conditlons. The brittle
lacquer coatlng was replaced as required between 1oadlng condltlons.
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15.1.1 (Continued)
At the completion of the brittle lacquer test, strain gages were applied to
the hub in the high stress areas indicated by the lacquer crack patterns. A
total of 57 gages were applied to the interior and exterior hub surfaces.
The loading conditions of Figure 15.2 were rerun, again applying the loads in
increments. Stress levels in the barrel were measured at each strain gage
location for every load increment. Each loading condition was rerun to
ensure repeatability of the results.
15.1.2 Hub Fatigue Test
The hub fatigue test was conducted using baslcally the same test arrangement
that was employed for the ESA test. The hydraulic actuators used to load the
test bars were capable of applying vibratory as well as steady loads. The
loading configuration used for the fatigue test consisted of the steady
centrlfugal load of Figure 15.2, item one and the IP vibratory loading of
item six. The IP loading was applied at a frequency of 17 Hz and a 45° phase
angle was maintained between blades by the test rig controller. The IP
loading of Figure 15.2, condition six is 25% greater than the calculated
vibratory bending moment for the take off and climb design condition. A
total of 50 x 106 cycles were accumulated.
15.2 TEST RESULTS
15.2.1 Hub ESA Test
Table 15-I presents the 1oadlng conditions and increments for which lacquer
crack Indlcations were observed and the strain sensitlvity of the lacquer
coating. Appllcation of the centrifugal load was halted after the second set
of Indications appeared, because they extended over most of the barrel
surface. Typical stresscoat indications for the centrifugal loading case are
presented In Figure 15.3. Based on the results of the brlttle lacquer test,
the peak stress areas were found to be the tailshaft to hub f111et, the blade
arm faces, the blade arm aft flllets and the tailshaft.
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% of Load
6%, 14%
23%
35%
25%, 50%, 75%
Full
20%, 40%
60%
80%
Full
25%, 50%, 75%, Full
25%, 50%, 75%, Full
50%, Full
25%, 50%, 75%, Full
25%
50%
75%
TABLE 15-I
STRESSCOAT INDICATIONS FOUND AT TESTED LOAD CONDITIONS
Sensitivity
Centrifugal Loading
IP-OOP Loading
.000650 In/In
IP @ 142 Loading
.000550 In/in
.000600 In/ln
IP-IP Loading
.000550 |n/In
4P-IP Loading
.000600 In/In
8P-IP Loading
.000475 ln/tn
8P-OOP Loading
.000450 In/tn
8P @ 252 Loading
.000520 in/In
Remarks
No indications
Indications
Indications
No Indlcations
Indications
No indications
Indications
Indications
No additional indications
No indications
No indications
No indications
No indications
Indications
Indications
Indications
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15.2.1 (Continued)
The data taken during the strain gage portion of the ESA test exhibited
repeatability and the strain response was found to be a linear function of
loading. The highest measured static stress resulting from the combination
of the centrifugal load steady bending moment and IP moment was found to
occur on the face of one of the arm bores. The measured stress was found to
be 48% of the design yleld stress for the hub materia1. The highest strain
levels corresponding to the vibratory bending moments occurred for the IP out
of plane loading condition (ref. Figure 15.2, condition 6). This condition
is more representative of actual flight than the IP out of plane condition
and is the condition used in the analysis of barrel (reference Section 4.0).
The percentage of a11owable stress for IOs fatigue cycles, resulting from
the combination of the steady centrifugal loading and the vibratory loading
of condition 6 is presented In Table 15-2. The percentage of allowable
stress is presented at several different barrel locations.
TABLE 15-2
% OF ALLOWABLE HUB STRESS FOR lO8 CYCLES
Location % A11owable Stress
Shaft of Hub Fillet 277.
Blade Arm Face 35%
Aft Arm Fillet 36%
15.2.2 Hub Fatigue Test
Magnetic particle inspection of a11 the test hardware was conducted at the
conclusion of the fatigue test. No Indicatlons of cracking were found In the
hub. Ball Impressions were noted in the hub races, but the level of wear was
not considered excessive. Crack Indications were observed on the front and
rear cones.
The crack Indications found on the cones were a11 related to frettlng
patterns found on the cone surfaces. The frettln9 Is attributed to the lack
of flexlblllty In the hub support used for the fatigue test and should not
occur on the actual Prop-Fan Installatlon.
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FIGURE 15.3 BRITTLE LACQUER INDICATION, CENTRIFUGAL LOADING 
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16.0 STATIC ROTOR TEST
16.1 TEST DESCRIPTION
The Static Rotor Test was the first test of the Large Scale Advanced
Prop-Fan as a complete assembly. A detailed report of the test is presented
in reference 11. The purpose of the test was to measure various Prop-Fan
performance characterlstics at static operating conditions (V ® =0). The
specific goals of the test were:
Determine the static thrust produced and power absorbed by the
Prop-Fan over a range of blade pitch angles and rotational speeds.
Determine the stall flutter or stall buffet restrictions, If any, on
the LAP static operating envelope and verify the calculated blade
•natural frequencies.
Measure the steady state stresses and deflections of the blade
structure and compare these stresses and deflections with analytical
predictions.
Establish the structural integrity of the Prop-Fan by conducting an
overspeed test per MIL-P-26366A.
Measure the steady pressure distribution on the surface of the SR-7L
Prop-Fan blade for a range of blade angles and Prop-Fan rotational
speeds.
Evaluate the performance of high frequency response transducers,
Installed on the SR-7L blade, in measuring time varying pressures on
the blade surface.
Testing was conducted on a 7460 KW (I0,000 HP) electrlc motor driven whlrl
rlg at the Nrlght Aeronautlcal Laboratory at Nrlght Patterson Air Force Base
In Dayton, Ohio. The Prop Fan is shown Installed on the whlrl rlg In
Figure 16.1. No relatlve alr veloclty was supplled to the Prop Fan rotor
dlsc. The test procedure consisted of running a series of rotational speeds,
wlth the Prop Fan operating in a fixed pltch mode. The blade pltch angle was
changed between runs.
PRECEDi_NG PAGE BLANK NOT FILMED
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16.1.1 Aerodynamic Performance Testing
Static aerodynamic performance data was acquired over a range of blade angles
from -6 ° to 60° and a range of rotational speeds from 600 RPM to 1900 RPM.
At blade angles above 30 ° the maximum RPM was limited by blade vibratory
stress levels. The actual test points are listed in Table 16-1. Blade
angle, ambient temperature and ambient pressure were measured and recorded
before and after each test run.
Net power absorbed by the Prop Fan was determined by subtracting empirically
determined electrical and mechanical losses from the measured electrical
power supplled to the test rig electric motor. Net power and thrust were
corrected to standard conditions by multlplying them by the ratio of standard
to ambient air density. The air density ratio was computed from the ambient
pressure and temperature recorded before and after each run. The power and
thrust data were also non-dimensionalized to coefficient form for comparison
with analytlcally predicted static performance.
16.1.2 Structural Dynamic Testing
Structural dynamic data was gathered concurrently wlth the aerodynamic
performance data. Structural dynamic data was acquired using the strain gage
arrangement shown in Figure 16.2. A total of 54 straln gages were applied to
the Prop Fan blades with thlrty prlmary gages active at any one time. The
gage locations were chosen to correspond with the analytically predicted
areas of peak vibratory strain. The strain gage slgnals were recorded on
magnetlc tape for a minlmum of 30 seconds at each test point.
The total vibratory strain data was dlgitized and statlstically analyzed to
produce tables of mean straln, standard deviation of strain and mean strain
p!us twlce the standard devlatlon (X + 2a). The terminology for the
(X + 20) strain Is infrequently repeating peak (IRP) strain and is referred
to In thls report as vlbratory strain.
Spectral analysls of the data was conducted to determlne the frequency
content of the vibration. The spectral analysis also allowed Campbell plots
to be constructed, presentlng the blade natural frequencles as a function of
RPM. The dependence of the blade natural frequencles on blade angle (B 314)
was also determlned.
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TABLE 16-I
TEST POINTS FOR AERODYNAMIC PERFORMANCE
AND STRUCTURAL DYNAMIC TESTING
Blade Angle
(B 314)
-5.7"
-2.0"
0.2"
2.00
6.1 °
10.0"
14.1"
18.2"
22.1"
25.8"
30.3"
RPM
600, 700, 800, 900, lO00,'1100, 1200, 1300,
1400, 1500, 1600, 1650, 1700, 1750, 1800,
1850, 1900
600, 700, 800, 900, lO0, llO0, 1200, 1300,
1400, 1500, 1600, 1650, 1700, 1750, 1800,
1850, 1900
600, 700, 800, 900, lO00, 1100, 1200, 1300,
1400, 1500, 1600, 1650, 1700, 1750, 1800,
1850, 1900
600, 700, 800, 900, lO00, II00, 1200, 1300,
1400, 1500, 1600, 1650, 1700, 17SO, 1800,
1850, 1900
600, 700, 800, 900, lO00, 1100, 1200, 1300,
1400, 1500, 1600, 1650, 1700, 1750, 1800,
1850, 1900
600, 700, 800, 900, lO00, 1100, 1200, 1300,
1400, 1500, 1600, 1650, 1700, 1750, 1800,
1850, 1900
600, 700, 800, 900, lO00, 1100, 1200, 1300,
1400, 1500, 1600, 1650, 1700, 1750, 1800,
1850, 1900
600, 700, 800, 900, I000, 1100, 1200, 1300,
1400, 1500, 1600, 1650, 1700, 1750, 1800,
1850, 1900
600, 700, 800, 900, lO00, 1100, 1200, 1300,
1400, 1500, 1600 1650, 1700, 1750, 1800,
1850, 1900
600, 700, 800, 900, lO00, 1100, 1200, 1300,
1400, 1500, 1600, 1650, 1700, 1750, 1800,
1850, 1900
600, 700, 800, 900, lO00, 1100, 1200, 1300,
1400, 1500, 1600, 1650, 1700, 1750, 1800,
18SO, 1900
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TABLE16-I (Continued)
TESTPOINTSFORAERODYNAMICPERFORMANCE
ANDSTRUCTURALDYNAMICTESTING
Blade Angle(B 3/4)
32.1 °
33.5 °
34.3 °
38.1 °
42.0 °
49.9 °
55.0 °
60.1 °
RPM
700, 800, 900, I000, llO0, 1200, 1300,
1400, 1500, 1600, 1700
700, 800, 900, 1000, 1100, 1200, 1300,
1400, 1500, 1600, 1700
600, 700, I000, 1100, 1200, 1300
600, 700, 800, 900, 1000, 1100, 1200
600, 700, 800, 900, lO00, llO0, 1200
600, 700, 800, 900, lO00, llO0, 1200
600, 700, 800, 900, lO00, llO0
600, 700, 800, 900, I000, 1100
16.1.3 Blade Steady State Strain and Deflection Measurement
Steady state structural data was acquired at three operating points for which
a static finite element analysis of the blade had been conducted. This
permitted comparison of analyt|cally and experimentally determined blade
stresses and deflectlons. Operation at test point 3 was maintained For one
hour, which constituted an overspeed test per MIL-P-26366A. The test points
are presented in Table 16-2.
TABLE ]6-2
STEADY STATE STRUCTURAL TEST POINTS
Test Point Blade Anqle (B 3/4) RP___MM
1 22 ° 1700
2 32.1 ° 1700
3 25.8 ° 2038
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16.1.3 (Continued)
The blade strain gage arrangement used during the steady state stress and
deflection portion of the test Is shown in Figure 16.3. The locations of
gages 414 and 416 were chosen to correspond with the points of predicted
maximum steady compressive and tensile stress respectively on the face side
of the blade. The 1ocatlon of gages 415 and 417 correspond with the points
of predicted maximum steady compressive and tenslle stress respectively on
the camber side of the blade. Strain gages 89, 81, 82, 813 and 83 provided
the capability to determine the radial distribution of stress along the blade.
Blade deflection measurements were made using two separate systems, an
optical system and a laser based system. The optical system consisted of a
transit type telescope mounted on a carriage and track assembly, a 11near
scale and a strobe light. The scope was located beneath the Prop-Fan and
viewed upward at the advancing blades passing through horizontal. The
carriage allowed the scope to be moved back and forth parallel to the axis of
rotation, as well as 1aterally. The axial movement of the scope was
controlled by a handwheel and worm gear mechanism, which a11owed precise
adjustment of the scope position. The axlal position of the scope was
measured wlth the linear scale. The strobe 11ght was triggered by the
rotation of the whirl rig shaft. The phase could be adjusted to freeze the
rotor with a blade in the horlzontal position. The axial location of the
blade leadlng and trailing edges at any station were determined by adjusting
the position of the scope until the crosshalrs were aligned with these points.
The laser deflectlon measurement system consisted of four helium-neon lasers
and four photodetectors. One laser is reflected from a mirror on the
Prop-Fan spinner back to a detector to provide a once per revolution
indication. The remaining three lasers were oriented so that their beams
passed obllquely through the Prop-Fan rotor dlsc and were received at three
addltional photodetectors. These laser beams intersected the blade in the
six o'clock position at the 50_ span, the 75% span and tip stations. As the
blade Intersects the beams, l|ght going to the detectors Is blocked and the
detector output goes low. After the blade traillng edge passes the beam,
llght going to the detector is restored and the detector output goes high.
Therefore the outputs of the detectors are rectangular wave forms when the
Prop-Fan is rotating. The deflection of the blade is determined by relatlng
changes In the timing of the waveforms to changes In the geometry of the
blade.
16.1.4 Blade Surface Steady Pressure Testing
The purpose of steady surface pressure testing was to determine the pressure
distribution around airfoil sections at ten spanwise stations on the SR-7L
blade. The pressure distribution was measured over a range of rotational
speeds for blade angles of 21.7", 32" and 38.3".
The 1ocatlons of the pressure taps on the specially modlfied blade used for
steady pressure measurement are depicted in Figure 16.4. Each column of
pressure taps was connected to a radial passage embedded In the surface of
the blade and leading to the shank. Each radlal passage was connected to one
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16.1.4 (Continued)
channel of a scanivaIve. This system allowed the pressure distribution to be
measured at only one radial station at a time. Pressure taps at all other
stations must be capped. In order to measure the pressure distribution over
the entire blade surface for one operating condition, ten separate runs were
required at that condition.
The test procedure consisted of setting a blade angle and running the desired
range of rotational speeds at the ang|e. Pressure data was recorded from
every tap in the exposed chordwise row at each speed. The test rig was then
shutdown, the exposed row of taps was covered and a new row of taps was
uncovered. Data was then taken at the same rotational speeds as the previous
run. This procedure ensured that all of the data for a pressure map of the
blade at a particular operating condition was gathered at a constant blade
angle.
The steady pressure test points were run at rotational speeds corrected For
ambient temperature, so that the pressure data could be compared for a
constant blade surface Mach number. Test data was taken at points of
constant corrected RPH. The rotational speed correction is calculated per
equation 16.1. The test points at which steady pressure data was acquired
are llsted In Table 16-3.
273 ° + tambRPMact = RPMco_r (16.1)
273 ° + 15°
where:
Tamb
PRMcor_
RPM_t
ambient temperature, °C
corrected RPM
actual RPM at which data is taken
Press. Tap
Row
TABLE 16-3
B 314
STEADY PRESSURE TEST POINTS
Temp
(°C) RP___MM_t
I0
9
8
7
6
5
4
3
2
1
lO
9
8
21 7°
21 7 °
21 7°
21 7°
21 7 °
21 7°
21 7°
21 7°
21 7°
21 7°
32.0 °
32.0 °
32.0°
18
17
16
16
15
16
15
14
13
12
21
2l
21
906, 1308, 1508, 1709, 1791
903, 1305, 1505, 1705, 1786
902, 1302, 1503, 1702, 1783
902, 1302, 1503, 1703, 1783
900, 1300, 1500, 1700, 1780
902, 1302, 1503, I704, 1784
900, 1300, 1500, I700, 1780
898, 1298, 1497, 1697, 1777
897, 1295, 1495, 1694, 1774
895, 1293, 1492, 1692, 1771
909, 1313, 1516, 1717
909, 1313, 1516, 1718
909, 1313, 1516, 1718
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TABLE 16-3
STEADY PRESSURE TEST POINTS (Continued)
Press. Tap Temp
Row B 3/4 (°C)
8 32.0 ° 21 909
7 32.0 ° 21 909
6 32.0 ° 21 909
5 32.0 ° 12 895
4 32.0 ° 12 895
3 32.0 ° 12 895
2 32.0 ° 12 895
1 32.0 ° 12 895
10 38.3 ° 24 914
9 thru 1 38.3 ° 19 906
RP__MMact
1313, 1516, 1718
1313, 1516, 1718
1313, 1516, 1718
1293, 1492, 1691
1293, 1492, 1691
1293, 1492, 1691
1293, 1492, 1691
1293, 1492, 1691
16.1.5 Blade Surface Unsteady Pressure Testing
The primary purpose of unsteady pressure testing was to evaluate the
capab111ty of transducers installed on the SR-7L blade to measure time
varying pressures on both the face and camber slde surfaces of the blades.
The impetus for developing the abtllty to mon|tor unsteady blade surface
pressures was the wlnd tunnel testing planned as a follow on to the Static
Rotor Test. Operation of the Prop-Fan at a yaw angle relative to the flow
was Included in the agenda for the High Speed Hind Tunnel test. Operation at
a yaw angle results in a continuous varlatlon of the angle of attack seen by
the blade as it rotates through 360°. This theoretically y|elds a IP cylical
variation of the surface pressure.
Twenty six pressure transducers were installed In two rows on the face and
camber sides of the blade that was specially fabricated for unsteady pressure
testlng. The 1ocatlons of the transducers are shown _n F_gure 16.5. The
dynamic pressure range for the transducer used in the unsteady pressure
measurement blade was ± 15 psi. The frequency response of the system was 0
to 1000 HZ.
In order to produce a t|me variation of the pressure sensed by the
transducers durlng a static test, an aerodynamic obstruction was erected in
front of the Prop-Fan. The obstruct|on was a four inch dlameter cylinder
that spanned from the blade root to well beyond the blade t|p. The
centerllne of the cyllnder was located 24 inches in front of the blade pitch
change axis. The wake generated by the |nflow to the Prop-Fan, passing over
the obstruction, was intended to create a once per revolution dlsturbance for
the transducers to pass through. Data was recorded at each Prop-Fan
operating cond|tlon both with the obstruction |n place and the obstruction
removed. Test points were run at speeds corrected for ambient temperature as
descrlbed in section 16.1.4. The unsteady pressure test points are presented
in Table 16-4.
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BLADE
TABLE 16-4
SURFACE UNSTEADY PRESSURE
B 3/4 Temp
(Deg.) RP____MM (°C)
TEST POINTS
Obstruction
21.9 594 9 None
21.9 891 9 None
21.9 ]286 9 None
21.9 1484 9 None
21.9 1682 9 None
2].9 1880 9 None
21.9 594 9
21.9 891 9
2].9 1286 9
21.9 1484 9
2].9 ]682 9
2].9 1880 9
4" diameter cylinder
4" diameter cylinder
4" diameter cylinder
4" d|ameter cylinder
4" diameter cylinder
4" diameter cylinder
31.7 592 8 None
31.7 887 8 None
31.7 1282 8 None
3].7 1478 8 None
31.7 1676 8 None
596 11
894 11
1291 II
1490 11
1688 11
31.7
31.7
31.7
31.7
31.7
4" diameter cylinder
4" diameter cylinder
4" diameter cylinder
4" diameter cylinder
4" diameter cylinder
38.2 596 11 None
38.2 894 1] None
38.2 1192 II None
38.2
38.2
38.2
32.0
32.0
32.0
32.0
596 11
894 11
1192 11
600 15
900 15
1200 15
1700 15
4" diameter cyllnder
4" diameter cylinder
4" diameter cyl|nder
4" cyllnder with plate
4" cyllnder with plate
4" cyllnder with plate
4" cyllnder with plate
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16.2 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
16.2.1 Aerodynamic Performance
Curves of corrected power and thrust versus blade angle for a constant RPM
are presented in Figure 16.6. The non-dimensionalized data Is also overIayed
on the predicted curves of power coefficient versus blade angle and thrust
coefficient versus power coefficient in Figure 16.7.
J
Examination of Figure 16.6 111ustrates the behavlor of the static thrust
produced by the Prop-Fan as a function of the blade angle. A smooth increase
In thrust is observed between blade angles of zero and thirty degrees.
Thrust then decreases sllghtly between blade angle of 30° and 34° and then is
essentlally constant from 34 ° to 60°. Figure 16.7 depicts an abrupt
departure of power and thrust data from predicted values as blade angle is
increased beyond 30°. Both thrust produced and power absorbed by the
Prop-Fan are lower than predlcted above blade angles of 30°.
The reason for the shortfall in static performance at high blade angle is not
clear from the data presented here. Referrlng to the thrust versus blade
angle data in Figure 16.6 the devlatlon of the measured and predicted
performance occurs at the same blade angle, independent of the RPM. Since
the performance shortfall Is observed at rotatlonal speeds as low as 900 RPM,
It is unllkely that It was caused by shock separation or compresslblllty.
Thls type of behavior may be Indlcatlve of sta11. However, calculatlons
Indlcate angles of attack well below stall at the outboard blade sections for
blade angles beyond 34°.
In vlew of the unusual shapes observed In LAP performance curves, the data
from previous static tests of single rotatlon Prop-Fan wind tunnel models was
carefully reviewed. Under close examination it was found that the unusual
shapes of the C, versus B 3/4 and CT versus Cp curves were present to
some degree in all prior test data for single rotation Prop-Fan
conflguratlons Includlng the SR-2, SR-3, and SR-5 (reference Figure 2.1).
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16.2.2 Structural Dynamic Test Results
Testing revealed no significant blade vibratory stress levels for blade
angles in the range from -6 ° to 25° up to rotational speeds of 1900 RPM. The
first vibratory stress limit was encountered at a 32° blade angle. An
audible change in the sound produced by the Prop-Fan was perceived when the
blade angle was increased over 30°. The audible sound level increased and
the tonal frequency decreased. No acoustic measurements were taken during
the tests to confirm these observations. The Prop-Fan speedwas limited for
blade angles above 30° . Figure 16.8 shows a map of the speeds and blade
angles where vibratory stresses were recorded and where vibratory stress
limits were reached.
The blade vibratory stress limits were encountered in the blade tip region at
gage locations 23, 24, 73 and 83 (ref Figure 16.2). The vibratory stresses,
measured at the other gage locations remained below their limits. The
vibratory stress is characterized as buffet rather than flutter because the
stress level and frequency content was unsteady in nature, the stress
amplltude did not increase suddenly and no mode sustained a sinusoidal
response. Buffet Is caused by a flow instability and the structure responds
to the broad band excitation produced by the flow instablllty.
Spectral analysis revealed that the frequency content of the buffet is not
independent of blade angle. At a blade angle of 34° and 1300 RPM the
dominant frequency of the buffet was shown to be 92.5 HZ which corresponds to
the predicted second flatwise bending mode (ref Figure 3.7). At blade
angles above 39° the response changed from the second fIatwise mode, to the
first flatwise mode, with a predominant frequency of 35HZ. The flatwise
response at 35 HZ Is very close to the 2P first mode crltlcal speed.
Therefore the 2P excitation may influence the blade response.
A Campbell plot of the SR-TL blade natural frequencies is presented in
Figure 16.9. The figure shows good agreement between data and the calculated
natural frequencies at I00% speed. The data presented In the Campbell plot
Is representative of a11 the blade angles tested and the condensed scale does
not show the effect of blade angle on the blade natural frequency. To
examine the blade angle effect the data was replotted versus blade angle in
Figure 16.10 for three rotational speeds. The first and second flatwlse
bending modes decrease In frequency with |ncreaslng blade angle, the first
edgewise mode Increases In frequency and the flrst torsional mode Is
relatlvely unaffected by blade angle. These trends are typlcal for rotating
blades.
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16.2.3 Blade Steady Strain and Deflection
16.2.3.1 Steady Strain Results
At the overspeed condition of 2038 RPM and 25.8 ° blade angle, the normalized
radial distribution of strain compares very well with the predicted blade
strain as shown in Figure 16.11. The measured distribution is shown to be
sllghtly higher in the inboard portion of the blade than predicted. A more
detailed comparison of the strain distribution at all the locatlons where
strain was measured is shown in Figure 16.12. The comparison is very good
except for the measurement on the trailing edge of the blade (gage 24) and at
the tip of the blade (gage 416). At gage 24 the strain Is substantially
higher than predlcted while at gage 416 the measured strain is lower than
predicted.
16.2.3.2 Steady Deflection Results
Initial testing accomplished with the optical blade deflectlon measurement
system revealed that the 50% span and 75% span statlons on the horizontal
blade were obscured from vlew by the blade In the 45 ° below horizontal
posltlon. Therefore blade deflection data was only collected at the tlp
blade statlon using the optlcal system.
Figure 16.13 presents the blade tip twist deflectlon as a functlon of the
square of the Prop-Fan rotational speed for a blade angle of 25.8 °. Data
acquired both wlth the optical and laser systems is presented in this
flgure. The centrifugal and aerodynamic loads on the blades are proportional
to the rotational speed squared. Therefore plotting blade deflection versus
RPM squared should yield a straight llne. Figure 16.14 presents the
deflection data taken at the 50% span, 75% span and tlp blade stations
overlayed on the calculated twist deflection distributions for a blade angle
of 32°.
Examlnatlon of the plots of blade deflectlon versus RPM squared revealed that
the data acquired wlth the laser system is well behaved and approximates a
straight llne. However a large amount of scatter is seen in the optical
data. Comparing the measured and predlcted blade deflectlon distribution
between 50% span and the tlp, some large percentage discrepancies are noted.
However the actual error in terms of degrees is small. The characteristic
shape of the spanwlse distribution of blade twist also seems to be matched
well by the data. It can therefore be concluded that the difference between
the desired and actual deflected blade shapes dld not significantly effect
the aerodynamic performance of the Prop Fan.
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16.2.4 Blade Surface Steady Pressure Results
The blade surface pressure data obtained was generally well behaved. The
shape of the curves of pressure coefficient versus percent chord was
reasonable for all the blade stations at which data was taken. Figures 16.15
and 16.16 present the variation of chordwise pressure coefficient
distribution with blade angle for the airfoil sections closest to the blade
root and tip at which pressure distribution was measured. The variation of
the surface pressure distribution with blade angle suggests why the measured
thrust begins to fall short of the predicted thrust for blade angles greater
than 32° as discussed in section 16.2.1. Data presented in Figure 16.15 for
the inboard most station (r/R = .287) shows that the area between the face
and camber side pressure distribution curves increases continuously as blade
angle is increased from 22° to 38°. This implies that the airfoil section
normal Force coefficient increases contlnuously wlth blade angle from 22* to
38°. Data presented in Figure 16.16 for the outboard most section at which
data was collected (r/R = .961) reveals that the area between the face and
camber side pressure distribution curves decrease continuously, as blade
angle is increased from 22° to 38°, Implylng that the section normal force
coefficient also decreases continuously. Since thrust does not increase as
blade angle advances beyond 30° It Is concluded that the increase in loading
in the inboard portion of the blade Is being offset by the unloading of the
blade tip.
16.2.5 Blade Surface Unsteady Pressure Results
Initially, comparison of data with and wlthout the obstructlon did not show
any indication that an aerodynamic dlsturbance was sensed by the transducer.
This data was typical for all the functional transducers on the blade. It
was concluded that either the obstruction was not generatlng a significant
wake or the transducers were not passing through the wake, due to a large
radlal component of the inflow to the Prop-Fan. Radial inflow is typical of
propeller static operation.
The aerodynamlc obstruction was altered In order to generate a wake that
would be intersected by the blade statlons containing the transducers. The
modlflcatlon conslsted of attaching plates to the cyllndrlca1 post. Tufts
were also attached to the obstruction In an attempt to vlsuallze the Inflow
to the Prop-Fan passlng around the obstructlon. The motlon of the tufts was
recorded on video tape.
When testlng was resumed wlth the modified obstructlon In place, a once per
revolutlon pressure pulse was detected by most of the transducers located on
blade station 35.0. The ampIltude and the width of the pulses were variable
from transducer to transducer at that station. Figure 16.17 shows a plot of
the surface pressure versus time at the transducer 1ocatlon where the
pressure pulse was most pronounced.
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16.2.5 (Continued)
The pressure pulse was not detected by any of the transducers on blade
station 49.0. A review of the videotape of the run indicated that the wake
eminating from the plate obstruction may not have been intersected by blade
station 49.0. Therefore the failure to detect the wake at that station does
not indicate a shortcoming of the instrumentation.
The transducers demonstrated the ability to detect pressure pulses of 13.80
Pascal (.2 pslg) amplitude and durations of less than 10 milliseconds.
Therefore the transducer installation In the unsteady pressure measurement
blade provides sufficient sensitivity and frequency response for use in wind
tunnel testing.
The spectral analyses of the pressure data taken without the obstruction in
place did not indicate any specific frequency content for the pressure data.
Instead, an increase in pressure amplitude over a broad frequency band is
noted as the blade angle is increased. Therefore the data is not instructive
as to the cause of the stall buffet phenomena discussed In section 16.2.2.
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FIGURE 16.1 SR-7L PROP-FAN ON WPAFB WHIRL R IG E-37994 
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Row 7
Row 6
Row 5
16
Row 4
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Row 3
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2
Row 10
Row 9
Row 8
Row 7
Row 6
Row 5
Row 4
Radius
Ratio
-4.3° STA 51.45 0.963
STA 48.78 0.917
STA 46.0 0.861
STA 42.25 0.800
STA 38.83 0.722
STA 35.0 0.648
STA 30.20 0.556
6.s• STA 25.25 0.454
9,2" STA 20.27 0.361
13.0"
STA 15.5 0.287
Camber Side
FIGURE 16.4
Face Side
STEADY PRESSURE BLADE, PRESSURE TAP
NUMBERING AND LOCATIONS
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p_T18C
_\ PT21C I PT25C
\ ; !.
_p,210C { - PT_24C- i ._
Camber Side
! PT2F f PT6F
_ STA 49
A 3.1° (rlR = 0.921)
PT'3F / 3.1
I
OF
PT8F PT12F
I _J I STA 35
PT9F I I PT13F
'TTF PT11F 3 ° (rlR = 0.648)
Face Side
Locations -- % Chord
PTIF & PT19C 16.58
PT2F & PT18C 29.85
PT3F & PT17C 43.11
PT4F & PT16C 56.38
PT5F & PT15C 69.6,4
PT6F & PT14C 89.54
PT7F & PT26C 4.93
PT8F & PT25C 10.O0
PTgF & PT24C 23.33
PT10F & PT23C 36.66
PT11F & PT22C 49.99
PT12F & PT21C 63.32
PT13F & PT20C 83.33
FIGURE 16.5 UNSTEADY PRESSURE BLADE, TRANSDUCER LOCATIONS
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17.0 HIGH SPEED WIND TUNNEL TEST
17.1 TEST DESCRIPTION
The High Speed Wind Tunnel Test was conducted in the ONERA S-1 atmospheric
wind tunnel in Modane, France. A detalled report of the test is presented in
reference 12. The tunnel provided the capabll|ty to achieve Mach numbers up
to .85 in the test section. Testing was conducted from February thru April
1986 and in March 1987. Spinner drag, aerodynamic performance and structural
dynamic testing were completed in 1986. Blade surface steady and unsteady
pressure testing was completed in 1987. The specific goals of the test were
as Follows:
Determine the aerodynamic drag on the Prop-Fan spinner and the test
rig centerbody as a function of Mach number for Mach numbers in the
range from .2 to .85.
Measure the aerodynamic performance of the SR-7L over a range of
power settings and advance ratios.
Confirm that the SR-7L Prop-Fan is free of high speed flutter over
the portion of its operating envelope that could be run in the ONERA
wind tunnel.
Evaluate the SR-7L blade IP vibratory strain sensitivity and compare
the measured and analytically predicted IP vibratory strain response
for a range of operating conditions.
Measure the steady pressure distribution on the surface of the SR-7L
blade for a range of power settings and advance ratios.
Measure the time dependent variation of blade surface pressure for a
range of power settings, advance ratios and inflow condltlons.
17.1.1 Test Faclllt_
The Prop-Fan was Installed on a drive system In the 8 meter diameter test
section of the tunnel. Power was provided by two gas turbine engines, which
drove the Prop-Fan through a slngle gearbox. The engines were rated for a
combined maximum power of I000 HK (1341 HP) at standard conditions (IS°C, 760
mm hg.). A balance Installed in the drive llne allowed the thrust, side
forces and bending moments acting on the Prop-Fan to be measured. A torque
meter was used to measure shaft torque. Universal Joints on the drive shaft
allowed the Prop-Fan to be pitched to inflow angles up to ten degrees. The
test drive system Is shown schematlcally in Figure I?.I.
A stationary aerodynamic fairing or centerbody was Installed around the drive
system. The centerbody provided a downstream extension of the aerodynamic
contour of the Prop-Fan spinner and was designed to reduce the alr velocity
passing through the root sections of the Prop-Fan rotor to prevent choked
flow at the blade root sections. Pressure taps were located on the surface
of the centerbody and the centerbody bulkhead as shown In Flgure 17.2. these
taps a11owed the centerbody drag and the back pressure actlng on the spinner
bulkhead to be determined.
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17.l.2 SpinnerlCenterbody Drag Test
The test arrangement for the spinner/centerbody drag test is shown in
Figure 17.3. The Prop-Fan was installed on the test rig without blades. The
blades were replaced with stubs, the ends of wh|ch were machined to match the
contour of the spinner.
The purpose of determining the spinner and centerbody drag as a function of
Mach number was to determine the corrections that must be applied to thrust
measured by the balance to arrive at net thrust. Net thrust accounts for the
spinner drag, the bouyancy force caused by the centerbody and the back
pressure acting on the aft spinner bulkhead.
The thrust measured during wind tunnel testing was the axial force applied to
the propeller shaft. Spinner aerodynamic drag results in a force applied to
the shaft in the opposite direction of the blade thrust. Therefore, the
spinner drag force is added to the measured thrust when determining the
corrected thrust. It was desired that the measured spinner drag represent
only the pressure and friction drag acting on the external surface of the
spinner. Therefore the spinner drag force measured by the balance was
corrected by subtracting the force acting on the rear spinner bulkhead due to
the differential between the pressure In the gap between the spinner and the
centerbody and the free stream static pressure. The force acting on the rear
bulkhead was computed by numerically integrating the difference between the
pressures measured by the tap shown In Section A-A of Figure 17.2 and free
stream static pressure over the base area of the spinner.
The rotation of the Prop-Fan rotor results in an elevation of the pressure
acting on the centerbody, above what would be experienced at a given Mach
number without the blades in place, increasing the centerbody drag. The
elevated pressure acting on the centerbody is reacted back to the rotor and
results in a differential thrust equal in magnitude to the increase in
centerbody pressure drag. This is the bouyancy force. There is an increase
in thrust produced by the Prop-Fan due to the bouyancy force however the
increase In centerbody drag negates the increase. The balance does not sense
the Increases in centerbody drag. Therefore, measured thrust was corrected
by subtracting the difference between the centerbody drag measured at the
Prop-Fan operating point of Interest and the centerbody drag measured at the
same Mach number without blades.
The centerbody drag was computed by numerical integration of the centerbody
surface pressures determined by the pressure taps 111ustrated in Figure 17.2
over the external surface of the centerbody.
Splnner/centerbody drag data was collected at a total of 42 test points. All
of the data was collected at a zero degree inflow angle. Table 17-1 lists
the Mach numbers at which data was collected.
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17.1.2 Continued
TABLE 17-I
SPINNER/CENTERBODY DRAG TEST POINTS
TEST MACH
PT. NO.
242 .499
244 .789
246 .836
248 .834
250 .833
255 .800
257 .848
260 .789
262 .739
264 .686
266 .638
268 .590
270 .494
272 .447
274 .348
276 .244
287 .201
288 .201
289 .201
290 .201
291 .201
293 .298
294 .298
295 .298
296 .298
297 .298
299 .494
300 .494
302 .590
303 .590
305 .494
308 .298
309 .298
310 .298
311 .299
312 .298
314 .201
315 .201
316 .201
317 .201
318 .201
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17.1.3 Aerodynamic Performance Testing
The scope of the aerodynamic performance testing was limited because the
rated power output of the drive system was significantly lower than the rated
power of the Prop-Fan. Therefore, testing was conducted using two and four
blade configurations as well as with eight blades. The missing blades were
replaced with stubs, machined to match the spinner contour. The two and four
blade configurations permitted operation at power loadings per blade that
corresponded to high and intermediate power operating points respectively for
the eight blade Prop-Fan design. The two, four and eight blade
configurations are shown in Figure 17.4.
The Prop-Fan was operated in a Beta control mode during the aerodynamic
performance testing. In this mode, Hamilton Standard personnel were able to
change the blade pitch angle during testing by means of an increase/decrease
pitch switch located In the control room. For a fixed Mach number and a
constant power supplied by the turbines, the Prop-Fan rotational speed was
varied by increasing or decreasing blade pltch angle. At the Mach numbers of
interest, aerodynamic performance data was collected for two or three
different power settings and over a range of rotational speeds.
Approxlmately 140 performance data points were taken over a range of Mach
numbers from .19 to .83. Data was acquired with the Prop-Fan operating at
yaw angles of 0° and 3° with respect to the free stream flow.
The data acquired at each test polnt during aerodynamic performance testing
Included thrust produced and power absorbed by the Prop-Fan, RPM, Mach
number, Prop-Fan forces and bendlng moments measured by the balance,
pressures measured by the taps shown in Figure 17.2, free stream total and
static pressure and free stream static temperature.
The power absorbed by the Prop-Fan was determined by multiplying the torque
supplied to the Prop-Fan by the Prop-Fan rotational speed. Torque supplied
to the Prop-Fan was computed by subtracting the measured torslonal friction
losses In the balance from the torque measured by the torquemeter.
The net thrust determined during testing is the thrust of the Prop-Fan rotor,
operating in the presence of a spinner and nacelle. The net thrust is
computed from equation 17.1.
where:
Tnet = T + TFL-TCS + TCASS - BF
T = thrust measured by the balance
TFL = temperature correction
TCS = back pressure force
TCASS = spinner drag force
BF = buoyancy force
(17.1)
The temperature correction term compensates for the effect of changes In
temperature on the balance strain gages.
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17.1.3 (Continued)
The back pressure term corrects for the increase in measured thrust due to
the differential between the pressure behind the spinner bulkhead and the
free stream pressure. The back pressure force is calculated by multlpIying
the difference between the average pressure measured by the taps shown in
Section AA of Figure 17.2 and the free stream pressure by the projected area
of the spinner bulkhead. The spinner drag force and buoyancy force were
computed from the centerbody pressure tap data and data acquired during the
splnner/centerbody drag test as discussed in section 17.l.2.
Mach number was determined from the ratio of static pressure, measured four
meters upstream of the Prop-Fan rotor, to stagnation pressure. Static
pressure was also measured in the plane of the rotor as a backup. The ratio
of static to stagnation pressure was correlated with data taken during a
pre-test calibration in order to compute the Mach number. The Glauert-Young
correction was applled to the computed Mach number to compensate for the
effects of the tunnel wails and the thrust produced by the Prop-Fan.
17.1.4 Structural Dynamlc Testing
The structural dynamic test data was acquired concurrently with the
aerodynamic performance data. The data was obtained using strain gages
attached to the surfaces of the blades. The strain gage arrangements used
for the two, four and eight blade configurations are shown in Figure 17.5.
The strain gage data was recorded on magnetic tape and monitored in real time
using a four channel oscilloscope and a spectrum analyzer. Dynamic data was
also acquired from accelerometers attached to the test rig drive train
housing and the strain gaged elements of the balance.
The primary goals of the structural dynamic testing were to determine If
classlcal unstalled flutter was present in the Prop-Fan operating envelope
and to compare the measured and calculated blade IP vibratory response for
yawed operatlng condltlons. The onset of classical flutter would be
indicated by a sudden Increase In vlbratory straln at a frequency that was
not an Integer order of the Prop-Fan rotational speed for an operating
condltlon well away from blade stall. Although the deslgn range of power
1oadlngs per blade were achleved using the two and four blade Prop-Fan
conflguratlons, thls methodology had the disadvantage of reducing the
Interblade cascade effects present in the eight blade design. These effects
tend to be destablllzlng In that they lower the Mach number at whlch the
onset of classlcal flutter occur. The 3° yaw angle cases were run for the
two blade configuration only. Operatlon of the Prop-Fan at a yaw angle.
causes a contlnuous varlatlon of the blade angle of attack resultlng in a IP
excltatlon. The IP blade response was determined by spectral analysls of the
blade straln gages. The theoretlcal response of the blade to these operating
conditions were determined by finite element analysls.
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17.1.5 Blade Surface Steady Pressure Testing
Blade surface steady pressure testing was accomplished with a specially
fabricated blade and scanivalve, similar to that described in section ]6.1.4
of this report. The steady pressure blade had additional rows of pressure
taps installed near the tip to provide better definition of the aerodynamic
phenomena in that area. The locations of the pressure taps on the blades are
defined in Figure ]7.6. The scanivalve was enclosed in an aerodynamic
fairing in order to preserve well behaved inflow to the rotor. Blade surface
steady pressure testing was conducted using the two blade configuration
only. Testing was conducted over a range of Mach numbers from .Of to .78, a
range of advance ratios from .08 to 3.2 and at a zero degree inflow angle.
The test arrangement for blade surface steady pressure testing is shown in
Figure 17.7.
17.l.6 Blade Surface Unsteady Pressure Testing
The blade surface unsteady pressure testing was accomplished using the
specially fabricated blade described in section 16.1.5 of this report.
Testing was again conducted using the two blade configuration only. Data was
taken over a range of Mach numbers from .02 to .7 and a range of advance
ratios from .14 to 3.055. Each combination of Mach number and Prop-Fan RPM
was run at a zero degree Inflow angle, at a 3° yaw angle and at a zero degree
inflow angle with a cylindrical obstruction installed 1372 mm (4.5 ft.)
upstream of the rotor. Operation at a zero degree yaw angle provides
baseline surface pressure data. Operation at a 3° inflow provides a cyclical
variation of blade angle of attack with a IP period and thus a continuous
variation of surface pressure to be sensed by the blade transducers. The
wake caused by the cylindrical obstruction provides a twice per revolution
disturbance for the transducers to sense.
17.2 TEST RESULTS
17.2.] Splnner/Centerbody Drag Test
The spinner drag was determined at each test point and reduced to coefficient
form using equation 17.2,
CTCASS = DRAG FORCE (17.2)
qo As
where qo Is the Free stream dynamic pressure and As is the base area of the
spinner equal to .5m2 (4.35 ftz). A quadratic equation was fitted to the
plot of spinner drag coefflcient versus Mach number shown in Figure 17.8 so
that the spinner drag could be calculated for any operating condition.
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17.2.1 (Continued)
The spinner drag coefficient as expected increases with Mach number for Mach
numbers in the range from .3 to .85. However, an unexpected decrease in drag
coefficient was observed between Mach .2 and Mach .3. The decrease in drag
coefficient cannot be readily explained from the data that was collected.
The large number of data points taken at Mach .2 and Mach .3 does confirm
that the decrease In spinner drag coefficlent is a real phenomenon.
The variation of the centerbody drag with Mach number is presented in
Figure 17.8. The centerbody drag coefficient was computed from equation 17.3
CBDHO = CENTERBODY DRAG
qoxSref
(17.3)
where the centerbody reference area, Sref, had a value of 2.368 square feet.
A quadratlc equation was fitted to the centerbody drag data as shown in
Figure 17.7. Thls curve was used to compute the buoyancy force correctlon to
measured thrust during Prop-Fan performance testing.
It Is observed from the data that the centerbody drag coefficient decreases
wlth Increaslng Mach number. This indicates that the centerbody surface Mach
numbers are Increaslng at a faster rate than the free stream veloclty.
17.2.2 Aerodynamic Performance Testin9
The most complete aerodynamic performance data was acquired for the four
blade Prop-Fan configuration. Operational problems encountered with the test
rlg, while runnlng the two and eight blade configuration, limited the
operatlng envelope for these configuratlons. The aerodynamic performance
data was nondlmenslonallzed for analysis according to equations 17.4, 17.5,
and 17.6.
(power coefficlent) Cp = Kw (polp)
5.674 (ND/IOOO)3D z
(17.4)
(net thrust coefflclent)CT NET = Tnet (polp)
340.42 (NDIIOOO)ZD z
(17.5)
(advance ratio) 3 = 60V (17.6)
ND
where
KN = power, k11owatts
Tnet = net thrust, newtons
D = Prop-Fan diameter, meters
polp = density ratio, sea level to ambient
N = rotatlona| speed, RPM
V = free stream veIoclty, meters/seconds
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17.2.2 Continued
Comparisons of the calculated and experimentally determined performance of
the four blade and eight blade Prop-Fan configurations are shown in
Figures 17.10 and 17.11. The predicted and measured performance agree very
well for the four blade configuration over the entire range of test points.
SlmilarIy good agreement between measurement and prediction was obtained for
the eight blade configuration at Mach numbers of .70 and .73. The
performance of the eight blade Prop-Fan design was underpredicted at Mach .5.
17.2.3 Structural Dynamic Testinq
The vibratory strain data for each test point was statistically analyzed to
obtain the mean amplitude and the standard deviation of the signal. The IRP
(Infrequently Repeating Peak) strain, defined as the mean strain plus twice
the standard deviation was calculated for each strain gage and test
condition. The IRP strain was used as the conservative measure of strain
amplltude. Comparison of the IRP strains from the shank bending gages showed
that as expected the highest levels were obtained for the two blade 3° inflow
angle case, where the excltatlon Is the highest.
No indication of unstalIed flutter were observed anywhere in the operating
range that was tested. Prior to the high speed wind tunnel test, an
unstalled flutter analysis had been conducted for several Prop-Fan operating
cases, including three of the planned wind tunnel test points. This analysis
indicated that the eight bladed wind tunnel case (Mach .8, 1698 RPM,
14000 ft) had a lower unstalled flutter Mach number than the design cruise
case (Mach .8, 1698 RPM, 35000 ft). This results from the higher density
attained in the wind tunnel. Due to operating restrictions, the maximum Mach
number achieved for the eight blade configuration was .73. However,
operation was conducted at a rotor speed of 1850 RPM for this Mach number.
The combination of blade surface Mach number and density altitude for this
case resulted in an unstalled flutter stability comparable to the design
cruise condition.
In order to compare the IP response of the Prop-Fan for the 3° inflow angle
cases wlth analytical predictions, a spectrum analysis of the strain gage
signals was accomplished using a Fast Fourier Transform Algorithm. The
spectral analysis indicated that the vibration was predominantly IP for the
3° inflow angle cases. A 2P component was present, which had an amplitude
that was 25% of the IP component. The excitation for the 2P response may
have come from the test rlg drive system rather than an aerodynamic source.
The 2P vibration is characteristic of a shaft with universal joints. The
comparisons of the measured and predicted ]P response showed reasonable
correlation. As predicted, the highest IP response was observed at the
inboard sections of the blade and decreased toward the outboard sections.
The observed trends in the variation of IP vibratory response with power and
Mach number correlated well wlth predictions.
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17.2.4 Blade Surface Steady Pressure Testing
The surface pressure data was corrected for centrifugal effects, reduced to
coefficient form and plotted by a microcomputer system during the test. The
pressure coefficients were calculated according to equation 17.7.
Cp = Pc - Po (17.7)
.5p (Vo z + Vt z)
where
Pc = corrected blade surface pressure
Po = free stream static pressure
p = air density
Vo = free stream velocity
Vt = tangential velocity
Figures 17.12 and 17.13 are typical of the steady pressure data that was
acquired. Figure 17.12 represents a low power nominal static case and
Figure 17.13 represents a low power high Mach number case.
In Figure 17.12 a suction peak Is observed on the camber side of the blade at
the blade tip (station 13). This is probably due to the roll up of the blade
tlp vortex onto the camber surface. As power was increased, the suction peak
was observed to move forward on the blade and then disappear. This may be
due to collapse of the vortex due to flow separation. The presence of
leading edge vortex flow is indicated by the negative pressure hump that
spans the leading edge. The leadlng edge vortex is driven by blade sweep and
generates additional lift due to the low pressure in the vortex acting on the
camber surface.
The outboard blade stations were operating at helical Mach numbers very close
to one for the operatlng condition of Figure 17.13. The camber side flow was
probably supersonlc at these statlons. The tralllng edge pressure jumps that
are observed at these statlons In Figure 17.13 may be associated with
tra111ng edge shock waves.
A complete set of data Is Included In reference 13.
17.2.5 Blade Surface Unsteady Pressure Testlnq
Figure 17.14 presents data measured by transducer PT16C (reference
Figure 16.5) for the three Inflow condltlons and the operatlng parameters
llsted below. This operatlng polnt Is representative of a takeoff condltlon.
Mach Numbers
Advance Ratio
Power Coefficient
Blade Angle
M = .20
J = .883
Cp = .250
83/4 = 32°
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17.2.5 (Continued)
The unsteady pressure data is plotted as a function of the orientation of the
rotor as well as a function of time in Figure 17.14. For the trace
representing undisturbed inflow, the signal level should be low,
corresponding to low distortion level. However, a small IP sinusoidal
component is evident which may have been caused by residual flow angularity
in the wind tunnel.
In the data for the 3° angular inflow, the angle of attack seen by the
instrumented blade should be nearly a pure sine wave at the once per
revolution (IP) frequency. Simplistic analysis would indicate that the blade
pressure response should also be sinusoidal. The waveform and spectrum show
that this is far from true.
For the data wlth the cylinder wake, the blade pressure should respond with a
pulse each time the blade passes through a wake at the top and bottom of the
revolution. This behavior is observed in the bottom trace, but the pulse
magnitudes are surprlsingly different at the top and bottom positions.
Another interestlng feature of the data for cylinder wakes is the oscillatlng
response after the wake pulse.
A complete set of data is Included In reference 14.
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FIGURE 17.3 SPINNER DRAG TEST ARRANGEMENT 
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18.0 SR-7A AEROELASTIC MODEL WIND TUNNEL TEST
Wind Tunnel testing of the SR-7A Aeroelastic Prop-Fan Model was conducted for
static operating conditions, conditions simulating takeoff and climb and
conditions slmulating intermediate and high speed cruise. Testing was
conducted at the NASA-Lewis Research Center. Static and low speed testing
was conducted in the Lewis Research Center 9 X 15 wind tunnel. Intermediate
and high speed testing was run in the 8 X 6 wind tunnel. This test program
was designed and carried out by NASA-Lewls Research Center personnel.
Hamilton Standard participated in the entire test program. This
participation Included a review of the NASA blade structural response
measurement systems, establishing blade vibratory strain Iimlts,
determination of strain gage locations, calibration of the blade strain gage
channels review of test plans with tunnel operating personnel, monitoring
blade stresses during the tests and analysis of the stress data.
18.1 SR-7A AEROELASTIC MODEL INSTRUMENTATION
SR-TA model test data was acquired using strain gages Installed on the blades
and a speed/phase pipper. The strain gage arrangement used for SR-7A wind
tunnel nx)del testing is Illustrated in Figure 18.1. Eight strain gages were
Installed on each of blades l and 5. Six of the gages, numbered l through 6,
were installed on the camber side of these blades. The inboard bending
strain was measured by gage l, the traillng edge bending strain by gage 2,
the mld-blade bending strain by gage 3, the tip bending strain by gage 4, and
the tip edgewise bending and shear by gages 5 and 6. In addition, two
push-pull strain gage pairs were Installed on the blade shanks to measure the
shank vibratory bending moments. One tlp flatwise bending gage was installed
on each of blades 2, 3, 4 and 6.
The constraints of the SR-TA aeroelastlc model instrumentation system a11owed
only ten active strain gages to be monitored during any test point. The
primary active gage hookup is 111ustrated in Figure 18.I. Strain gage
s|gnals were mon|tored In real time using a mult|channel oscilloscope. The
strain gage slgnals and the speed/phase pipper slgnal were recorded on a FM
magnetic tape system. A FFT signal analyzer and a vislcorder were also
avallable for evaluatlng the strain slgnals.
18.2 SR-7A AEROELASTIC MODEL WIND TUNNEL TEST PROCEDURE
18.2.1 Static and Low Speed Testing
A schematic of the test Installatlon for the 9 X 15 low speed wlnd tunnel is
presented in Figure 18.2. The SR-7A aeroelastlc model was powered by an alr
turbine rated for 634 KN (850 SHP) at 8800 RPM. The model could be operated
at an Inflow angle with respect to the tunnel flow by rotating the test
installatlon about a vertlcal axis called the turn table axis. The range of
available Inflow angles was -2 ° to +20 °. Testing was conducted at Mach
numbers from 0 to .2, at blade pitch angles from -5.5 ° to 43.6 ° and at
rotatlonal speeds from 3000 RPM to go00 RPM. The hlgh rotatlonal speeds were
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18.2.1 (Continued)
required to obtain blade tip speeds for the SR-7A model equivalent to those
in the operating range for the SR-7L. The SR-7A IP vibratory response was
calculated for three of the low speed test points using the BESTRAN finite
element program. The conditions that were analyzed corresponded to takeoff
and climb conditions for the SR-7L at three different power settings. The
test points that were analyzed are presented in Table 18-I.
TABLE 18-I
LOW SPEED TEST POINTS FOR WHICH THE BLADE IP RESPONSE WAS CALCULATED
Test Blade Mach Yaw
Point Angle Number RPM Angle
365 29.1" .2 7500 8°
538 34.9 ° .2 7500 8°
646 43.6 ° .2 7500 8°
18.2.2 Intermediate and High Speed Testlng
The SR-7A Aeroelastic Model is shown Installed In the NASA-Lewis 8 X 6 high
speed wind tunnel in Figure 18.3. Testlng was conducted over a wide range of
rotatlonai speeds (3895 RPM to 9000 RPM), Mach numbers (.36, .45, .6, .7
and .8), blade angles (42.7 ° , 45.5 ° , 48.5 ° , 51.3 ° , 54.1 °, 57.3 ° , 59.6 ° and
63° ) and yaw angle (0 to 7°). The SR-TL Prop-Fan was designed for cruise
conditions at an altitude of 35,000 ft. at a flight speed of 0.8 Mach number,
wlth a tip rotatlonal speed of 800 fps. The corresponding SR-7A wind tunnel
condltlons were estimated as: 7520 foot altitude, 0.8 Mach number, 950 fps
tlp speed and a rotational speed of 8886 rpm. The blade IP vibratory response
was calculated for three of the test points using the Hamilton Standard
BESTRAN flnlte element program. These points are 11sted in Table 18.2. Test
polnt 723 was also analyzed uslng the NASTRAN computer program.
TABLE 18-2
HIGH SPEED TEST POINTS FOR WHICH THE BLADE IP RESPONSE WAS CALCULATED
Test Blade Mach Yaw
Point Angle Number RP___MM Angle
338 54.1 ° .60 8004 2.08 °
545 57.3 ° .80 8004 2.45 °
723 59.6 ° .80 8006 2.13 °
This allowed the comparison of the analytical and measured blade response for
a range of excitation factors, as well as a comparison of the accuracy of the
two different analytical techniques.
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18.3 SR-7A AEROELASTIC MODEL TEST RESULTS
18.3.1 Static and Low Speed Test Results
One purpose of the low speed wlnd tunnel test was to investigate the effect
of forward velocity on the operating envelope defined by blade high vibratory
strains. Figure 18.4 shows the vibratory strain boundaries, plotted as blade
angle versus rotational speed, for a range of Mach numbers from 0 to .2. The
boundaries represent the operating conditions at which the vibratory strains
in the blade structure reached their predetermined limits. The boundaries
for the Mach .15 and Mach .2 are shown as dashed lines since the vibratory
strain limit was encountered at only one point below the 9000 RPM rotational
speed limit. Figure 18.4 also indicates the predominant vibratory frequency
occurring at various points along the vibratory strain boundaries and the
vibratory modes with which they correspond. At high blade angle static
conditions the blade vibratory strains are dominated by the first edgewise
and second flatwlse modes. The maximum response was observed at 328 Hz
corresponding to the first edgewise mode. As discussed in section 16.2.2 of
this report, the stall buffet response mode of the SR-TL was found to be a
function of blade angle. The SR-7L response frequency corresponded to the
second flatwlse n_de at blade angles below 34° and the first flatwlse mode at
blade angles above 39°. Similar behavior was exhibited by the SR-7A
aeroelastlc model as Illustrated by the change In response mode along the 0
Mach number vibratory strain boundary curve. For Mach numbers from .05 to
.20 and hlgh blade angle, blade buffet was dominated by higher frequency
vibration corresponding to the blade second torsional mode.
Figure 18.4 Indicates that an area of hlgh vibratory strain was encountered
at low blade angles for Mach numbers from 0 to .I0. Thls behavior was not
observed during Static Rotor Testing of the SR-7L Prop-Fan. The response
frequency for the low blade angle buffet was 590 Hz which corresponds to the
first torsional mode. A possible explanation for the onset of buffet at low
blade angle is wake flutter. Wake flutter Is a self excited blade vibration
believed to be caused by a given blade passing through the wake of the
preceding blade. The theory of wake turbulence Is based on the idea of a
blade natural mode being reinforced periodically by the wake pattern. It Is
therefore expected that such a flutter condition would occur at those
rotational speeds where integral multiples of the rotational frequency are
equal to a natural frequency of the blade. As seen in Figure 18.4 for a
rotational speed of 7000 RPM the vibratory response was at 5gOHz. The 5P
frequency at 7000 RPM Is 583 Hz. Therefore these results compare favorably
with the wake flutter theory. It is uncertain why the wake flutter
phenomenon was observed during static testing of the SR-7A Aeroelastic Model
but not during the SR-7L Static Rotor Test. Reynolds number effects could be
one explanation.
Figure 18.5 shows the vibratory strain boundaries for the SR-7A at 0° inflow
angle and 0 Mach number overlayed on the vibratory strain boundaries
determlned For the SR-7L during the Static Rotor Test. For the high blade
angle cases, good correlation was obtained between the SR-7A and SR-7L.
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18.3,1 (Continued)
The blade IP response, measured at several different strain gage locations,
is presented as a function of inflow angle in Figure 18.6. The figure
indicates that the IP vibratory strain levels are nearly a linear Function of
inflow angle and that the IP vibratory response is more pronounced at the
inboard sections of the blade than the outboard sections. The total
vibratory strain for the zero degree inflow angle cases was observed to be
higher at the blade tip sections than at the inboard sections for the entire
range of rotational speeds run. For operation at an inflow angle the total
vibratory strain was generally higher at the inboard sections below 6000 RPM
and then became predominant at the outboard section above 6000 RPM. This
behavior Is explained by the IP response being dominant at low RPM and
vibratory strain due to buffet or resonance being dom|nant at the higher
RPM's. The critical speeds that were significant at the higher RPM's were
the 5P first torsional mode crossover at 7000 RPM and the 4P first torsional
mode crossover at 9000 RPM.
Significant 2P response was also observed for the |nflow angle conditions at
Mach .2. Th|s was espec_ally signiflcant near the 2P first flatwlse critical
speed at 6000 RPM, where the 2P response exceeded the IP response.
Analytlcal prediction of the IP response compared well with test results for
the inboard, mid-blade and tip bending strain gage locations with analytical
values sllghtly lower than actual measured strain. Calculated shank flatwise
moments compared well with test results, while the edgewise moments compared
poorly. However, the edgewise moments were small and a small variation in
value can be a large percentage error.
18.3.2 Intermediate and High Speed Results
Spectral analysls of the high speed wind tunnel test data was accomplished to
determlne the blade natural frequencles as a function of RPM. The
experlmentally determined variatlon of blade natural frequency as a function
of RPM is presented In Figure 18.7. The data is also compared with
predlctlons of the natural frequency varlatlon wlth RPM for the first four
vibratory modes. Good agreement was observed between test data and
predictions. The variations of the IP mld-bIade vibratory bending strain
wlth Inflow angle and RPM are presented in Figures 18.8 and 18.9 for a Mach
number of .7 and a 57.3 ° blade angle. The 2P and 3P components of vlbratory
strain are also presented as a functlon of RPM In Figure 18.9. The stralns
presented In these figures are data sample averages of the peak vlbratory
strain amplltudes. The variatlon of the IP vibratory straln wlth blade angle
Is found to be 11near whlch Is the expected trend. Figure 18.9 shows that
the IP blade response Is predomlnant which was expected for the case of a
pure Inflow angle. For the Mach .7, 57.3° blade angle and 2.5 ° Inflow angle
case the mld-blade IP vibratory bending strains were found to be 30% to 50%
greater than the blade tip IP bending strains over the whole range of
rotatlonal speeds that were tested. The trend of a lower IP response at the
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18.3.2 (Continued)
outboard section of the blade is consistent with the trends observed during
the LAP High Speed Nind Tunnel Test. Comparison of data with analysis showed
that the mid-blade IP response was overpredicted by from 4% to 32_ for the 3
cases for which a finlte element solution was generated. The overprediction
of the IP response at this station also correlates with the LAP wind tunnel
test. Analysis both underpredlcted and overpredicted the tlp IP response for
the different cases that were analyzed. The BESTRAN and NASTRAN analyses
were found to correlate well.
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19.0 INTERFACE COORDINATION
The purpose of the interface coordination effort conducted under the LAP
program was to provide airframe and turbine engine manufacturers with a
unified Prop Fan data package that could be used in the design of a test bed
aircraft and drive system for flight test evaluation of the Large Scale
Advanced Prop Fan. Four categories of Prop Fan data were provided in this
data package. These categories included the physical characteristics of the
Prop Fan, (mass and dimensional properties), definition of the utilities
required by the Prop Fan, the Interconnectlons between the Prop Fan and the
aircraft and turbine engine systems and the Prop Fan aerodynamic and acoustic
performance characteristics.
19.1 INSTALLATION DRAWING
Installation drawing SK 108280, Figure 19.1, was prepared to i11ustrate the
areas where interface coordination between the Prop Fan and the airframe or
drive system are required.
19.2 PROP-FAN PHYSICAL PROPERTIES
The mass of the LAP Is 660 kg (1455 Ibs.) of which 584 kg (1287 Ibs.)Is
rotating. The weight includes eight blades, the hub, pitch control and
actuator, spinner, Instrumentation and hydraulic oil. It does not Include
any pitch control/alrframe interface devices or linkages. The center of
gravity of the Prop Fan Is located 46.2 cm (18.2 in.) forward of the rear
cone seat as illustrated In drawing SK 108280. The polar mass moment of
Inertia of the rotating assembly about the Prop Fan axis of rotatlon is 82.5
kg m2 (1959 lb ft2) and 87.2 kgm 2 (2071 Ib ft z) about a normal to
the axis of rotation through the center of gravity.
The spinner contour Is defined In drawing SK I08280. It Is recommended that
a minimum axial gap of 2mm (.08in) be allowed between the aft plane of the
splnner and the stationary aircraft nacelle.
The dlmenslonal envelope for the statlonary Prop Fan pitch control Is also
defined In drawlng SKI08280. The envelope Includes clearances that must be
allowed for removal of such items as the o11 dip stick, o11 filler cap and
valve housing access cover. The maximum static diameter of the Prop Fan
blades Is 272.5 cm (107.3 In). The tra111ng edge of the blade at the tlp
swings through a radius of 35.2 cm (13.84 In) from the blade pitch axis as
the blade pltch angle changes from low pltch to feather.
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19.3 INTERCONNECTIONS AND UTILITIES
19.3.1 Mechanical
The LAP is designed to be mounted on a standard 60A spIined propel]er shaft.
The configuration of the shaft is defined in Aeronautical Design Standard
AND 10152.
In order to prevent the pitch control from rotating with the Prop Fan, a
control drive bracket must be provided on the aircraft or engine stationary
structure. The bracket engages a female clip bolted to the control housing.
The design of the anti-torque bracket as well as its required position with
respect to the control are illustrated in drawing SK108280.
An external heat exchanger must be provided for cooling, the Prop Fan
MIL-H-5606 hydraulic oii. The oi1 leaves and returns to the Prop Fan through
two ports on the rear of the pitch control. The location and configuration
of these ports are i11ustrated in the installation drawing. The heat
exchanger must be designed for a heat rejection rate of 7.6KH (10.2 H.P.) at
a flow rate of .87 1_ters/sec (55 QPM) and a maximum return oii temperature
of 77°C (170°F). The maximum pressure drop through the heat exchanger,
Including all piping and fittings, must be less than 137,900 pa (20 psi).
An o11 collectlon system is provided on the Prop Fan to collect any static
oil leakage from the control forward and rear lip seals. The leakage Is
routed to a manifold block on the side of the control. A llne must be
provided to route the leakage from the manifold to a collectlon reservoir.
The port on the manifold block is configured per MS33649-06.
The Prop Fan governing speed is set by means of a single mechanical input
lever on the rear of the pitch control. The Prop Fan can also be feathered
using thls lever. The location and configuration of the lever are shown in
drawing SKI08280. The angular orientations of the lever corresponding to the
governing speed range and the feather position are also Indicated. A torque
of 1.1 N-m (I0 In Ibs) Is required to move the input lever in the governing
range. A torque of 6.8 N-m (60 In-lbs) is requirement to move the lever into
the feather position.
19.3.2 Electrical
The auxlllary motor and pump provide hydraulic pressure for static cycling
and feathering of the propeller. A three pin military connection (RB
1302-18-22P.) is provided on the pitch control for supplying electric power
to the auxillary motor. The motor is three phase delta connected and rated
for 200 volts and 400 HZ. The maximum steady state power draw is
3350 Watts. The duty cycle for the motor is 20 seconds on and 15 minutes
off. Control logic must be provided that activates the motor in conjunction
wlth the feather/unfeather command and turns It off after 20 seconds of
operation.
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19.3.2 (Continued)
The feather solenoid allows the feather command to be input to the Prop Fan
by an electrical signal. A two pin, military type connector (MS3102R-125-3P)
is provided on the top of the control valve housing cover for the feather
solenoid. The feather soIenold operates on 24 volt DC power and has a
maximum current draw of I amp.
A flow switch Is contained in the pitch control which detects the loss of
flow From the standby hydraulic pump. The switch is normally closed and
provides continuity to ground when oll flow falls below the minimum specified
level. A connection to the flow switch can be made at pin D of a ten pin
military connector (RB 3102-18-IP). The location of the connector is
specified on the installation drawing.
Figure 19.2 presents the calculated reverse thrust as a function of airspeed
for a blade angle of -5 ° and an engine power level of 310 kw (415 SHP). The
variation of Prop Fan speed with airspeed is also presented. The -5° is a
typical reverse thrust angle for the Prop Fan and the 310 kw in close to the
maximum power that can be applied in the reverse configuration without
risking a significant overspeed.
The drag of the Prop Fan in the feathered/configuratlon Is presented as a
function of Mach no. in Figure 19.3. The feathered configuration corresponds
to a blade pitch angle of approximately 87° .
The windm111|ng drag and rotational speed for the Prop Fan at 35000 ft and
Mach .8 are presented In Figure 19.4. The calcuIatlons assume that the Prop
Fan is at steady state operation at the power level listed along the abscissa
of the figure and the blade tlp speed listed above the curve. A l° loss of
block angle prior to pltchlocklng is also assumed to occur with the removal
of engine power.
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20.0 CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
The overall goal of the Large Scale Advanced Prop-Fan (LAP) program was to
demonstrate that the aeroacoustic performance, previously attained with
Prop-Fan wind tunnel models, could be achieved with a full scale Prop-Fan
structure designed and fabricated using state of the art propeller technology.
The specific objectives, established to achieve thls overall goal, were
listed in the introductory section of this report. Each of these objectives
has been accomplished. The LAP program has taken a significant step toward
demonstrating the feasibility of using single rotation, tractor type
Prop-Fans for propulsion of large commercial and military transport aircraft
in the Mach .8 flight reglme.
A slgnificant amount of data was also collected, analyzed and documented
during the course of the LAP program. Thls data should serve as a guide for
future Prop-Fan designs and also should allow the analytical tools used in
the deslgn process to be fine tuned.
The conclusions derlved from the research performed during the Large Scale
Advanced Prop-Fan Program are listed below. Some of the findings of the
program point to the need for additional investigation and research.
Recommendations for addltlonal effort are also presented.
20.1 CONCLUSIONS
The design objectives for the Large Scale Advanced Prop-Fan were
completely satisfied in almost every case. Resonance avoidance criteria,
structural dynamic stabillty, required component ultimate and yield
strengths and specified low and high cycle fatigue lives were
analytically demonstrated to have been achieved. The exceptions were the
low cycle fatigue lives of the blade shell for the reverse thrust case
and the blade retention ball bearing for the takeoff and cllmb case.
These calculated low cycle fatlgue lives were below 50,000 hours but were
more than adequate for the foreseen usage of the Large Scale Advanced
Prop-Fan. The blade second vibratory mode was also found to impinge
slightly on the 3P resonance avoidance zone, however no source of 3P
excitation is expected to be present.
Fallure modes and effects analys|s of the SR-7L Prop-Fan system
Identlfled no catastrophic failure modes. Critical failure modes
Identlfled were determined to be hlghly unllkely.
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20.l (Continued)
The SR-7A model Prop-Fan was designed assuming that aeroelastic
similarity with the SR-7L Large Scale Advanced Prop-Fan could be achieved
by matching the SR-7A blade mass and stiffness distributions to the SR-7L
and scaling the SR-7A retention stiffness from the SR-7L by the ratio of
the SR-7A to SR7L blade loads. Analysis indicated that this approach
would achieve good correlation between the flutter stability and
resonance characteristics of the SR-7A and SR-7L.
The SR-7L blade retention stiffness test demonstrated that the measured
stiffness fell midway between the stiffnesses determined by 2-D and 3-D
analysis. The correlation with analysis was sufficient that blade
resonance problems were not a concern.
The Whirl Rig Test of the Large Scale Advanced Prop-Fan revealed two
areas requiring redesign, the control speed set cam and the blade seal.
The overall control governor gain was found to be lower than predicted
but acceptable.
The static and vibratory experimental stress analysis of the SR-7L blade
showed reasonable agreement with finite element analyses. The SR-7L
blade fatigue test provided confidence in the fatigue allowables used for
blade design. However, the configuration of the blade, with the sheath
overlapping a portion of the spar, makes the blade susceptible to a crack
in the sheath propagating into the spar. Periodic inspection of the
sheath for crack initiation is therefore required toprotect against spar
fracture.
Fatigue testing and experimental stress analysis conducted on the hub
demonstrated that the fatigue and static strength of the hub are more
than adequate. This was as expected since the hub was designed to meet
stiffness requirements.
The static aerodynamic performance of the SR-TL Large Scale Advanced
Prop-Fan corresponded well with analytical predictions for blade angles
up to 30 °. At blade angles above 30° the measured thrust produced and
power absorbed were lower than predicted. The measured pressure loading
distribution on the blade surface was also significantly different than
predicted. Blade vibratory stresses were found to increase slgnificantly
as blade angle was increased beyond 30°. This increase in vibratory
stress is characterized as stall buffet and is beIleved to be related to
the fall off in aerodynamic performance, though the mechanism by which
this occurs is not clear from the data that has been acquired. The
correlation between measured and predicted blade deflections indicated
that discrepancies between measured and predicted static aerodynamic
performance are not the result of an unexpected deflected blade shape.
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20.1 (Continued)
Wind tunnel testing of the SR-7L demonstrated that the Prop-Fan was free
of unstalled flutter at operating conditions comparable to the Mach .8
design cruise case. The measured aerodynamic performance of the SR-TL,
over a range of Math numbers to .8, compared favorably with predictions.
Comparison of measured and predicted performance was restricted to low
power points due to the operating limitations of the test facility. The
measured blade surface pressure distributions showed evidence of leading
edge and tip vortex flow at low Mach numbers and shocks attached to the
camber surface at high Mach numbers.
Wind tunnel testing of the SR-7A aeroelastlc model showed good
correlation between the aeroelastic performance of the model and the
SR-7L Large Scale Advanced Prop-Fan.
20.2 RECOMMENDATIONS
The stall buffet phenomena observed during Static Rotor Testing of the
SR-7L prevents the Prop-Fan from absorbing design power at design rpm
statically due to high vibratory blade stress. Additional research is
necessary to understand the mechanisms causing this phenomena and to
formulate single rotation Prop-Fan designs that avoid it.
Static test results showed that the aerodynamic performance of the SR-TL
Prop-Fan was not accurately predicted for high power static cases. The
measured blade loading distribution was also not accurately predicted by
analysis. More effort is needed to improve the analytical tools used to
predict Prop-Fan static aerodynamic behavior. Research into the wake
configuration for Prop-Fan blades is one area that might help improve the
accuracy of the analytical tools. Improved understanding of the static
aerodynamics of Prop-Fans may also lead to a better understanding of
stall buffet.
The LAP High Speed Wind Tunnel tests resulted in the acquisition of
extensive blade surface pressure data. This data affords the opportunity
to s|gn|flcantly improve the analytical tools used in aerodynamics,
acoustics, and structural design. Predictions of the SR-7L blade surface
pressure distribution, devised from various analytical techniques should
be correlated with this data to determine how these techniques could be
fine tuned to improve their accuracy.
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The definition of "Hazard Category" and "Hazard Probability" were taken from
MIL-STD-1629A and are listed below for reference.
Hazard Category:
Category I - Catastrophic - A failure which may cause death or system loss
(i.e., aircraft, missile, ship, etc.)
Category II - Critical - A failure which may cause severe injury, major
property damage, or major system damage which will result in mission IOss.
Category III - Marginal - A failure which may cause minor injury, minor
property damage, or minor system damage which will result in delay or loss of
availability or mission degradation.
Category IV - Minor - A failure not serious enough to cause injury, property
damage, or system damage, but which will result in unscheduled maintenance or
repair.
Hazard Probability:
Level A - Frequent. A high probability of occurrence during the item
operating time interval. High probability may be defined as a single failure
mode probability greater than 0.20 of the overall probability of failure
during the item operating time interval.
Level B - Reasonably Probable. A moderate probability of occurrence during
the item operating time interval. Probable may be defined as a single
failure mode probability of occurrence which is more than O.lO but less than
0.20 of the overall probability of failure during the item operating time.
Level C - Occasional. An occasional probability of occurrence during item
operating time interval. Occasional probability may be defined as a single
failure mode probability of occurrence which is more than O.Ol but less than
O.10 of the overall probability of failure during the item operating time.
Level D - Remote. An unlikely probability of occurrence during item
operating time interval. Remote probability may be defined as a single
failure mode probability of occurrence which is more than O.OOl but less than
0.01 of the overall probability of failure during the item operating time.
Level E - Extremely Unlikely. A failure whose probabllity of occurrence is
essentlally zero during item operating time Interval. Extremely unllkely may
be defined as a slngle failure mode probability of occurrence which Is less
than O.OOl of the overall probability of failure during the item operating
time.
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